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Abstract

Digital microfluidics is an emerging technology that provides fluid-handling capability on

a chip. Biochips based on digital microfluidics have therefore enabled the automation of

laboratory procedures in biochemistry. By reducing the rate of sample and reagent con-

sumption, digital microfluidic biochips allow continuous sampling and analysis for real-

time biochemical analysis, with application to clinical diagnostics, immunoassays, and

DNA sequencing. Recent advances in technology and applications serve as a powerful

driver for research on computer-aided design (CAD) tools for biochips.

This thesis research is focused on a design automation framework that addresses chip

synthesis, droplet routing, control-pin mapping, testing and diagnosis, and error recovery.

In contrast to prior work on automated design techniques for digital microfluidics, the

emphasis here is on practical CAD optimization methods that can target different design

problems in a unified manner. Constraints arising from the underlying technology and the

application domain are directly incorporated in the optimization framework.

The avoidance of cross-contamination during droplet routing is a key design challenge

for biochips. As a first step in this thesis research, a droplet-routing method based on

disjoint droplet routes has been developed to avoid cross-contamination during the design

of droplet flow paths. A wash-operation synchronization method has been developed to

synchronize wash-droplet routing steps with sample/reagent droplet-routing steps by con-

trolling the order of arrival of droplets at cross-contamination sites.

In pin-constrained digital microfluidic biochips, concurrently-implemented fluidic op-

erations may involve pin-actuation conflicts if they are not carefully synchronized. A two-

phase optimization method has been proposed to identify and synchronize these fluidic op-

erations. The goal is to implement these fluidic operations without pin-actuation conflict,

and minimize the duration of implementing the outcome sequence after synchronization.
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Due to the interdependence between droplet routing and pin-count reduction, this thesis

presents two optimization methods to concurrently solve the droplet-routing and the pin-

mapping design problems. First, an integer linear programming (ILP)-based optimization

method has been developed to minimize the number of control pins. Next an efficient

heuristic approach has been developed to tackle the co-optimization problem.

Dependability is an important system attribute for microfluidic biochips. Robust test-

ing methods are therefore needed to ensure correct results. This thesis presents a built-in

self-test (BIST) method for digital microfluidic biochips. This method utilizes digital mi-

crofluidic logic gates to implement the BIST architecture. A cost-effective fault diagnosis

method has also been proposed to locate a single defective cell, multiple rows/columns

with defective cells, as well as an unknown number of rows/columns-under-test with de-

fective cells. A BIST method for on-line testing of digital microfluidic biochips has been

proposed. An automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) method has been proposed for

non-regular digital microfluidic chips. A pin-count-aware online testing method has been

developed for pin-constrained designs to support the execution of both fault testing and the

target bioassay protocol.

To better monitor and manage the execution of bioassays, control flow has been incor-

porated in the design and optimization framework. A synthesis method has been developed

to incorporate control paths and an error-recovery mechanism during chip design. This

method addresses the problem of recovering from fluidic errors that occur during on-chip

bioassay execution.

In summary, this thesis research has led to a set of unified design tools for digital

microfluidics. This work is expected to reduce human effort during biochip design and

biochip usage, and enable low-cost manufacture and more widespread adoption for labo-

ratory procedures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent advances in microfluidics have paved the way for the design and implementation of

miniaturized devices (known as biochips or lab-on-chips) for biochemical analysis [1–3].

These chips are revolutionizing on-chip immunoassays, clinical diagnosis, environmental

toxicity monitoring, and high-throughput DNA sequencing. By handling small amounts,

e.g., nanoliters, of fluids, they can automate repetitive laboratory tasks that are performed

by conventional laboratory procedures. Therefore, compared to traditional methods, these

biochips are able to perform various bioassay operations, such as sample preparation, anal-

ysis, separation, and detection at significantly lower cost and much higher speed [1, 4–6].

The first generation of microfluidic biochips are based on the principle of continuous

fluid flow in etched microchannels. Fluid flow can be achieved in such devices either by

external pressure sources, integrated mechanical micropumps, or by electrokinetic mecha-

nisms [6, 7]. Although continuous-flow systems can be utilized in a wide range of simple

biomedical applications, they are not suitable for applications that require more compli-

cated fluidic operations and a high degree of flexibility. The micro-structures that are

permanently etched have limited reconfigurability and fault tolerance capability.

As an alternative, droplet-based digital microfluidics, based on the principle of electrowetting-

on-dielectric [2,3,8], is an emerging technology that provides fluid-handling capability on

a chip. Discrete droplets of nanoliter volumes can be manipulated in a “digital” manner

under clock control on a two-dimensional array of electrodes (“unit cells”). Just as VLSI

circuits can be designed using a large number of well-characterized transistors and inter-

connects, an integrated digital microfluidic biochip can be designed using unit cells. By

reducing the rate of sample and reagent consumption, digital microfluidic biochips enable
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continuous sampling and analysis for real-time biochemical analysis, with application to

clinical diagnostics, immunoassays, and DNA sequencing. In contrast to continuous fluidic

flow systems, these digital microfluidic systems can offer the key advantage of dynamic

reconfigurability. During the execution of a set of bioassays, microfluidic modules can be

placed anywhere and relocated on the microfluidic array, without affecting functionality.

Therefore, the digital microfluidic systems can provide a high degree of defect tolerance,

i.e., they can bypass the “faulty” cells by reconfiguring the microfluidic modules to fault-

free regions in the microfluidic array.

Many types of biomedical protocols have recently been adapted for execution on dig-

ital microfluidic biochips [9–11]. Other applications are likely to emerge in the near fu-

ture. As a result, there is a steady increase in the level of integration and system com-

plexity of digital microfluidic biochips [2, 12–15]. A prototype has been developed for

gene sequencing through synthesis [2], which targets the simultaneous execution of 106

fluidic operations and the processing of billions of droplets. Other biochip systems are

being designed for protein crystallization, which requires the concurrent execution of hun-

dreds of operations [15]. A commercially available droplet-based (using dielectrophoresis)

biochip embeds more than 300,000 20 µm by 20 µm electrodes with integrated optical de-

tectors [12–14].

An increase in the complexity and area of microfluidics-based biochip will lead to

high defect rates, thereby reducing yield. Dependability is an important system attribute

for biochip, especially for safety-critical applications such as point-of care diagnostics,

health assessment, and screening for infectious diseases. Some manufacturing defects may

produce errors during field operation. Therefore, these chips must be adequately tested not

only after the fabrication, but also continuously during in-field operation.

The advances in technology described above, as well as emerging applications, serve

as powerful drivers for research on computer-aided design (CAD) tools for biochip de-

sign [16,17]. A number of relevant CAD issues, especially related to synthesis and testing,
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were addressed in [18], which presented the first framework for digital microfluidics CAD.

Several integrated automation tools were presented in [18]. These tools facilitated the de-

sign and synthesis, as well as chip testing and defect tolerance, thereby allowing biochip

users to focus on the bioassay designs and applications. However, many of the design tech-

niques in [18] are based on unrealistic and invalid assumptions. Practical issues such as

the nature of manufacturing defects, the physical and technology-related constraints, and

the fabrication cost are not considered. Therefore, the biochip designs resulting from these

tools are not feasible in practice, either from the manufacturing perspective or in terms of

ease of use. The synthesis tool in [18] focuses only on compact designs that minimize the

completion time of bioassays, and it is prone to generate synthesis results without defect

tolerance and available droplet-routing paths. Moreover, the designs resulting from [18]

are based on the direct-addressing scheme, where each electrode is connected to a dedi-

cated control pin; it can thereby be activated independently. Although this method provides

the maximum freedom for droplet manipulation, it requires an excessive number of control

pins. Finally, the test methods in [18] do not address many realistic defects and malfunc-

tions in fluidic operations. As a result, the design tools in [18] can be viewed as being

conceptual methods, rather than practical techniques.

Optimization techniques to address more realistic issues were presented in [19]. This

work focuses on the development of application-guided design automation tools that ad-

dress practical issues such as defects, routability and fabrication cost. It provides the means

for the automated design and use of robust, low-cost, and manufacturable digital microflu-

idic systems. However, the design methods in [19] address synthesis, testing, fault diagno-

sis, and pin-constrained chip design as completely independent problems. These methods

do not consider relationships between them to obtain the best “design point”. For example,

the pin-constrained chip design methods in [19] derive the pin-assignment for a biochip

using a priori knowledge about the bioassay schedule, module placement and the droplet

routes, while the synthesis algorithms in [19] are based on a direct-addressing scheme.
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The optimization of the electrode-access architecture is not dynamically incorporated in

the synthesis flow. Moreover, the synthesis tools in [19] suffer from the drawback that

they do not implement any control flow to recover from errors that can occur during bioas-

say execution. These tools do not specify any droplet-routing pathways and they do not

consider the potential cross-contamination at the intersection of two droplet routes.

This thesis is focused on the development of a comprehensive CAD optimization frame-

work that unifies different design problems (e.g., synthesis, droplet routing, control-pin

mapping, testing and diagnosis, and error recovery). With the increase in system complex-

ity and integration levels, biochip designers can utilize the resulting design tool to evaluate

different design alternatives, and carry out design-space exploration to obtain the best de-

sign point.

Droplet-routing and optimization methods that avoid cross-contamination have been

investigated. The first method is based on the use of disjoint droplet routes. It can also

minimize the number of cells used for droplet routing. An optimization technique is used

to minimize the number of wash operations that must be used between successive routing

steps. The second method integrates washing operations into functional-droplet routing.

Wash droplets are manipulated to traverse all the cross-contamination sites and clean the

residue left behind by functional droplets. The washing steps are synchronized with nor-

mal droplet-routing steps to reduce the duration of droplet routing while avoid the cross-

contamination between different droplet routes.

In pin-constrained biochip designs, concurrent implementation of fluidic operations

during the same time interval may lead to pin-actuation conflicts. A two-phase optimiza-

tion method has been developed to synchronize the fluidic operations that are executed

concurrently. This method is based on fine-grained parallelization of the corresponding

pin-actuation sequences, such that pin-actuation conflicts are avoided. The first phase in-

volves the merging of pin-actuation sequences based on clique partitioning in graph theory,

and the second phase targets the parallelization of pin-actuation sequences. The synchro-
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nization method has been extended with the addition of a small number of control pins, in

order to further minimize the completion time while avoiding pin-actuation conflicts.

Since the droplet routing and control-pin mapping problems are interdependent, op-

timization methods have been proposed to solve the droplet routing and pin-constrained

design problems concurrently. First, a comprehensive integer linear programming (ILP)-

based optimization method has been developed to simultaneously co-optimizes the droplet

pathways and pin-assignment, in order to minimize the number of control pins. This

method generates droplet-routing paths and a single pin-assignment plan that allows droplet-

routing in all the subproblems without any conflict in the mapping of pins to electrodes.

Next, since the above co-optimization problem is NP-hard and the corresponding deci-

sion problem is NP-complete, a heuristic method has been proposed to solve the co-

optimization problem.

Microfluidic logic gates are being investigated in this thesis research and cost-effective

testing techniques are being developed. Using the principle of electrowetting-on-dielectric,

AND, OR and NOT and XOR logic gates have been implemented. A built-in self-test

(BIST) method has been proposed for two types of test: the parallel scan-like test and the

functional test. This method utilizes digital microfluidic logic gates to implement various

compactors for fault detection. A cost-effective fault diagnosis method is also proposed,

where a single defective cell, multiple rows/columns with defective cells, as well as an

unknown number of rows/columns-under-test with defective cells in the microfluidic array

are located by using a microfluidic compactor. By utilizing the dynamic reconfiguration of

the digital microfluidics, an online testing method is proposed where the implementation

of the microfluidic compator is interleaved with normal biochemical assays concurrently to

ensure low area overhead. An automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) method has been

proposed to generate test patterns, in order to detect catastrophic defects for a non-regular

microfluidic array. This ATPG method automates test-stimulus design and test-resource

selection in order to minimize the test-application time. An ILP model is presented for
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compacting test patterns, while maintaining the desired fault coverage. Finally, to facili-

tate online testing of a pin-constrained biochip, a pin-count-aware online testing method is

also being investigated. The goal is to apply pin-constrained design to support the incorpo-

ration of test procedures into the fluidic manipulation steps in the target bioassay protocol.

The completion time for the testing steps and the bioassay operations can be significantly

reduced, and the number of control pins is kept small.

A unified synthesis method, which incorporates control paths in the design of a digital

microfluidic biochip, has been proposed. An efficient control-path design method has been

developed based on error-propagation estimates for different fluidic operations. The goal

is to generate chip designs that incorporate control flow. The execution status of an on-chip

bioassay can be examined at predetermined checkpoints. Sensor outputs at checkpoints can

be used to implement conditional statement such as “if-then-else” to control the execution

of the bioassay.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents an overview of

digital microfluidic technology. Section 1.2 discusses the related work about synthesis,

droplet-routing design, pin-constrained design, and testing techniques. Finally, an outline

of the thesis is presented in Section 1.3.

1.1 Overview of Digital Microfluidics

Traditional microfluidic technologies are based on the principle of continuous fluid flow in

permanently-etched microchannels [6,7]. Liquid flow can be actuated by external pressure

sources, integrated mechanical micropumps, or by electrokinetic mechanisms. Biochemi-

cal applications, including polymerase chain reaction (PCR), cell separation, cell lysis and

DNA purification, can be performed using continuous flow microfluidic devices [7, 20].

Micromechanical valves, addressable chambers, and other microfluidic devices can be fab-

ricated permanently on glass or plastic substrate. In these systems, samples and reagents
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Fabricated digital microfluidic arrays:(a) glass substrate [10]; (b) PCB sub-
strate [22].

are first loaded into the inputs at one end, and then moved together to an output at the other

end. A series of fluidic operations, such as mixing, sample injection, and separations,

occur at predetermined points along the path. Although continuous fluidic systems are

suitable for a series of well-determined and simple bioassays, they are not applicable for

applications that require flexible and scalable fluidic manipulations. Moreover, the degree

of reconfigurability and defect tolerance are limited. Therefore, continuous flow systems

are suitable only for a narrow range of biomedical applications.

A digital microfluidic biochip utilizes the phenomenon of electrowetting to manipulate

and move nanoliter droplets containing biological samples on a two-dimensional electrode

array [2]. A unit cell in the array includes a pair of electrodes that acts as two parallel plates.

The bottom plate contains a patterned array of individually controlled electrodes, and the

top plate is coated with a continuous ground electrode. A droplet rests on a hydrophobic

surface over an electrode, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Droplets are moved by applying a control

voltage to a unit cell adjacent to the droplet and, at the same time, deactivating the one just

under the droplet. This electronic method of wettability control creates interfacial tension

gradients that move the droplets to the charged electrode. Coplanar microfluidic devices,

i.e., arrays without a top plate, have also been demonstrated [11, 21].

Fluid-handling operations such as droplet merging, splitting, mixing, and dispensing
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Figure 1.2: Set-up for photo-diode detector [9].

can be executed in a similar manner. For example, mixing can be performed by routing

two droplets to the same location and then turning them about some pivot points [23]. The

digital microfluidic platform offers the additional advantage of flexibility, referred to as

reconfigurability, since fluidic operations can be performed anywhere on the array. Mi-

crofluidic modules can be relocated to other electrodes in the microfluidic array during

the concurrent execution of a set of bioassays without affecting the functionality. Droplet

routes and operation scheduling result are programmed into a microcontroller that drives

electrodes in the array. In addition to electrodes, optical detectors such as LEDs and pho-

todiodes are also integrated in microfluidic systems to monitor bioassays [9, 24–28], as

shown in Fig. 1.2.

In [9], an optical detection system is integrated with the digital microfluidic array. It

is set up perpendicular to the main plain of the microfluidic array. It consists of a light

emitting diode (LED) and a photodiode, which is a light-to-voltage converter. The sample

concentration can be measured from the absorbance of the products using a rate kinetic

method [29].

An InGaAs-based thin-film inverted metal-semiconductor-metal (I-MSM) photodetec-

tor has been reported in [25]. The I-MSM photodetectors are independently fabricated and

subsequently bonded to the metal contact pads on the Benzocyclobutene (BCB)/SiO2/Si
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substrate. To carry out chip-level integration, a 3-µm layer of SiO2 is deposited on the

Si substrate using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), followed by a

spin-coated 1-µm-thick BCB core layer. The 3-µm layer of SiO2 acts as a cladding and

buffer layer for the BCB layer. Next, the thin-film photodetectors are separately fabricated

and bonded to the pads on the Si substrate. The detection area of this photodetector is 100

µm × 150 µm.

In [26], GaN thin-film metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors are hetero-

geneously integrated onto a host substrate of SiO2-Si. GaN epitaxial layers are grown on

lithium gallate (LiGaO2) substrates, which leads to small lattice mismatch. The doped GaN

MSM photodetector on LiGaO2 is grown using plasma-assisted radio frequency molecular

beam epitaxy. The MSM photodetectors used for all measurements were 47 µm long, with

2-µm finger width and 5-µm finger spacing, and a detection area of 50 µm × 50 µm.

Non-uniform splitting may occur during the splitting process [3]. That is, the two result

droplets after the splitting may have different volumes. The reproducibility of the volume

in droplet splitting over a range of 1.2 to 3.2 µl with 1.5 mm electrode pitch and gap height

of 140 µm has been evaluated. The volume variation (volume after splitting divided by

total volume) is about 7% [30]. Variables that affect the uniformity of the splitting process

include aspect ratio (electrode pitch/gap height), droplet/oil interfacial tension, electrode

shape, sequence of electrode voltage, and droplet alignment at the initiation of necking.

Recent work has demonstrated a low voltage, two-level-metal, and multi-layer insulator

electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWD) biochip [31]. EWD devices were fabricated with a

multilayer insulator consisting of 135 nm sputtered tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) and 180

nm parylene C coated with 70 nm of CYTOP. The electrode pitch is 100 µm and the gap

height is 20 µm. The insulator thickness is 200 nm. To dispense a 300 pl droplet, an

actuation voltage of 11.4 V is required.
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1.2 Automated Chip Design and Testing

1.2.1 Synthesis Methods

There have been growing interest in the automated design and synthesis of microfluidic

biochips [22, 32–51]. This subsection describes published work in this area. In [41], a

system design methodology has been proposed to solve the synthesis problem of the de-

sign of digital microfluidic biochips using classical high-level synthesis techniques. Under

resource constraints, an optimal scheduling strategy based on integer linear programming

and two heuristic techniques have been proposed to schedule bioassay functions. However,

this method cannot generate placement information. It just provides a crude estimate about

the array size for biochip design.

A simulated annealing-based technique for module placement in digital microfluidics-

based biochips has been proposed in [43]. Fault-tolerance is considered as a criteria during

the placement, whereby the fault tolerance index (FTI) for single and multiple faults has

also been defined. FTI has also been incorporated into the placement procedure. Since

reconfigurability allows a microfluidic module to be relocated elsewhere in the system

when a single cell is detected to be faulty, groups of cells can be reconfigured to change

their functionality during the concurrent execution of a set of bioassays.

In [48], the placement problem of digital microfluidic biochips is modeled as the tem-

poral (3D) floorplanning problem, in order to simultaneously perform scheduling and phys-

ical placement. Therefore, there is a high flexibility to optimize both the assay completion

time and the biochip area. A tree-based topological representation (the T-tree representa-

tion) is adopted to formulate the placement problem. In order to ensure defect tolerance

and perform a bioassay on a biochip with defective sites, the proposed placement algorithm

models each defective cell as an obstacle and does not allow overlaps among operations

and obstacles.
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Figure 1.3: An example illustrating system-level synthesis [42].

In [42], a synthesis method based on parallel recombinative simulated annealing (PRSA)

from [52] has been proposed to unify operation scheduling, resource binding, and module

placement. The design flow is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Exact placement information is used

to evaluate the quality of architectural-level synthesis. Both architectural design and phys-

ical design can be determined simultaneously by this method.

While generating physical layouts, the synthesis tool in [42] provides only the layouts

of the modules, and it does not specify the droplet routing pathways. However, for large

arrays where multiple bioassays are implemented concurrently, the droplet transportation

time can be significant. Therefore, the droplet routing must be considered during the ar-

chitectural and physical design. To tackle the above problem, a droplet-routing-aware au-

tomated synthesis tool has been presented in [45]. Droplet routability, defined as the ease

with which droplet pathways can be determined, is estimated and integrated in the syn-

thesis flow. Architectural-level design choices, as well as droplet-routing-aware physical

design, can be generated simultaneously using the proposed approach.
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Figure 1.4: Feasibility frontier surface and feasible design region for defect-tolerant and
defect-oblivious routing-aware synthesis methods [47].

Another drawback of the synthesis method in [42] is that it does not provide any quan-

titative metric to evaluate the defect tolerance of a synthesized biochip. Thus it does not

allow the designer to consider defect tolerance as a selection criterion in the design process.

In other words, defect tolerance in [42] is considered only after the device is manufactured,

and it is not directly incorporated in the synthesis flow. Therefore, a PRSA-based defect-

tolerant synthesis tool has been proposed in [46]. This method combines defect-tolerant

architectural synthesis with defect-tolerant physical design. It uses defect tolerance as a de-

sign criterion and it allows architectural-level design choices and defect-tolerant physical

design decisions to be made simultaneously.

We ran the defect-tolerant routing-aware and defect-oblivious routing-aware algorithms

from [47] under a set of combinations of weights in the fitness function for the protein

assay example. We carried out random defect injection into each design and obtain its

failure rate. We mapped each design G to a 3D point (TG, AG, FG), where TG, AG, FG are

completion time, chip area, and failure rate of the design, respectively. A point (TG, AG,
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FG) is referred to as a feasibility boundary point if there are no other points (Tm, Am, Fm)

such that Tm < TG, Am < AG, and Fm < FG. A feasibility frontier surface is obtained by

connecting all the feasibility boundary points, as shown in Fig. 1.4. The feasible design

region corresponds to the space above the feasible surface. Any design specification can

be met whose corresponding point is located in this region; otherwise, no feasible design

exists for this specification. As shown in Fig. 1.4, defect-tolerant routing-aware synthesis

leads to a lower-feasibility frontier surface and a larger feasible design space as compared

to the defect-oblivious method.

However, the above PRSA-based synthesis tools suffers from the drawback that they

do not implement any control flow to recover from errors that can occur during bioassay

execution. The fluidic operations are carried out following the pre-determined schedule

without any sensor feedback. If an error is detected at the end of the assay, the entire

bioassay must be repeated.

1.2.2 Droplet-Routing Methods

Methods have also been developed to solve the routing problem for digital microfluidic

biochips [32, 34, 45, 49, 53–57]. In [32], the droplet-routing problem for digital microflu-

idic biochips was modeled as a motion-planning problem with multiple moving robots.

A prioritized A∗ search technique was presented. However, it is hard to devise a general

procedure that can solve the priority assignment problem, i.e., the order of droplet routing.

Another drawback of [32] is that only routes between two terminals are considered. How-

ever, multiple droplets from different terminals may be transported to one common module

when practical bioassays are applied to the digital microfluidic platform.

In [49], a network-flow-based routing algorithm that can concurrently route a set of

non-interfering nets for the droplet routing problem on biochips is proposed. A two-stage

technique of global routing followed by detailed routing is implemented. In [34], the pro-
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posed droplet router routes a droplet with higher bypassibility which less likely blocks the

movement of the others. When multiple droplets form a deadlock, the router resolves it by

backing off some droplets for concession. In [45], a droplet-routing-aware automated syn-

thesis tool for microfluidic biochips is presented. This approach allows architectural-level

design choices and droplet-routing-aware physical design decisions to be made simultane-

ously. However, it does not generate any specific droplet route during the synthesis.

In [54], a systematic droplet routing method is integrated with biochip synthesis. The

proposed approach minimizes the number of cells used for droplet routing, while satisfying

constraints imposed by throughput considerations and fluidic properties. However, since

the routes in microfluidic biochips are viewed as virtual routes, droplet routes may intersect

or overlap with each other during different time intervals. Therefore, cross-contamination

between droplets may happen at the overlap sites. In the multiplexed in-vitro measurement

of glucose and other metabolites in human physiological fluids such as plasma, urine and

serum, cross-contamination between these human physiological droplets in the overlapping

droplet routes can lead to erroneous outcomes [9]. Therefore, cross-contamination should

be avoided during bioassays, especially those involving human physiological fluids.

Wash operations are used to avoid cross-contamination [55, 58, 59]. A wash droplet

is dispensed from the wash reservoir and transported via an intersection of functional

droplet routes to the waste reservoir. The wash droplet cleans the residue at this inter-

section left behind by the earlier functional droplet. After that, the other droplet is trans-

ported from the source node via this cleaned intersection to the sink node. In this manner,

cross-contamination between the functional droplets can be avoided. In [58], a washing

step is necessary after each polypyrrole synthesis step to avoid cross-contamination in the

DNA biochip. Wash droplets are also utilized in the clinical application of diagnosis for

Huntington’s disease [59]. A contamination-aware droplet routing algorithm is proposed

in [55], where a minimum cost circulation algorithm and look-ahead prediction are used to

optimize wash-droplet routing.
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1.2.3 Pin-Constrained Design Methods

In a microfluidic array, electrodes are connected to control pins for electrical activation.

Early CAD research on digital microfluidic chips assumed a direct-addressing scheme for

the control of electrodes [16,41,42,45,48,60]. Each electrode is assumed to be connected to

a dedicated control pin; it can therefore be activated independently. This method allows the

maximum freedom of droplet manipulation, but it necessitates an impractically large num-

ber of control pins. As more bioassays are concurrently executed on digital microfluidic

platforms, system complexity and the number of electrodes is expected to increase steadily.

A droplet-based biochip that embeds more than 300,000 20 µm by 20 µm electrodes, and

uses dielectrophoresis for cell sorting, has been demonstrated [13, 14]. A prototype and

a soon-to-be announced product for clinical diagnostics includes more than 1,000 elec-

trodes [61–63]. The large number of control pins and the associated interconnect-routing

problem significantly add to product cost for disposable PCB-based biochips. These chips

need to be disposable because they are targeted for diagnostic tests on human patients, and

cleaning and reuse are not always feasible.

Furthermore, a digital microfluidic biochip is controlled by an external micro-controller,

which stores the bioassay schedule, resource binding and module placement results, and

the resulting pin-actuation sequences in memory [5,62,63]. During bioassay execution, the

micro-controller reads pin-actuation sequences from memory, translates them into voltage

control signals, and activates or deactivates the corresponding control pins of the biochip.

However, due to the limited number of output ports of the micro-controller, it is infeasible

for a micro-controller to activate a large number of control pins. For example, the micro-

controller for a recently developed biochip for n-plex bioassay can only activate 64 control

pins [61]. Therefore, it cannot directly control thousands of electrodes.

Electrode addressing methods that allow the control of digital microfluidic arrays with

a small number of pins are therefore more practical [10, 50, 64–70, 116]. In the method
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Figure 1.5: A cross-referencing microfluidic device that uses single-layer driving elec-
trodes on both top and bottom plates (adapted from [66]).

proposed in [10], the number of control pins for a fabricated electrowetting-based biochip

is minimized by using a multi-phase bus for the fluidic pathways. Every nth electrode in

an n-phase bus is electrically connected, where n is small number (typically n = 4). Thus,

only n control pins are needed for a transport bus, irrespective of the number of electrodes

that it contains. Cross-referencing methods allow control of an N ×M grid array with

only N +M control pins [50, 66, 69, 70]. The electrode rows are patterned on both the top

and bottom plates, and placed orthogonally. An electrode is activated by highlighting the

column and row pins it resides on, as shown in Fig. 1.5. However, due to electrode inter-

ference, this design cannot handle the simultaneous movement of more than two droplets.

The resulting serialization of droplet movement is a drawback for high-throughput appli-

cations such as DNA sequencing, air-quality monitoring, and multiplexed immunoassays.

Higher throughput can be achieved for such arrays using a graph-theoretic optimization

technique [69]. However, this design requires a special electrode structure (i.e., both top

and bottom plates contain electrode rows), which results in increased manufacturing cost.

The method presented in [67] uses array partitioning and careful pin assignment to

reduce the number of control pins. However, this method leads to a mapping of pins to

electrodes that is specific to a target biofluidic application. In [65], the authors proposed a

pin-constrained biochip design flow that addresses the pin-count issue at several stages of

design, including module placement and droplet routing. In [64], a design automation flow
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of a “don’t-care” (x) in electrode actuation.

is proposed to consider the cross-contamination problems on pin-constrained biochips.

Early crossing minimization algorithms are proposed during placement stage, as well as

systematic wash-droplet scheduling and routing stages. This method requires only one

extra control pin and zero assay completion time overhead for practical bioassays.

A broadcast addressing-based pin-assignment method is described in [68, 116]. The

droplet-routing information is stored in the form of electrode-actuation sequences, where

each bit in a sequence represents the status (“1” (activate), “0” (deactivate) or “x” (don’t-

care)) of the electrode at a specific time frame. The input to an electrode is a “don’t-care”

when it is required to be neither active nor inactive, as shown in Fig. 1.6. At a specific

time frame, a droplet is to be held at electrode E3. This electrode needs to be at high

voltage (“1”), and the two adjacent electrodes E2 and E4 need to be deactivated (“0”).

E1 is not involved in this holding step, therefore a don’t-care value can be assumed for

it. Since the voltage on E1 has no impact on the droplet operations for this step, E1 can

also be assigned “1” or “0”. Two electrode-actuation sequences are identified as being

compatible, if either the values of two bits at every time step are the same, or the value of

one bit is “x”. Broadcast addressing reduces the number of pins by identifying groups of

electrodes whose electrode-actuation sequences are mutually compatible and by assigning

to each group an independent pin. A drawback of this approach is that it first determines

droplet routes based on the direct-addressing scheme, and then generates pin-assignments

based on the predetermined routes.
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The above pin-constrained design solutions require droplet routes to be determined

prior to pin assignment, which is clearly sub-optimal. Such this two-step strategy ignores

the relationship between the droplet routing and the pin assignment; these two problems are

interdependent and a design with fewer control pins can be achieved if the two optimization

problems are tackled simultaneously.

An integer linear programming (ILP)-based technique was recently presented to solve

the droplet-routing and the pin-assignment problems concurrently for one droplet-routing

subproblem [71]. For each routing subproblem, the technique in [71] can be used to gen-

erate the droplet pathways with minimum number of electrodes and the mapping of a min-

imum number of control pins to these electrodes. However, a serious drawback of [71] is

that it generates different mapping of control pins to electrodes in the same array for differ-

ent routing subproblems. In other words, an electrode may be mapped to different control

pins for different subproblems. In order to fabricate a biochip that supports different map-

ping of pins to electrodes, multiplexers have to be used to dynamically change the map-

ping of pins to electrodes during assay execution. However, the integration of multiplexers

and additional wiring is prohibitively expensive and infeasible for low-cost and disposable

biochips [62, 63]. Moreover, the dynamic remapping of control pins to electrodes adds to

the complexity of the interface between the microcontroller and the electrode array. There-

fore, the ILP-based approach of [71] cannot be used to generate feasible pin-assignment

solutions and admissible chip designs for practical applications.

1.2.4 Testing and Diagnosis Methods

In recent years, a number of testing and diagnosis techniques have also been developed

for detecting and locating defects, fluidic abnormalities, and bioassay malfunctions during

chip operation [33, 48, 60, 72–81]. Test methods have been proposed for both continuous-

flow and digital microfluidic biochips. An excellent overview is available in [73]. A fault
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Figure 1.7: Fabricated lab-on-chip for DNA sequencing used to demonstrate parallel scan–
like testing [60].

model and a fault simulation method for continuous-flow microfluidic biochips have been

proposed in [75].

As in the case of integrated circuits (ICs), an increase in the density and area of

microfluidics-based biochips will lead to high defect densities, thereby reducing yield,

especially for newer technologies. Moreover, since complicated fluidic operations are re-

peatedly executed in compact microfluidic arrays, a group of cells is repeatedly required

to perform a large number of operations, hence malfunctions can occur for certain patterns

of droplet movement or fluidic operations [72]. A comprehensive set of fault models for

defects and malfunctions of digital microfluidic biochips is described in Table 1.1.

Structural test is needed to detect catastrophic defects. For instance, a single defec-

tive electrode can be detected/located via the traversal of a test droplet. In [80], testing

is based on a graph model of the microfluidic array and a problem formulation based on

Hamiltonian paths in the graph. In [60], a “parallel scan-like testing” methodology has

been proposed to detect catastrophic defects in digital microfluidic devices. The method

is named thus because it manipulates multiple test droplets in parallel to traverse the tar-

get microfluidic array, just as test stimuli can be applied in parallel to the different scan

chains in an integrated circuit. The parallel scan-like test method has been applied to a
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Table 1.1: Fault models for digital microfluidic biochips [72].

Cause of defect Defect type Fault model Observable error
Excessive actuation Dielectric breakdown Droplet-electrode Droplet undergoes
voltage applied to short (a short electrolysis, which

an electrode between the droplet prevents its further
and the electrode) transportation

Electrode actuation Irreversible charge Electrode-stuck-on (the Unintentional droplet
for excessive concentration on electrode remains operations or

duration an electrode constantly activated) stuck droplets
Excessive mechanical Misalignment of Pressure gradient Droplet transportation

force applied parallel plates (net static pressure without activation
to the chip (electrodes and in some direction) voltage

ground plane)
Coating failure Non-uniform Dielectric islands Fragmentation of

dielectric layer (islands of droplets and their
Teflon coating) motion is prevented

Abnormal metal layer Grounding Failure Floating droplets Failure of droplet
deposition and etch (droplet are not transportation

variation during anchored)
fabrication Broken wire Electrode open Failure to activate

to control source (electrode actuation the electrode for
is not possible) droplet transportation

Metal connection Electrode short (short A droplet resides in
between two between electrodes) the middle of the

adjacent electrodes two shorted electrodes,
Particle contamination A particle that Electrode short and its transport along

or liquid residue connect two one or more directions
adjacent electrodes cannot be achieved

Protein adsorption Sample residue Resistive open Droplet transportation
on electrode at electrode is impeded

surface Contamination Assay results are
outside the range

of possible outcomes

Cause of malfunction Malfunction type Fault model Observable error
Electrode actuation Irreversible charge Dispensing-stuck-on No droplet can be

for excessive concentration on (droplet is dispensed dispensed from
duration the dispensing but not fully cut the reservoir

electrode off from the reservoir)
Electrode shape Deformity of No overlap between Mixing failure

variation in electrodes droplets to be mixed
fabrication and center electrode

Electrode electrostatic Unequal actuation Pressure gradient (net Unbalanced volumes
property variation voltages static pressure in of split droplets

in fabrication some direction)
Bad soldering Parasitic capacitance Oversensitive or False positive/

in the capacitive insensitive capacitive negative in detection
sensing circuit sensing

fabricated biochip. The chip-under-test is a PCB microfluidic platform for DNA sequenc-

ing, as shown in Fig. 1.7. The platform consists of a 7× 7 array, 8 reservoirs and routing

electrodes that connect reservoirs to the array. A total of 9 cells are reserved for grounding,

and they are not available for droplet transportation. The test procedure takes 46 seconds
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Figure 1.8: Fabricated lab-on-chip used for PCR [72].
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of (a) normal dispensing and (b) dispensing failure, for a fabricated
lab-on-chip [72].

for a 1 Hz actuation frequency.

Since many fluidic operations must be repeatedly executed with high precision using a

group of unit cells in compact microfluidic arrays, functional testing is proposed to verify

the functionality of the underlying microfluidic platform [72]. Several techniques are pro-

posed for the functional testing of droplet-based microfluidic biochips. These techniques

address fundamental biochip operations such as droplet dispensing, droplet transportation,

mixing and splitting.
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Figure 1.10: Mixing and splitting test for a fabricated PCR chip [72].

Functional test methods were applied to a PCB microfluidic platform for the Poly-

merase Chain Reaction (PCR), as shown in Fig. 1.8. The platform consists of two columns

and two rows of electrodes, three reservoirs, and routing electrodes that connect the reser-

voirs to the array. A dispensing malfunction is shown in Fig. 1.9. An illustration of the

mixing and splitting test is shown in Fig. 1.10. The bottom row was first targeted and five

test droplets were dispensed to the odd electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1.10(a). Next, splitting

test for the even electrodes was carried out. Droplets were split and merged on the even

electrodes. In Fig. 1.10(b), we see a series of droplets of the same volume resting on the

even electrodes, which means that all the odd electrodes passed the splitting test, and merg-

ing at the even electrodes worked well. However, when the splitting test was carried out
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on the even electrodes, a large variation in droplet volume was observed on the 3rd and 5th

electrodes; see Fig. 1.10(c). This variation implied a malfunction, leading to unbalanced

splitting on the 4th electrode. The malfunction was detected when the droplets were routed

to the capacitive sensing circuit. The 4th electrode on the bottom row was marked as an

unqualified splitting site.

However, these test methods use capacitive sensing circuits to read and analyze test

outcomes [15,60]. This approach requires an additional step to analyze the pulse sequence

to determine whether the microfluidic array under-test is defective. The reading of test

outcomes and the analysis of pulse sequences increase test time; the latter procedure is

especially prone to errors arising from inaccuracies in sensor calibration. The complexity

of the capacitive-sensing circuit and the need for pulse-sequence analysis make previously

proposed testing methods less practical, especially for field operation.

A diagnosis method based on test outcomes has been presented in [60]. This adaptive

test method carries out binary search for each row/column that fails during test. Testing and

fault diagnosis method based on Euler paths suffer from long test application times [78].

Fault diagnosis is carried out by using multiple test-application steps and adaptive Euler

paths. Concurrent testing has been proposed in [79] to interleave the testing and the normal

bioassay, in order to minimize the testing time. However, this method assumes a direct-

addressing scheme for connecting electrodes to control pins, which is not practical for

realistic low-cost biochip designs.

To tackle this problem, a design for testability (DFT) solution was recently proposed to

incorporate test procedures into the fluidic manipulation steps in the target bioassay pro-

tocol [81]. By applying pin-constrained design to the testability-aware bioassay protocol,

this method ensures that the resulting chip layout supports the effective execution of test-

related droplet operations for the entire chip. Therefore, the proposed DFT method allows

design of pin-constrained biochips with a high level of testability with negligible overhead

in terms of the number of control pins. However, since the test procedures are simply ap-
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pended after the completion of the bioassay, the completion time of both testing and the

bioassay is large. Since digital microfluidic systems are envisioned for in-field operations,

e.g., for detecting dangerous pathogens and for patient-health assessment in emergencies,

the response time should be minimized to obtain rapid results [41].

Prototypes of digital microfluidic biochips with non-regular array layouts have been

experimentally demonstrated and they are close to commercialization [2,13,61]. In a non-

regular array, regions where no fluidic operation is implemented are not fabricated with

electrodes, in order to reduce the overall fabrication cost. Such low-cost biochips do not

fully utilize the reconfigurability provided by the digital microfluidic platform. Previous

testing methods developed for the 2-D regular microfluidic arrays are not applicable to

non-regular arrays. For example, there is no regular layout of electrode-rows/columns

that are required by the parallel scan-like testing method. Moreover, it may be impossible

to find Hamiltonian paths and Euler paths for test droplets to cover every electrode and

electrode-connection in non-regular arrays, respectively.

As described in Table 1.1, malfunctions can occur during fluidic operations. For ex-

ample, when electrodes are actuated for excessive duration, irreversible charge will con-

centrate on the dispensing electrode. This leads to the fault “dispensing-stuck-on” during

the dispensing operation, i.e., a droplet is dispensed but not fully cut off from the reser-

voir. Thereby, no droplet can be dispensed from the reservoir. Furthermore, due to the

electrode electrostatic property variation in fabrication, unequal actuation voltages can be

applied to electrodes where a droplet is undergoing the splitting operation. This results in

two outcome droplets with unbalanced volumes. In the protein assay, if the droplet with

incorrect volume dilutes with the other droplet with normal volume, the outcome droplet

will have incorrect volume and its concentration will be different from the desired one. In

this manner, the error in droplet volume and concentration will be propagated along the

dilution tree until the assay’s endpoint is reached. Hence the concentration at the end of

the assay will be different from the desired concentration.
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Therefore, it is necessary to verify the correctness of on-chip fluidic operations. The

status of a bioassay can be monitored by examining parameters such as the volume of the

product droplet, sample concentration in the product, detector readout, etc. If an error oc-

curs during the execution of the bioassay, e.g., an intermediate product droplet exceeds the

normal volume, the assay outcomes can be misleading. Therefore, it is important to detect

such errors as early as possible and re-execute the fluidic operations to obtain correct assay

outcomes. However, current synthesis tools only provide a “data path” implementation

involving the scheduling and placement of microfluidic modules. None of these tools con-

sider control flow or address the problem of recovering from fluidic errors that can occur

during an on-chip bioassay. Fluidic operations in these designs are carried out following

the pre-determined schedule without any feedback. If an error occurs during the execu-

tion of the assay, it can only be detected when the assay is completed, and then the entire

bioassay must be repeated.

Such repetitive executions lead to wastage of samples and reagents, and an undue in-

crease in the assay time. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor intermediate results and

design a feedback control mechanism during bioassay execution to repeat only the frag-

ment of the bioassay where errors are detected. While the notion of error recovery is taken

here from reliable computing, a key difference from computing is that the rollback strategy

must take into account the availability of sample volumes and intermediate solutions of ap-

propriate concentrations. Rollback can only be made to points where droplets of required

concentrations have been stored.

1.3 Outline of Thesis

This thesis research addresses a number of relevant design automation problems that unify

different design issues, e.g., chip synthesis, droplet routing, control-pin mapping, testing

and diagnosis, and error recovery. The unified optimization framework is illustrated in
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Figure 1.11: An overview of thesis research.

Figure. 1.11. The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents droplet-routing methods that avoid cross-contamination in the op-

timization of droplet flow paths. Section 2.1 presents the motivation and related prior

work on droplet routing and cross-contamination. In Section 2.2, a droplet-routing method

based on disjoint droplet routes is proposed to avoid cross-contamination. In Section 2.3,

washing steps are synchronized with functional droplet-routing steps to alleviate the cross-

contamination problem and reduce droplet-transportation time. A summary of this chapter

is presented in Section 2.4.

Chapter 3 presents an optimization method to identify and synchronize the fluidic op-
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erations that can be executed in parallel on pin-constrained biochips, in order to avoid pin-

actuation conflicts. Section 3.1 presents the synchronization of concurrently-implemented

fluidic operations. In Sections 3.2 to 3.3, the two phases of the proposed optimization

method are presented. Section 3.4 presents synchronization method with the addition of

control pins. In Section 3.5, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed optimization

method for two fabricated biochips. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 3.6.

Chapter 4 presents optimization methods that solve the droplet routing and pin-constrained

design problems concurrently. Section 4.1 presents the problem formulation of the co-

optimization for droplet routing and control-pin mapping. The corresponding decision

problem is formally proved to be NP-complete. Next an ILP-based optimization method is

presented in Section 4.2. This method solves the droplet-routing and the pin-mapping de-

sign problems concurrently and minimizes the number of control pins. Section 4.3 presents

an efficient heuristic approach to tackle the co-optimization problem. Conclusions are pre-

sented in Section 4.4.

In Chapter 5, built-in self test and diagnosis techniques for digital microfluidic biochips

are presented. In Section 5.1, logic gates such as AND, OR, NOT and XOR gates are

proposed based on digital microfluidics. They are implemented through basic droplet-

handling operations. Section 5.2 utilizes microfluidic logic gates to implement the “com-

pactor” in BIST architectures for structural test and functional test. Section 5.3 proposes

a cost-effective fault diagnosis method based on a “microfluidic compactor” consisting of

exclusive-or (XOR) gates. The microfluidic compactor can compress 2r test outcomes into

a group of r-droplet signatures. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.4.

In Chapter 6, on-line testing and test generation techniques for digital microfluidic

biochips are presented. In Section 6.1, a BIST method is interleaved with the normal

bioassay for on-line testing. Section 6.2 presents an automatic test pattern generation

(ATPG) method that generates test patterns to detect catastrophic defects for a non-regular

microfluidic array. Section 6.3 presents a pin-count-aware online testing method that in-
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terleaves fault testing and the target bioassay protocol on pin-constrained design. Finally,

conclusions are presented in Section 6.4.

Chapter 7 presents a synthesis method that incorporates control paths and an error-

recovery mechanism in the design of a digital microfluidic biochip. Section 7.1 describes

an efficient control-path design method based on the concept of checkpoints and the corre-

sponding re-execution subroutines. Section 7.2 presents the proposed checkpoint-insertion

method based on the concept of error-propagation estimates. In Section 7.3, we describe

the simultaneous incorporation of control paths and synthesis of the biochip. In Section 7.4,

we describe how a micro-controller can be used to coordinate the implementation of the

control-flow-based bioassay by intercepting the software programs resulting from chip syn-

thesis. In Section 7.5, a large-scale protein assay, an interpolating mixing architecture, and

synthetic bioassays are used as case studies to evaluate the proposed design method. Fi-

nally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.6.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of the thesis and identifies directions

for future work.
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Chapter 2

Cross-Contamination Avoidance for Droplet
Routing

Recent advances in droplet-based digital microfluidics have enabled biochip devices for

DNA sequencing, immunoassays, clinical chemistry, and protein crystallization. Since

cross-contamination between droplets of different biomolecules can lead to erroneous out-

comes for bioassays, the avoidance of cross-contamination during droplet routing is a key

design challenge for biochips.

In this chapter, we focus on droplet-routing methods to avoid cross-contamination.

First, we present motivation and related prior work on droplet routing and cross-contamination.

Next we present a droplet-routing method that avoids cross-contamination in the optimiza-

tion of droplet flow paths. This approach targets disjoint droplet routes and minimizes the

number of cells used for droplet routing. We also present a wash-operation synchronization

method to manipulate wash droplets to clean the residue that is left behind by sample and

reagent droplets. Wash-droplet routing can be synchronized with sample/reagent droplet-

routing steps by controlling the arrival order of droplets at cross-contamination sites, in

order to minimize droplet-routing time without cross-contamination.

The notation used in this chapter is listed in Table 2.1.

2.1 Motivation and Related Prior Work

In many on-chip adaptation of biomedical assays, liquids that contain large molecules such

as proteins are transported on the microfluidic platform [2]. However, proteins cannot

be transported easily since they tend to adsorb irreversibly to hydrophobic surfaces and

contaminate them [2, 82]. Silicone oil with its low surface tension and spreading property
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Table 2.1: Notation used in Chapter 2.

Di The i-th functional droplet
Wi The i-th wash droplet
Si The i-th cross-contamination site
Pi Routing path for the i-th droplet
T d Maximum droplet-routing time within one subproblem

M×N Size of microfluidic array
(ti,si) Source electrode and sink (destination) electrode

for the i-th droplet
(xi,yi) Coordinate of the i-th electrode

K Number of droplet-routing subproblems for a bioassay
Ti Maximum transportation time needed among the droplet

routes in subproblem i if the wash operation is not
performed after droplet routing in subproblem (i−1)

T ∗i Maximum transportation time needed in subproblem i
if the wash operation is performed after the

droplet routing in subproblem (i−1)
Twi The time needed for the wash operation after

droplet routing in subproblem (i−1)
xi A 0-1 variable represents whether a wash operation is

performed between subproblems (i−1) and i
Ncs Number of cross-contamination sites

Ncell Number of cells used by routing of droplets
Nwash Number of consumed wash droplets
Trw Maximum droplet-transportation time for droplets with wash steps
Tr Maximum droplet-transportation time for droplets without wash steps

has been advocated as a filler medium for protein assays to prevent contamination [2].

However, it has also been reported that the use of silicone oil alone is not sufficient for

many types of proteins [21].

In order to solve the droplet-routing problem for digital microfluidics, a number of

techniques have been proposed [32,34,49,50,54,55]. These methods are based on concepts

such as path-planning for robots, prioritized A∗ search, network flow, integrated synthesis-

and-routing, etc. A drawback of current automated droplet-routing methods is that they are

based on the unrestricted sharing of unit cells by various droplet routes. Therefore, cross-

contamination in such cases is inevitable. Cross-contamination occurs when the residue

left behind by one droplet transfers to another droplet with undesirable consequences, such
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as misleading assay outcome (false position, incorrect diagnosis, etc.). When multiple

droplet routes intersect with each other, a droplet that arrives at a later clock cycle at the

intersection can be contaminated by the residue left behind by another droplet that passed

through at an earlier clock cycle. Thereby, cross-contamination occurs at this intersection,

and it is called a “cross-contamination site”. As a result, the droplet-routing problem for

biochips must consider the avoidance of cross-contamination during droplet transportation.

Wash operations are used to avoid cross-contamination between different droplet routes.

Wash droplets traverse the cross-contamination sites and clean residue between successive

functional droplet routing. Consider an intersection of two functional droplet routes. When

a droplet passes through the intersection, a wash droplet is dispensed from the wash reser-

voir and transported via this intersection to the waste reservoir. The wash droplet will

clean the residue at this intersection left behind by the earlier droplet. After that, the other

droplet is transported from the source node via this cleaned intersection to the sink node.

In this manner, cross-contamination between the functional droplets can be avoided. For

liquids that contain large molecules such as proteins, one wash droplet is sometimes not

sufficient to clean a cross-contamination site. In this situation, multiple wash droplets have

to be used for each cross-contamination site.

In [58], a washing step is necessary after each polypyrrole synthesis step to avoid cross-

contamination in the DNA biochip. Wash droplets are also utilized in the clinical appli-

cation of diagnosis for Huntington’s disease [59]. A contamination-aware droplet routing

algorithm is proposed in [55], where a minimum cost circulation algorithm and look-ahead

prediction are used to optimize wash-droplet routing. This technique iteratively compacts

the routing paths of wash droplets with previously compacted routing paths of functional

droplets without optimizing the order in which multiple cross-contamination sites are con-

sidered. Therefore, the droplet-transportation time with washing steps is not minimized.
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2.2 Disjoint Routes and Wash-Operation Insertion

In this section, we describe a droplet-routing method that avoids cross-contamination in the

optimization of droplet flow paths [101]. The proposed approach targets disjoint droplet

routes and minimizes the number of cells used for droplet routing. We also minimize the

number of wash operations that must be used between successive routing steps that share

unit cells in the microfluidic array. Two real-life biochemical applications are used to

evaluate the proposed droplet-routing methods.

2.2.1 Problem Formulation and Constraints

In this subsection, we first present the basic concepts underlying the proposed routing

method. Then we introduce the fluidic and timing constraints in the droplet routing. Fi-

nally, we decompose the droplet-routing problem into a series of subproblems.

Problem Formulation

Given a schedule of bioassay operations (derived from architectural-level synthesis [41])

and the locations of these modules on the biochip floorplan (derived from module place-

ment [42]), routing determines the paths for droplet transportation using the available cells

in the microfluidic array. Droplets are transported along these routes between modules, or

between modules and fluidic I/O ports (e.g., on-chip reservoirs and sensors).

The fluidic ports on the boundary of microfluidic modules are referred to as pins. The

droplet routes between pins of different modules or on-chip reservoirs are referred to as

nets. Therefore, a fluidic route on which a single droplet is transported between two ter-

minals (i.e., one source and one sink) can be modeled as a 2-pin net. Two droplets from

different terminals are often transported to one common module (i.e., mixer or diluter) for

mixing or diluting. To allow droplet mixing simultaneously during their transportation, we

model such fluidic routes using 3-pin nets.
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Cross-contamination is likely to occur when multiple droplet routes intersect or overlap

with each other. At the intersection site of two droplet routes, a droplet that arrives at a

later clock cycle can be contaminated by the residue left behind by another droplet that

passed through at an earlier clock cycle. The more cells that two droplet-routes share, the

higher is the likelihood of cross-contamination.

Our first goal is to avoid cross-contamination between different droplet routes. The

second goal is to minimize the time needed for droplet routing. Therefore, we focus on

disjoint droplet routes and the minimization of the total path length over all routes, where

path length is measured by the number of cells in the path from the source to the sink.

In a set of disjoint routes, a droplet route does not share any cell in its path with each of

the other droplet routes in that set. Such routes eliminate the possibility of a droplet being

transported via a cell when another droplet has already passed through it in an earlier time

interval. Therefore, disjoint routes avoid cross-contamination between different droplets.

The minimization of the length of the droplet routes leads to a reduction in the droplet-

transportation time. It also frees up more spare cells for parallel fluidic operations and

fault tolerance [54].

Fluidic and Timing Constraints

Although disjoint droplet routes avoid cross-contamination between different droplets,

some droplets may inadvertently mix if they are routed too close simultaneously dur-

ing their transportation. Therefore, during droplet routing, a minimum spacing between

droplets must be maintained to avoid unintended mixing, except for the case that droplet

merging is desired (i.e., in 3-pin nets). A segregation region is added to wrap around the

functional region of microfluidic modules to avoid conflicts between droplet routes and

assay operations that are scheduled at the same time. Moreover, fluidic constraint rules

in [54] need to be satisfied in order to avoid undesirable mixing.
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Another constraint in droplet routing is given by an upper limit on droplet transporta-

tion time. Since a droplet may be held stationary in some clock cycles during its route, the

delay for a droplet route consists of the transportation time as well as the idle time. The

delay for each droplet route should not exceed some maximum, e.g., 10% of a time-slot

used in scheduling, in order that the droplet-routing time can be ignored for scheduling

assay operations [41].

Problem Decomposition

Since a digital microfluidic array can be reconfigured dynamically at run-time, a series

of 2-D placement configurations of modules in different time spans are obtained in the

module placement phase [42]. Therefore, the droplet routing is decomposed into a series of

subproblems. In each subproblem, the nets to be routed between the sources and the sinks

are first determined. The microfluidic modules that are active at the time when droplets are

transported are considered as obstacles. We obtain a complete droplet-routing solution by

solving these subproblems sequentially.

Cross-contamination can occur within one subproblem, and also across two subprob-

lems, e.g., a droplet route in the current subproblem may share the same cells with a droplet

route in the predecessor subproblem. We next address the problem of determining disjoint

routes and minimizing the route lengths for both cases.

2.2.2 Routing Method

In this subsection, we solve the problem of droplet routing to avoid cross-contamination.

We first map the problem of finding feasible disjoint routes in the 2-D microfluidic array

to the problem of finding disjoint paths (vertex-disjoint or edge-disjoint) in a graph. We

next describe a droplet-routing algorithm to determine disjoint droplet routes and minimize

the number of cells used for droplet routing, while satisfying both timing goals and fluidic
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constraints. Finally, we present an optimization method to minimize the number of wash

operations inserted between successive routing steps that share unit cells in the microfluidic

array.

Graph Model and Disjoint Routing

The problem of finding feasible disjoint routes for 2-pin or 3-pin nets in a 2-D microfluidic

array can be directly mapped to the problem of finding disjoint paths (vertex-disjoint or

edge-disjoint) for pairs of vertices in a graph [88, 90]. We consider a planar undirected

graph G = (V,E), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. Each vertex in the

graph represents an electrode in the 2-D microfluidic array, and there is an edge between

two vertices if their corresponding electrodes are adjacent. The pins in a 2-pin net are

represented by a pair of vertices (ti,si) in the graph. The pins in a 3-pin net are represented

by a set of three vertices (t1,i,t2,i,si), where t1,i and t2,i represent the two source pins, and

si represents the destination pin. A 3-pin net (t1,i,t2,i,si) can be treated as two 2-pin nets

(t1,i,t2,i) and (mi,si), where mi is the mixing point in the route of the 2-pin net (t1,i,t2,i)

where the droplets from the two source pins t1,i and t2,i mix together. The route for a net

is represented by a path consisting of a set of successive edges in the graph, where the

endpoints of a path represent the corresponding pins. Each edge in the path denotes the

fact that the electrodes represented by the two endpoints of the edge are adjacent in the

droplet route.

Consider a set of disjoint routes where a droplet route does not share any cell with

each of the other droplet routes. The corresponding paths in the graph are mutually vertex-

disjoint since a path does not share any vertex with each of the other paths in the set.

Similarly, in a set of disjoint routes where a droplet route does not share any pair of adja-

cent cells with each of the other droplet routes, their corresponding paths in the graph are

mutually edge-disjoint since a path does not share any edge with each of the other paths in

the set.
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Figure 2.1: Graph model of vertex-disjoint paths for the disjoint routing problem in a 5 ×
5 microfluidic array: (a) disjoint routes in the microfluidic array; (b) vertex-disjoint paths
in the corresponding graph.
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Figure 2.2: Graph model of edge-disjoint paths for the disjoint routing problem in a 5 ×
5 microfluidic array: (a) disjoint routes in the microfluidic array; (b) edge-disjoint paths in
the corresponding graph.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the mapping of disjoint routes for a 2-pin net (A∗, A) and a 3-pin

net (B∗, B∗∗, B) in a 5 × 5 microfluidic array to the mutually vertex-disjoint paths in the

corresponding graph. As shown in Fig. 2.1(b), the paths for the 2-pin net and the 3-pin net

are mutually vertex-disjoint since their routes in Fig. 2.1(a) do not share any cell. Fig. 2.2

illustrates the mapping of disjoint routes for the above 2-pin net (A∗, A) and 3-pin net (B∗,
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B∗∗, B) to the mutually edge-disjoint paths in the corresponding graph. Fig. 2.2(a) shows

the disjoint routes for the two nets, and there is a common cell H between the routes. As

shown in Fig. 2.2(b), their corresponding paths are not vertex-disjoint since they intersect

at vertex H. However, the two paths are mutually edge-disjoint since their routes do not

share any pair of adjacent cells.

Since a 3-pin net can be treated as two 2-pin nets, henceforth we only consider 2-pin

nets for disjoint routing. In the 2-D microfluidic array, given a set of n 2-pin nets with cor-

responding pins (t1, s1), (t2, s2), . . . , (tn, sn), the problem of finding feasible disjoint routes

for these nets is equivalent to the problem of finding mutually vertex-disjoint or edge-

disjoint paths in G, such that the endpoints of each path in G represent the corresponding

pins of each net. Given G = (V,E) and the vertex pairs (t1, s1), (t2, s2), . . . , (tn, sn), the

problem of determining whether mutually vertex-disjoint paths P1, P2, . . . , Pn exist such

that Pi has endpoints ti and si, is NP-complete [90]. Furthermore, the problem of deter-

mining whether mutually edge-disjoint paths exist is also NP-complete, even if the graph

G is a 2-D mesh [88]. Therefore, we use a heuristic approach in this work. Furthermore,

it is often difficult to find vertex-disjoint paths in the underlying graph model to solve the

droplet-routing problem; such paths might not exist for a given set of nets. It is therefore

more practical to relax the overlap restriction and search for edge-disjoint routes in such

cases. Edge-disjoint routes lead to a reduction in the number of array sites that need to be

washed.

Avoiding Cross-Contamination within One Subproblem

We next present a droplet-routing algorithm based on disjoint routes that minimizes route

lengths and avoids cross-contamination within a subproblem. The input to the algorithm is

a list of nets to be routed in the subproblem, and the output is a set of vertex-disjoint (pre-

ferred) or edge-disjoint (as a design compromise) routes with minimized lengths, subject

to both fluidic and timing constraints.
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Within a subproblem, the Lee algorithm, a popular technique used in grid routing [95],

can obtain a single droplet route for each net. The Lee algorithm is guaranteed to find

the shortest path between two pins in a two-pin net. For 3-pin net, we use the modified

Lee algorithm from [54] to obtain a feasible route connecting these three pins. Note that

the interconnection obtained by the modified Lee algorithm from [54] is not guaranteed

to be of minimum length. Nevertheless, it is a desirable route in practice, allowing con-

current mixing during transportation. However, the Lee algorithm does not avoid cross

contamination.

The microfluidic modules that are active in this subproblem are considered as obsta-

cles. The individual net in this subproblem is routed using the modified Lee algorithm

sequentially. After any net has been routed, the cells occupied by its path are marked as

obstacles for the unrouted nets. Therefore, the latter route is disjoint with respect to all the

previous routes. However, the routing order in the subproblem influences the routability of

all the nets. Even if each of the nets is individually routable, the routing order may prevent

successful completion of routing for all the nets.

Therefore, we modify the net-routing ordering method proposed in [95] to obtain an

optimized order for the routing of n nets in a subproblem. We first define the bounding box

of a net. Assuming that two pins of a 2-pin net p are p1 and p2 with coordinates (x1,y1) and

(x2,y2) in a 2-D microfluidic array, the coordinates of the four vertices of its corresponding

bounding box are (x1,y1), (x1,y2), (x2,y1) and (x2,y2). Next we define pin(p) to be the

number of pins (for other nets to be routed in the current subproblem) within the bounding

box of net p. Let Xrange(p) = |x1− x2| and Y range(p) = |y1− y2|. The bounding box for

a 3-pin net is defined in a similar manner. The priority number for a net p is given by the

following equation, where A is a user defined parameter. The larger the priority number,

the lower the priority of the corresponding net in the net-routing order.

priority(p) = pin(p)+A ·max{Xrange(p),Y range(p)}. (2.1)
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There are two stages in the net-routing process. In the first stage, we apply the modified

Lee algorithm to each net sequentially in the net-routing order. The cells occupied by

the routed paths are marked as obstacles for the unrouted nets. Each route thus obtained

needs to pass the “timing delay constraint check” (TDCC). In addition, each route also

needs to go through the “fluidic constraint rule check” (FCRC) with previously acquired

routes according to the net-routing order. If a rule violation is found, we modify droplet

motion using the modification rules in [54] to override the violation. The shortest route,

i.e., one that uses the minimum number of cells, is selected as the output for each net. If all

the shortest routes for some net do not satisfy the timing constraint, or violate the fluidic

constraint and fail the droplet-motion modification, we put this net to a conflict list in order

to resolve it at the end. Note that all routes obtained in this stage are not only edge-disjoint,

but also vertex-disjoint (e.g., no two droplet routes share the same cell).

In the second stage, for each net in the conflict list, we execute the modified Lee algo-

rithm to generate several shortest routes without considering the previously routed paths in

the first stage as obstacles. From these shortest routes, we select a route that has no com-

mon pair of adjacent cells with the previously obtained routes as the output. Therefore, the

resulting route may intersect, but still be edge-disjoint, with the previously obtained routes.

As before, this route also needs to pass both TDCC and FCRC constraints.

At this stage, we have obtained disjoint routes for all the nets. If all the shortest routes

for some net in this stage do not pass either TDCC or FCRC constraint, placement refine-

ment is required to increase the corresponding routability.

Optimization of Wash-Droplet Routing

Since cross-contamination can also happen across two subproblems, the droplet routes

for the nets in the current subproblem should avoid sharing cells with the routes in the

predecessor subproblem. Therefore, along with the active modules, the routes for all nets
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in the predecessor subproblem are also treated as obstacles when routes in the current

subproblem are generated. However, in order to bypass these additional obstacles, some

routes will become longer and may fail TDCC. Furthermore, a net that can be routed easily

without these additional obstacles may become unroutable. Therefore, after the droplet-

routing process in one subproblem, a wash operation needs to be introduced. In a wash

operation, a wash droplet is routed to traverse selected cells and remove residue from them.

The delay introduced by the wash operation is equivalent to the time needed to route the

wash droplet. For a subproblem that includes a follow-up wash operation, its droplet-routes

will not be treated as obstacles for the next subproblem.

Suppose a bioassay can be decomposed into K droplet-routing subproblems. The pa-

rameter Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, is defined as the maximum transportation time needed among the

droplet routes in subproblem i if the wash operation is not performed after droplet routing

in subproblem (i− 1). The parameter T ∗i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, is defined as the maximum trans-

portation time needed in subproblem i if the wash operation is performed after the droplet

routing in subproblem (i−1). Let Twi, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, be the time needed for the wash oper-

ation after droplet routing in subproblem (i− 1). Therefore, (T ∗i + Twi) denotes the total

droplet transportation time that includes the wash operation after subproblem (i− 1) and

routing for subproblem i. If a wash operation is carried out between subproblem (i− 1)

and subproblem i, it adds to the routing time for subproblem i, but it also frees up more

cells for routing and reduces the routing time in subproblem i. As a result, in most cases,

T ∗i < Ti. The decision on whether to add a washing step between two subproblems there-

fore depends on the individual routing time for the subproblem and the nature of these

routes.

We next describe an optimization model to determine when the wash operation should

be performed between successive routing steps. Let xi be a binary variable defined as
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follows:

xi =





1 if wash between subproblems (i−1) and i

0 otherwise

Our goal is to minimize the total time needed for droplet routing for the subproblems. The

objective function for the optimization problem can therefore be stated as follows:

Minimize F = T1 +
K

∑
i=2

(xi(T ∗i +Twi)+(1− xi)Ti).

We also need to incorporate the constraint that the number of wash operations is less than

the number of subproblems. Therefore, we now formulate the optimization problem as

follows: Minimize F , subject to: ∑K
i=2 xi ≤ K−1. To solve this problem, we simply note

that to minimize F , xi needs to be set to 1 if T ∗i +Twi < Ti, otherwise xi = 0.

2.2.3 Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed disjoint droplet-routing methods for two real-

life bioassays, namely multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics on human physiological fluids, and

DNA sequencing.

Example 1: Multiplexed In-Vitro Diagnostics

Here we evaluate the proposed method for a real-life bioassay, namely multiplexed in-vitro

diagnostics on human physiological fluids. Three types of human physiological fluids, i.e.,

urine, serum and plasma, are sampled and dispensed to the digital microfluidic biochip.

Glucose and lactate measurements are performed for each type of physiological fluid. The

feasibility of performing the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics assay on a digital microfluidic

biochip has been successfully demonstrated in experiments [9].

The assay protocol can be modeled by a sequencing graph, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The

schedule for assay operations as well as module usage have been obtained via architectural-

level synthesis, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Note that one time-slot in the schedule is set to
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Figure 2.3: Sequencing graph model of multiplexed in-vitro assay example.

2 seconds. Module placement for different time-slots on a 16×16 microfluidic array is

shown in Fig. 2.5. M1-M6 are mixers, DI1-DI3 are dilutors, S is a storage unit, Dt1 and Dt2

are two detectors, S1-S3 are reservoirs for three samples, R1 and R2 are reservoirs for two

reagents, B and W are reservoirs for buffer and wash droplets, respectively.

The routing problem is decomposed into eleven subproblems [54]. We address these

subproblems serially by attempting to determine the set of vertex-disjoint or edge-disjoint

droplet routes and minimize the number of cells used by these routes, subject to both the

timing and fluidic constraints. The maximum delay constraint is set to 10% of one time

slot, i.e., 0.2 second. We assume a typical clock frequency of 100 Hz. Therefore, the

timing constraint T d is equal to 20 clock cycles.

Here we use subproblem 3 to illustrate the proposed routing method. As shown in

Fig. 2.6(a), there are three 2-pin nets and two 3-pin nets. Route 1 is defined as the path

between Dt1 and M1 (i.e., Net 1), Route 2 is defined as the path between DI2 and DI3 (i.e.,
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Figure 2.4: Schedule obtained via architectural-level synthesis.
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Figure 2.5: Module placement for the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics example.

Net 2), Route 3 is defined as the path between DI2 and the waste reservoir (i.e., Net 3).

Route 4 is defined as the path for 3-pin net whose pins are R1, DI1 and M4 (i.e., Net 4),

while Route 5 is defined as the path for 3-pin net whose pins are R2, DI1 and M3 (i.e.,

Net 5). Module M2 that is active during this time interval is considered as an obstacle for

routing.
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Figure 2.6: Disjoint routing and cross-contamination-oblivious routing for subproblem 3:
(a) three 2-pin nets and two 3-pin nets; (b) Route 2 violates the timing-delay constraint;
(c) feasible routes for all the nets using the disjoint-routing method; (d) routing results
obtained using the cross-contamination oblivious routing method.

First, we decide the order for routing these nets. The parameter A in Equation (2.1) is

set to 1. The priority number for Net 1 is 5, since the number of pins within its bounding

box is 0 and the maximum of its Xrange and Y range is 5. The priority number for Net

4 is 13, since the number of pins within its bounding box is 2 and the maximum of its
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Xrange and Y range is 11. The priority number for Net 2, Net 3 and Net 5 are 15, 3 and 15

respectively. Therefore, the net-routing order is Net 3, Net 1, Net 4, Net 2 and Net 5.

While generating the route for Net 2, since the paths for previous routed Net 3, Net

1 and Net 4 have been marked as obstacles, the shortest paths between DI2 and DI3 (i.e.,

Route 2) violate the timing delay constraint, i.e., L(Route 2) = 35 (in cells) > T d = 20

(clock cycles), as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). Thus, we put Net 2 to the conflict list, then generate

the route for Net 5. After the route for Net 5 is generated, we generate the route for Net 2

without considering previously generated paths as obstacles. A route that has no common

pair of adjacent cells with the previously routed paths is selected. The obtained route for

Net 2 satisfies the timing constraint, i.e., L(Route 2) = 18 (in cells) < T d = 20 (clock

cycles), as shown in Fig. 2.6(c). The route for Net 2 induces two intersections with the

routes for Net 4 and Net 5 respectively. Therefore, the desirable edge-disjoint droplet-

route set with total 63 cells is finally obtained. All routes satisfy both timing and fluidic

constraints, as shown in Fig. 2.6(c). Note that for droplets D1 and D3 in Route 4 and Route

5 respectively, fluidic constraint might be violated if they start moving at the same time to

their destinations. However, based on the modification rules, we force D1 to stay in the

current location until D2 is transported to the mixing site and mixed with it, at the same

time we continue moving D3 to its destination, thereby overriding the constraint violation.

Since the delay for Route 4 is determined by the transportation time for D2, no extra delay

is introduced during this process. The droplet-transportation time for all the routes in this

subproblem is 19 clock cycles.

We compare the routing results obtained using the proposed method for subproblem

3 with a baseline method that utilizes the modified Lee algorithm in [54] to solve a sub-

problem without considering cross-contamination between different routes. The baseline

method uses four route intersections, two more than that obtained by the proposed method,

as shown in Fig. 2.6(d). We refer to an intersection of two routes as a cross-contamination

site. The number of cross-contamination sites can be used to evaluate the likelihood of
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cross-contamination for a set of routes in a subproblem.

Consider an intersection of two droplet routes in a subproblem. When a droplet passes

through the intersection, a wash droplet is dispensed from the wash reservoir and trans-

ported via this site to the waste reservoir. (We assume, without loss of generality, that

one wash droplet suffices; multiple wash droplets can also be considered.) After that, the

other droplet can be transported via this cleaned site. Therefore, cross-contamination be-

tween the above droplets is avoided. For the routing results in Fig. 2.6(c) obtained using

the proposed method, at first, droplets are transported along Routes 1 and 3-5 at the same

time. After that, two wash droplets are dispensed from the wash reservoirs and transported

via the two cross-contamination sites to the waste reservoir, respectively. After the wash

operation, the droplet is transported along Route 2 via the two sites that have already been

cleaned. The maximum droplet-transportation time with washing steps is 59 clock cycles.

For the routing results in Fig. 2.6(d) obtained using the baseline method, the maximum

droplet-transportation time with washing steps (97 clock cycles) is much higher than that

for the proposed method. This is because two wash operations must be inserted sequen-

tially during droplet routing to clean the residue on the four cross-contamination sites.

In Table 2.2, for each subproblem, we compare for the two methods the number of

cross-contamination sites (Ncs), the number of cells used by the nets (Ncell), and the max-

imum droplet-transportation time for the nets with and without wash steps in this sub-

problem, e.g., Trw and Tr. Ncs = 0 denotes that the obtained routes are vertex-disjoint. In

subproblems 4 and 8-11, the baseline method obtains the same values for Ncs, Ncell Tr and

Trw as the proposed method, since the two methods generates the same routes. In subprob-

lem 1, the proposed method generates routes with no cross-contamination site while routes

generated by the baseline method have one cross-contamination site. To avoid the cross-

contamination site, the proposed method utilizes more cells than the baseline. Without

the wash steps, the Tr values for the two methods are the same, since they have the same

“critical path”, i.e., the path that determines the maximum droplet-transportation time over
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Table 2.2: Comparison of the proposed method with the baseline method for example 1
(contamination within subproblem).

Sub- Result for Result for
problem proposed method baseline method

no. Ncs Ncell Tr Trw Ncs Ncell Tr Trw

1 0 46 17 17 1 39 17 55
2 1 41 12 47 1 41 12 47
3 2 63 19 59 4 57 18 97
4 0 6 5 5 0 6 5 5
5 0 63 17 17 3 55 15 55
6 1 57 16 51 3 55 16 52
7 0 54 18 18 1 51 18 57
8 0 24 13 13 0 24 13 13
9 0 24 14 14 0 24 14 14
10 0 14 13 13 0 14 13 13
11 0 15 14 14 0 15 14 14

Total 4 407 158 268 13 381 155 422

all the routes. However, with the wash steps, the Trw values for the baseline method is

much higher than that for the proposed method, since a wash step must be inserted during

the droplet transportation to clean the residue on the cross-contamination site. The results

show that the proposed method significantly reduces the overall routing time, especially

when wash droplets must be routed.

In Fig. 2.7, we illustrate the influence of cross-contamination across two subproblems

on the droplet routing. Fig. 2.7(a) shows the disjoint routing solution for subproblem 7.

If no wash operation is performed between subproblems 7 and 8, the routes for all nets in

subproblem 7 are treated as obstacles for subproblem 8, as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). The dis-

joint routes for subproblem 8 are also shown in Fig. 2.7(b). The maximum transportation

time T8 is 76 clock cycles. If a wash operation is performed, the routes for subproblem 8

do not consider the routes for subproblem 7 to be obstacles, as shown in Fig. 2.7(c). The

maximum transportation time T ∗8 is now reduced to 13 clock cycles. Moreover, since the

routes for subproblem 2 require a large number of cells, we cannot obtain feasible routes
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Figure 2.7: Routes for subproblem 7 with or without wash operation: (a) disjoint-routing
solution for subproblem 7; (b) disjoint routes for subproblem 8 when no wash operation is
performed before it; (c) disjoint routes for subproblem 8 when a wash operation performed.

Table 2.3: Parameters for optimization model (in clock cycles).

Subproblem Proposed method Baseline method
no. T T ∗ Tw T T ∗ Tw
1 17 17 0 55 55 0
2 10000 47 17 10000 47 17
3 10000 59 12 10000 97 12
4 5 5 19 10000 5 18
5 17 17 5 55 55 5
6 10000 51 17 10000 52 15
7 39 18 16 66 57 16
8 76 13 18 76 13 18
9 14 14 13 14 14 13
10 13 13 14 13 13 14
11 14 14 13 14 14 13

for subproblem 3 if a wash operation is not performed between subproblems 2 and 3. For

such cases, we set Ti to be a large value, i.e., 10000, for this work.

Table 2.3 lists the values of Ti, T ∗i and Twi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 11, for each subproblem using

both the proposed disjoint-routing and the baseline methods. For the proposed method,

using the optimization model presented in Section 2.2.2, we obtain the minimum routing

time for all the subproblems to be 348 clock cycles. A wash operation must be performed
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before subproblems 2, 3 and 6-8 for this optimal routing plan. For the baseline method,

the minimum routing time for all the subproblems is much higher, 511 clock cycles, and

we have to perform a wash operation before subproblems 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8.

Example 2: DNA Sequencing

In the DNA sequencing method introduced in [94], the DNA fragment of interest is in-

cubated with enzymes (DNA polymerase, ATP sulfurylase and firefly luciferase). Four

nucleotides (dATP, dTTP, dGTP and dCTP) are added to the DNA fragment. A nucleotide

binds with the growing DNA strand only if it is complementary to the base in the strand.

The amount of light produced in the luciferase-catalyzed reaction can readily be estimated

by a suitable light-sensitive device such as a luminometer CCD camera. The assay proto-

col for DNA sequencing can be modeled by a sequencing graph, as shown in Fig. 2.8. The

schedule for assay operations as well as resource binding are obtained via architectural-

level synthesis [41], as shown in Fig. 2.9. A module placement on a 16×16 microfluidic

array is shown in Fig. 2.10.

The routing problem is decomposed into eleven subproblems, as highlighted in Fig. 2.9.

Here we describe the disjoint routing solution for all nets in subproblem 5. As shown in

Fig. 2.11(a), there are four 3-pin nets to be routed. Route 1 is the path for the 3-pin net

whose pins are R3, DI2 and M7 (i.e., Net 1), Route 2 is the path for the 3-pin net R2, DI1

and M6 (i.e., Net 2). Route 3 is the path for the 3-pin net whose pins are R1, DI1 and M5

(i.e., Net 3), while Route 4 is the path for the 3-pin net R4, DI2 and M8 (i.e., Net 4). No

microfluidic module is active during this time interval.

The order for routing these nets is determined first. The parameter A in the priority

number equation is set to 0.2. The priority number of Net 3 is 3.4, since the number of

pins within its bounding box is 1 and the maximum of its Xrange and Y range is 12. The

priority numbers of Net 1, Net 2 and Net 4 are 2.2, 2.4 and 2.8 respectively. Therefore, the
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Figure 2.8: Sequencing graph model of DNA sequencing.
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Figure 2.11: Disjoint-routing and cross-contamination-oblivious routing for subproblem
5: (a) four 3-pin nets; (b) feasible routes for all the nets using the disjoint-routing method;
(c) routing results obtained using the cross contamination oblivious routing method.

net-routing order is Net 1, Net 2, Net 4 and Net 3. The desirable disjoint route set with total

75 cells is finally obtained via the proposed routing method, as shown in Fig. 2.11(b). All

routes satisfy both timing and fluidic constraint. The maximum transportation time over

all routes is 17 clock cycles, which is the transportation time for Route 4. As shown in
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Table 2.4: Comparison of the proposed method with the baseline method for example 2
(contamination within subproblem).

Sub- Result for Result for
problem proposed method baseline method

no. Ncs Ncell Tr Trw Ncs Ncell Tr Trw

1 0 44 20 20 1 40 18 56
2 0 44 19 19 1 42 19 56
3 0 38 19 19 2 36 19 55
4 0 8 7 7 0 8 7 7
5 0 75 17 17 2 66 15 52
6 0 31 14 14 1 30 14 50
7 0 14 13 13 0 14 13 13
8 0 20 11 11 0 20 11 11
9 0 30 13 13 1 28 13 48
10 0 17 16 16 0 17 16 16
11 0 11 10 10 0 11 10 10

Total 0 332 159 159 8 312 155 374

Fig. 2.11(c), a feasible cross-contamination-oblivious routing solution in the subproblem

is obtained via the routing method of [54]. A total 66 cells are used for the routes. Two

cross-contamination sites are introduced in this routing solution.

In Table 2.4, for each subproblem, we compare values for Ncs, Ncell , Tr and Trw for

the disjoint-routing method and the cross-contamination-oblivious baseline method. In

subproblems 4, 7-8 and 10-11, the baseline method yields the same values for Ncs, Ncell ,

Tr and Trw as the proposed method, since the two methods generates the same routes.

Using the optimization method presented in Section 2.2.2, we obtain the minimum

routing time for all the subproblems to be 244 clock cycles. For this optimal routing plan

including wash operations, a wash operation must be performed before subproblems 2, 3

and 6. For the baseline method, the minimum routing time for all the subproblems is as

high as 455 clock cycles, and we have to perform a wash operation before subproblems 2,

3, 6 and 8.
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2.3 Synchronization of Washing Operations with Droplet
Routing

In this section, we integrate washing steps into droplet-routing steps for the target bioassay

to alleviate the cross-contamination problem [106]. We refer to the routing of sample and

reagent droplets as functional-droplet routing. Wash droplets are manipulated to traverse

all the cross-contamination sites and clean the residue left behind by functional droplets.

The routing of wash droplets is synchronized with functional droplet-routing. This ap-

proach leads to reduced droplet-transportation time. Compared to prior work, the advan-

tage of the proposed method for reducing droplet-transportation time is more striking for

smaller chip area. The cost of disposable biochips is determined by the chip footprint and

packaging, therefore small chip area is desirable.

2.3.1 Synchronization of Wash-Droplet Routing with Functional-Droplet
Routing

Within one subproblem, there exist multiple sites where different droplet routes intersect

with each other. We first address the problem of synchronizing wash-droplet routing with

functional-droplet routing for one cross-contamination site, and extend the solution to syn-

chronization for multiple cross-contamination sites.

One Cross-Contamination Site

The proposed synchronization of wash-droplet routing with functional-droplet routing for

one cross-contamination site includes two steps. In the first step, we generate the route

for the wash droplet (or multiple wash droplets) to traverse the cross-contamination site.

This droplet route consists of two sub-routes. The first sub-route connects the dispensing

reservoir for wash droplets (source) to the cross-contamination site (sink), and the second

sub-route connects the cross-contamination site (source) to a waste reservoir (sink). A
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Table 2.5: Adjustment of droplet-arrival order.

Droplet arrival order
D1 D2 W Adjustment
1 2 3 D2 is made to arrive after W traverses the site
1 3 2 Maintain this order
3 1 2 Maintain this order
3 2 1 W is made to arrive after D2 traverses the site
2 1 3 D1 is made to arrive after W traverses the site
2 3 1 W is made to arrive after D1 traverses the site

droplet-routing method based on [54] is utilized to generate two sub-routes.

For one cross-contamination site, the routing of the wash droplet (or multiple wash

droplets) is synchronized with the routing of two functional droplets. These droplets start

from the corresponding sources at the same time and are transported along the computed

droplet routes via the cross-contamination site towards the sinks. The arrival time of the

wash droplet at the cross-contamination site depends on the length of the first sub-route.

Note that the arrival time of a droplet from the source to the sink is calculated based on the

length of the corresponding route. If a droplet is transported across one electrode per clock

cycle, the arrival time of the droplet is equal to the number of electrodes in the route. The

wash droplet (or multiple wash droplets) will reach the site at an appropriate time, between

the arrival times of the two functional droplets.

Therefore, in the second step, we adjust the arrival order of the wash and functional

droplets, to ensure that the wash (or multiple wash droplets) arrives at the cross-contamination

site later than one functional droplet, but earlier than the other. Without loss of gen-

erality, here we consider one wash droplet for a cross-contamination site. For a cross-

contamination site S where the route of droplet D1 intersects with the route of droplet D2,

we first estimate the arrival order of D1, D2, and the wash droplet W based on the lengths of

droplet routes connecting their sources to the cross-contamination site, respectively. Next

we adjust the arrival order of these three droplets according to Table 2.5. For example, if
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D1, D2 and W arrive at the cross-contamination site serially, we delay the arrival time of

D2 such that W traverses the site before D2 arrives. In this way, the residue left behind

by D1 at an earlier clock cycle will be cleaned by the wash droplet W before D2 arrives.

Note that the droplet whose arrival time should be postponed is temporarily stored (held)

in an on-chip storage unit. After the adjustment for one cross-contamination site is carried

out, we record the updated time when droplets D1, D2 and W traverse this site. Note that

if a droplet has to be stored in an on-chip storage unit, the total transportation time for

this droplet is the sum of the droplet-routing time and the duration for the on-chip storage.

Therefore, the duration for the on-chip storage of this droplet should be minimized.

Fig. 2.12 shows the synchronization of wash-droplet routing with functional-droplet

routing for one cross-contamination site. As shown in Fig. 2.12(a), the droplet routes of

two functional droplets D1 and D2 intersect at the cross-contamination site S. A wash

droplet W is dispensed from the wash reservoir to clean the residue at S. The wash-droplet

route consists of two sub-routes. The first sub-route connects the wash reservoir to S, and

the second sub-route connects S to the waste reservoir. We estimate the arrival order of D1,

D2, and W at the cross-contamination site S assuming that all the droplets start moving at

the same time. From Fig. 2.12(a), based on the lengths of droplet routes connecting their

sources to the cross-contamination site, we calculate that D1 arrives at S at clock cycle 5,

D2 arrives at S at clock cycle 3, and W arrives at S at clock cycle 9. According to Table 2.5,

we should delay the arrival time of D1 such that W traverses the site before D1 arrives. As

shown in Fig. 2.12(b), at clock cycle 9, D2 has arrived at the sink node, and W arrives at

the cross-contamination site S to clean the residue left behind by D2. D1 is stored in the

on-chip storage unit, instead of being transported along its droplet route. There is a one-

electrode spacing between D1 and W in order to avoid undesirable mixing. In Fig. 2.12(c),

at clock cycle 13, W has left the cross-contamination site S and is transported to the waste

reservoir, and D1 arrives at S that has been cleaned. In Fig. 2.12(d), at clock cycle 17, three

droplets D1, D2 and W have arrived at the corresponding destinations.
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Figure 2.12: Synchronization for one cross-contamination site: (a) wash-droplet routes
and functional-droplet routes; (b) snapshot at clock cycle 9; (c) snapshot at clock cycle 13;
(d) snapshot at clock cycle 17.

Therefore, the maximum droplet-transportation time is 17 clock cycles. We record the

transportation-timing information when functional droplets D1 and D2 traverse the cross-

contami-nation site S, i.e., D1 traverses at clock cycle 13 and D2 traverses at clock cycle

3. If D1 or D2 also traverses other cross-contamination sites in the same subproblem,

the transportation-timing information is utilized when we adjust the arrival order of wash

droplets and functional droplets at these cross-contamination sites. Next we describe the

synchronization of wash droplets and functional droplets for multiple cross-contamination

sites in a subproblem.
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Figure 2.13: Synchronization for two cross-contamination sites: (a) functional-droplet
routes and cross-contamination sites S1,2 and S1,3; (b) synchronization of wash-droplet
routing with functional-droplet routing.

Multiple Cross-Contamination Sites

Within one droplet-routing subproblem, usually there are multiple cross-contamination

sites where the routes for a pair of functional droplets intersect. Each cross-contamination

site needs a wash droplet (or even multiple wash droplets) to clean the residue on it. Here

we assume that one wash droplet is enough to clean one cross-contamination site. We pro-

pose to synchronize wash-droplet routing with functional-droplet routing for each cross-

contamination site. If these cross-contamination sites are independent, i.e., a droplet route

does not traverse multiple sites, we can simply utilize the synchronization method for one

cross-contamination site.

Next we consider the case that a droplet route intersects with multiple routes at different

cross-contamination sites. For example, as shown in Fig. 2.13(a), the route of droplet D1

intersects with the routes of droplet D2 and D3 at sites S1,2 and S1,3, respectively. Droplet

D1 is transported along its route to first traverse S1,2 and then S1,3. Two wash droplets, W1,2

and W1,3, are dispensed from the wash reservoir to clean the two cross-contamination sites

S1,2 and S1,3, respectively.
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To synchronize wash-droplet routing with functional droplet routing, first we generate

the droplet routes for W1,2 and W1,3 to traverse S1,2 and S1,3, respectively, as shown in

Fig. 2.13(b). As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, each wash-droplet route consists of two sub-

routes. Next we adjust the arrival order of the wash droplet and two functional droplets

for each cross-contamination site. For site S1,2, we adjust the arrival order of W1,2, D1,

and D2, based on their estimated arrival order acquired from the lengths of droplet routes

connecting their sources to site S1,2. Similarly, for site S1,3, we adjust the arrival order of

W1,3, D1 and D3.

Assume that we first adjust the arrival order for site S1,3 and then carry out the adjust-

ment for site S1,2. Therefore, we adjust for site S1,2 after the adjustment for site S1,3. Since

D2, D1 and W1,2 arrive at S1,2 serially based on the estimate of the droplet-route lengths

from their sources to S1,2, D1 has to be temporarily stored for several clock cycles. This

has to be done to ensure that W1,2 first passes through S1,2; i.e., the time when D1 passes

through site S1,2 is delayed. However, since the transportation timing of D1 is modified

at S1,2, the arrival order of W1,3, D1 and D3 at site S1,3, which has been adjusted based on

their initial estimate of the droplet-route lengths from their sources to site S1,3, is not valid

any more. Therefore, we have to adjust the arrival order for site S1,3 again based on the

updated transportation timing of D1, which is obtained from the adjustment for S1,2. A

total of three adjustments have to be made, one for S1,2 and two for S1,3. If there are many

cross-contamination sites within one subproblem, the adjustment for one site may have to

be repeated several times if we adjust all the sites without any carefully determined order.

However, if we first adjust the arrival order for site S1,2, we can utilize the updated

transportation timing of D1 when we adjust for site S1,3. A total of only two adjustments,

one for S1,2 and the other for S1,3, will now be necessary.

Therefore, when synchronizing wash-droplet routing with functional-droplet routing

for multiple cross-contamination sites, we have to adjust the arrival order for these sites in

a predetermined order. This site-adjustment order is determined as follows: for a functional
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droplet that traverses multiple cross-contamination sites serially, we adjust the arrival order

for these sites following the same order as this functional droplet traverses. Therefore, for

each functional droplet in a subproblem, we first list the cross-contamination sites that

it traverses along the route from the source to the sink serially. Next we combine these

lists for different functional droplets together into a site-adjustment order such that the

order of these cross-contamination sites maintains the same as in their original lists. For

example, in a subproblem, the routes of four functional droplets, D1 to D4, intersect at

four cross-contamination sites. Si, j is the cross-contamination site of routes for Di and D j.

D1 traverses S1,3, S1,4 and S1,2 serially; D2 traverses S2,3 and S1,2 serially; D3 traverses

S2,3 and S1,3 serially. We combine these lists together into a site-adjustment order: S2,3 →
S1,3 → S1,4 → S1,2, where the order of these cross-contamination sites is the same as in

their original lists. We adjust the arrival order for four sites following this site-adjustment

order. After the adjustment for one site, we record the updated transportation timing when

each functional droplet traverses the site. In this manner, when adjusting the arrival order

for the next site, we can utilize the newly updated transportation timing information from

the previously adjusted sites within the site-adjustment order.

The procedure for synchronizing washing steps with functional droplet-routing steps in

a subproblem is shown in Fig. 2.14. For an M×N microfluidic array, the worst-case com-

putational complexity of the routing algorithm used to generate the route for a functional

or wash droplet is O(MN) [54]. The worst-case time complexity of the synchronization

of washing steps with functional droplet-routing steps for k cross-contamination sites in a

subproblem is O(kMN).

2.3.2 Baseline Approaches

In order to establish the effectiveness of the proposed method to synchronize wash-droplet

routing with functional-droplet routing, we consider two baseline methods.
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1) Step 1. Generate droplet routes for the transportation of functional
droplets;

2) Step 2. Determine the site-adjustment order: the arrival order
will be serially adjusted at cross-contamination sites following the
order;

3) Step 3. For each cross-contamination site following the site-
adjustment order:
i) 3(a): Generate the route for the wash droplet to traverse the
cross-contamination site;
ii) 3(b): Adjust the arrival order of the wash droplet and two
functional droplets at the cross-contamination site;
ii) 3(c): Update the transportation-timing information when each
functional droplet traverses the cross-contamination site;

4) Step 4. Modify the transportation timing for functional droplets
that do not traverse any cross-contamination site.

Figure 2.14: Procedure for synchronizing washing steps with functional droplet-routing
steps in a subproblem.

Baseline Method 1: Wash-Operation Insertion

The first baseline method inserts wash operations between successive functional-droplet

routing steps within one subproblem to clean the residue at cross-contamination sites. Note

that wash droplets and functional droplets are not transported concurrently in this baseline

case.

For example, for the droplet routes in Fig. 2.13(b), at first, D1 is transported along its

route to the sink node. After that, two wash droplets, W1,2 and W1,3, are dispensed from the

wash reservoir to clean two cross-contamination sites S1,2 and S1,3, respectively. After W1,2

and W1,3 have cleaned S1,2 and S1,3 and are transported to the waste reservoirs, D2 and D3

are transported along their corresponding routes via the cleaned sites to the sink nodes. In

this case, one wash operation is inserted between two successive functional-droplet routing

steps.

For baseline method 1, the maximum droplet-transportation time for all the nets is

the sum of the droplet-transportation time for wash-operation steps and functional-droplet

routing steps.
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Baseline Method 2: Appending Wash Droplets

The second baseline method appends one wash droplet to each functional droplet. For

example, in Fig. 2.13(a), instead of using two wash droplets W1,2 and W1,3 to clean two

cross-contamination sites S1,2 and S1,3, we append one wash droplet to each of functional

droplets D1, D2 and D3. During functional-droplet routing, the wash droplets follow the

corresponding functional droplets and clean the residue.

For baseline method 2, the maximum droplet-transportation time for all nets can be

divided into three parts. The first part is the droplet-transportation time for transporting all

wash droplets from wash-droplet dispensing reservoirs to the source nodes of their corre-

sponding functional droplets. The second part is the droplet-transportation time for moving

all wash droplets from the sources nodes to the sink nodes following their corresponding

functional droplets. The third part is the transportation time for moving all wash droplets

to the waste reservoirs.

2.3.3 Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed wash-operation synchronization method for a

protein assay. We also compare it with two baseline methods and prior work [101].

Protein assay

We first evaluate the proposed method and two baseline methods for a real-life protein

assay that has been carried out on a digital microfluidic lab-on-chip [29]. Based on the

Bradford reaction [29], the protocol for a generic droplet-based colorimetric protein assay

is as follows. First, a droplet of the sample, such as serum or some other physiological fluid

containing protein, is generated and dispensed into the lab-on-chip. Buffer droplets, such

as 1M NaOH solution, are then introduced to dilute the sample to obtain a desired dilution

factor (DF). The mixing of a sample droplet of protein concentration C and a unit buffer
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Figure 2.15: Sequencing graph for a protein assay [29].

droplet results in a droplet with twice the unit volume, and concentration C/2. Splitting

this large droplet results in two unit-volume droplets of concentration C/2 each. Con-

tinuing this step in a recursive manner using diluted droplets as samples, an exponential

dilution factor of DF = 2N can be obtained in N steps. After dilution, droplets of reagents,

such as Coomassie brilliant blue G-250 dye, are dispensed into the chip, and they mix with

the diluted sample droplets. Next the mixed droplet is transported to a transparent elec-

trode, where an optical detector (e.g., a LED-photodiode setup) is integrated to measure

the protein concentration.

Fig. 2.15 shows a sequencing graph model for the above protocol DF = 128. There are

a total of 103 nodes in one-to-one correspondence with the set of operations in a protein

assay, where DsS, DsBi (i = 1, . . . ,39), and DsRi (i = 1, . . . ,8) represents the generation

and dispensing of sample, buffer and reagent droplets, respectively. In addition, Dlti (i =

1, . . . ,39) denotes the binary dilution (including mixing/splitting) operations, Mixi (i =
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Figure 2.16: Synchronization of washing steps with functional droplet-routing steps in
Subproblem 82: (a) five 2-pin nets; (b) functional droplet routes; (c) the wash-droplet
route for cross-contamination site S4,5.

1, . . . ,8) represents the mixing of diluted sample droplets, and reagent droplets; Opti (i =

1, . . . ,8) denotes the optical detection of the droplets.

Based on the synthesis results using the method in [16], there are 198 fluidic opera-

tions (including storage units) for the protein assay. The routing problem is decomposed

into 127 subproblems. We synchronize washing with functional droplet-routing for each

subproblem.

For example, we synchronize washing steps with functional droplet-routing steps for

Subproblem 82. In Subproblem 82, there are five 2-pin nets for the transportation of func-

tional droplets, and Dlt23 is concurrently operating, as shown in Fig. 2.16(a). First, the

proposed method generates droplet routes for the transportation of functional droplets us-

ing the routing method from [54]. As shown in Fig. 2.16(b), Droplet D1 transports along

the route from the buffer dispenser for DsB28 to an on-chip storage unit S4; Droplet D2

transports from the diluter for Dlt29 to an on-chip storage unit S2; Droplet D3 transports

from the diluter for Dlt20 to an on-chip storage unit S1; Droplet D4 transports from the

buffer dispenser for DsB30 to an on-chip storage unit S3; Droplet D5 transports from the

buffer dispenser for DsB24 to the diluter for Dlt24. The routes of four functional droplets,

D2 to D5, intersect at four cross-contamination sites. Si, j is the cross-contamination site of
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routes for Di and D j.

We next determine the site-adjustment order. Fig. 2.16(b) shows that D3 traverses S3,5,

S2,3 and S3,4 serially; D4 traverses S4,5 and S3,4 serially; D5 traverses S4,5 and S3,5 serially.

We combine these lists together into a site-adjustment order: S4,5 → S3,5 → S2,3 → S3,4,

where the order of these cross-contamination sites maintains the same as in their original

lists.

We synchronize the washing steps with functional droplet transportation for the above

four sites following this site-adjust-ment order. For the first site S4,5 in the site-adjustment

order, we first generate the route of wash droplet W4,5 to clean the cross-contamination

site S4,5, as shown in Fig. 2.16(c). The route of W4,5 consists of two sub-routes. The first

sub-route connects the wash reservoir (WR) to S4,5, and the second sub-route connects S4,5

to the waste reservoir (WS). We next adjust the arrival order of W4,5, D4 and D5 at site S4,5.

According to Table 2.5, D5 is made to arrive after W4,5 traverses S4,5. Therefore, D4, W4,5

and D5 traverse S4,5 serially at clock cycle 1, 5 and 9, respectively, in order that W4,5 cleans

the residue left by D4 at S4,5 before D5 traverses. After the adjustment for S4,5, we record

the updated transportation timing when D4 and D5 traverses S4,5. In this manner, while

adjusting the arrival order for the next site S3,5, we utilize the newly updated transportation

timing information from S4,5. Other sites in the site-adjustment order, i.e., S3,5, S2,3, and

S3,4, are adjusted by repeating the above process.

Table 2.6 shows a fragment of subproblems in the protein assay. The second col-

umn of Table 2.6 shows the number of cross-contamination sites (Ncs), i.e., the number of

sites where two functional droplet routes intersect with each other, in each subproblem.

The number of cross-contamination sites can be used to evaluate the likelihood of cross-

contamination for a set of functional-droplet routes in a subproblem. The value Ncs = 0

denotes the fact that functional-droplet routes obtained are vertex-disjoint, i.e., these routes

do not share any cell in the microfluidic array. The third column shows the maximum

droplet-transportation time for all nets without wash steps in each subproblem (Tr).
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Table 2.6: Comparison between methods for the protein assay.

Sub- Results for different methods
prob. (proposed/baseline 1/baseline 2)
no. Ncs Tr Nwash Trw (clock cycles)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78 1 8 1/1/2 16/18/16
79 0 4 0/0/0 4/4/4
80 3 16 3/3/4 18/38/20
81 5 19 5/5/7 33/55/42
82 4 18 4/4/5 26/71/34
83 3 13 3/3/5 17/51/23
84 1 8 1/1/2 11/19/15
85 4 18 4/4/6 24/58/27
86 0 1 0/0/0 11/11/11
87 3 17 3/3/5 19/46/33
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total 89 837 89/89/198 1187/1702/1405

In Table 2.6, for each subproblem, we utilize the proposed wash-operation synchroniza-

tion method and two baseline methods to completely avoid cross-contamination during the

routing of different functional droplets. We compare the proposed method with the two

baseline methods in terms of the number of consumed wash droplets (Nwash), and the max-

imum droplet-transportation time for all the nets with wash steps (Trw). Here we assume

that one wash droplet is used to clean a cross-contamination site.

Here we analyze the results for Subproblem 82 in Table 2.6. For this subproblem, the

proposed method utilizes four wash droplets to clean the four cross-contamination sites.

Since wash-droplet routing is synchronized with functional-droplet routing, the maximum

droplet-transportation time with wash steps (Trw) is slightly higher than that without wash

steps (Tr). Baseline method 1 also utilizes four wash droplets. However, since wash steps

are inserted between successive functional-droplet routing steps, the maximum droplet-

transportation time with wash steps (Trw) is much higher than that using the proposed

method. Baseline method 2 consumes more wash droplets, since one wash droplet has to
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Figure 2.17: Maximum droplet-transportation time with wash steps (Trw) comparison for
the proposed method with Baseline method 1 of the protein assay, when different number
of wash droplets is used to clean one cross-contamination site.

be appended to each functional droplet. Although this method achieves lower maximum

droplet-transportation time than baseline method 1, it is still higher than the proposed

method. Similar results are obtained for other subproblems where cross-contamination

sites exist (Ncs > 0).

We analyze the influence of the number of wash droplets per one cross-contamination

site to the maximum droplet-transporta-tion time with wash steps (Trw). Fig. 2.17 compares

the maximum droplet-transportation time with wash steps (Trw) of all the subproblems for

the proposed method with Baseline method 1, when different number of wash droplets is

used to clean one cross-contamination site. When the number of wash droplets per one

cross-contamination site increases, for both the proposed method and Baseline method 1,

Trw also increases, since more time will be spent to route multiple wash droplets to clean

one cross-contamination site.
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Table 2.7: Comparison of the proposed method with the droplet-routing method in [101]
for the protein assay.

Array Simulation results (proposed/ [101]/ diff.)
size Ncs (Nwash) Trw (clock cycles)
8×8 93/47/46 1242/1622/380

10×10 89/28/61 1187/1478/291
12×12 85/23/62 1244/1391/147

Comparison with routing method in Section 2.2

Finally, we compare the proposed method with the routing method in Section 2.2 for dif-

ferent sizes of the microfluidic array. The parameters Ncs, Nwash, and Trw in Table 2.7 are

the sum of those for all the subproblems in a benchmark. The value of diff. represents the

difference between the proposed method and the routing method in Section 2.2 for each

parameter.

Since the droplet-routing method in Section 2.2 utilizes disjoint droplet routes to min-

imize the likelihood of cross-contamination between functional droplets, the number of

cross-contamination sites (Ncs) is significantly less in Section 2.2, and the number of wash

droplets (Nwash) is also less. Moreover, because the proposed method synchronizes the

wash steps with the functional-droplet routing steps, Trw for the proposed method is much

lower than that of Section 2.2.

For the droplet-routing method in Section 2.2, as the size of the microfluidic array de-

creases, there are fewer free available cells for droplet routing. Thus it is more difficult

to obtain disjoint droplet routes, and the number of cross-contamination sites increases.

Table 2.7 shows that the difference in Ncs between the proposed method and the routing

method in Section 2.2 becomes less significant when the size of the microfluidic array

decreases. As a result, in Section 2.2, more wash steps have to be inserted between succes-

sive functional-droplet routing steps, which leads to increased Trw. Table 2.7 shows that
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the difference in Trw between the proposed method and the routing method in Section 2.2

is considerable for smaller microfluidic arrays.

In summary, the simulation results show that compared to the routing method in Sec-

tion 2.2, the proposed method is more effective for reducing droplet-transportation time

without any cross-contamination. While it requires more wash droplets in comparison to

the routing method in Section 2.2, this difference is less significant when smaller arrays

are considered for low-cost, disposable chips.

2.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a droplet-routing and optimization method for digital

microfluidics that avoids cross-contamination. This method targets disjoint droplet routes

and minimizes the number of cells used for droplet routing. An optimization method has

also been presented to minimize the number of wash operations that must be used between

successive routing steps. Two real-life bioassay applications, namely multiplexed in-vitro

diagnostics on human physiological fluids, and DNA sequencing, have been used to eval-

uate the effectiveness of this method.

We have also presented a wash-operation synchronization method that integrates wash-

ing steps into functional droplet-routing steps to avoid cross-contamination in a target

bioassay. By carefully adjusting the arrival orders of wash droplets and functional droplets

at cross-contamination sites, we synchronize the routing of wash droplets with functional

droplet-routing steps, thereby reducing droplet-transportation time. A real-life protein as-

say has been used to evaluate the effectiveness of this method.
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Chapter 3

Synchronization of Concurrently-Implemented
Fluidic Operations in Pin-Constrained Biochips

The implementation of bioassays in pin-constrained digital microfluidic biochips may in-

volve pin-actuation conflicts if the concurrently-implemented fluidic operations are not

carefully synchronized. We present a two-phase optimization method to identify and

synchronize the fluidic operations that can be executed in parallel [109]. The goal is to

implement these fluidic operations without pin-actuation conflict, and minimize the du-

ration of implementing the outcome sequence after synchronization. We propose an in-

teger linear programming (ILP) solution and a heuristic method for the parallelization

of pin-actuation sequences. We also extend the synchronization method with the addi-

tion of a small number of control pins, in order to further minimize the completion time

while avoiding pin-actuation conflicts. The effectiveness of the proposed synchronization

method is demonstrated for a representative n-plex assay performed on a commercial pin-

constrained biochip and for multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics performed on an experimental

pin-constrained biochip.

The notation used in this chapter is listed in Table 3.1.

3.1 Synchronization Problem

In a digital microfluidic biochip, a liquid-based bioassay protocol is implemented through

a basis set of operations (such as DISPENSE, TRANSPORT, MIX, SPLIT) by manip-

ulating discrete droplets of nanoliter volumes on a patterned array of electrodes. Each

fluidic operation is executed by applying its corresponding pin-actuation sequence to the

electrodes. Based on the schedule derived from architectural synthesis [41], a bioassay
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Table 3.1: Notation used in Chapter 3.

N Number of concurrently-implemented pin-actuation sequences
Lk Length of the k-th pin-actuation sequence
Vik The ik-th vector of k-th pin-actuation sequence

Lmax Maximum length of a pin-actuation sequence
ci1i2...iN A 0-1 constant represents whether vectors in the set

{Vi1 ,Vi2 , . . . ,ViN} are all mutually compatible
xi1i2...iN A 0-1 variable represents whether vectors in the set

{Vi1 ,Vi2 , . . . ,ViN} are merged
Di The i-th product (functional) droplet
Wi The i-th wash droplet
SB Fluidic operation of dispensing a substrate droplet
WA Fluidic operation of dispensing a wash droplet
Pi The i-th control pin
Ei The i-th electrode

is implemented by performing several groups of fluidic operations at different time spans.

All the fluidic operations within one group are concurrently implemented by applying their

corresponding actuation sequences at the same time.

However, in a pin-constrained biochip design, concurrent implementation of fluidic

operations during the same time interval may lead to pin-actuation conflicts, since their

corresponding pin-actuation sequences are not completely compatible with each other.

Therefore, pin-actuation sequences for the concurrently implemented fluidic operations

need to be efficiently synchronized to avoid pin-actuation conflicts. For many bioassays,

e.g., the n-plex bioassay, we need to minimize the duration of time during which samples

and reagents are manipulated on-chip. This requirement is motivated by the need to pre-

vent erroneous assay outcomes due to chemical changes in sample and reagent droplets

that are inevitable with time. Furthermore, applications such as toxicity screening require

rapid time-to-response [89]. Therefore, the length of the outcome sequence (measured in

terms of the number of vectors) after synchronization must be minimized.

A pin-actuation sequence consists of several pin-actuation vectors that are implemented

serially. The time-duration for implementing one vector is one clock cycle. Each bit of a
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Figure 3.1: (a) A chip layout for multiplexed bioassay (pin IDs are indicated); (b) Example
of pin-actuation sequences and mapping to an undirected graph.

vector represents the status of the corresponding pin in the biochip at this clock cycle. The

status of a pin can be either “1” (activate), “0” (deactivate) or “don’t-care”. The “don’t-

care” status is represented using the symbol “x”. The length of a vector is defined as the

number of bits in the vector. The length of each vector in the different sequences is the

same; it is equal to the number of control pins in the biochip.

Fig. 3.1(a) shows the pin-constrained layout for an n-plex bioassay [10]. The feasibility

of performing a multiplexed bioassay on a digital microfluidic biochip has been success-

fully demonstrated [10]. The n-plex bioassay is a typical example of a multiplexed and

concurrent bioassay. In this assay, a sample is analyzed for n different analytes. Sample

droplets are mixed with n different reagents, and the mixed product droplets are routed to a

detection site. The signal transduction for quantifying the n droplets is based on an optical
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signal from each droplet. An optical detector such as a photodiode can be used to analyze

the product droplets of the n-plex bioassay.

The number on each electrode represents the control pin that is assigned to it. There

are six reactors (Reactor 1 to Reactor 6) in the layout, which share the same group of three

control pins (P1 to P3). All the reactors are connected using a routing path, which is con-

trolled using a group of five pins (Pa to Pf ). Using the architectural synthesis technique

from [41], the schedule of fluidic operations for the n-plex assay can be easily obtained.

The schedule includes information about which fluidic operations are implemented con-

currently on the pin-constrained layout at different times. Assume that currently six fluidic

operations are implemented from Reactor 1 to Reactor 6. Fig. 3.1(b) shows the correspond-

ing six pin-actuation sequences, where Sequence i corresponds to the operation in Reactor

i. Each sequence consists of six pin-actuation vectors. Each vector includes three bits from

P1 to P3. Note that the example in Fig. 3.1 is used as a running example in Section 3.2 and

Section 3.3.

Each vector in a pin-actuation sequence contains several don’t-care bits, which can be

replaced by “1” or “0”. A bit-pair is defined as a pair of two bits that represent the status of

the same pin in two vectors at a given clock cycle. For each bit-pair in two vectors, if either

the values of the bit-pair are the same, or the value of one bit in the bit-pair is “x”, we refer

to the two vectors as being compatible. Two compatible vectors can be made identical by

replacing the don’t-care term in each bit-pair with the value (“0” or “1”) of the other bit.

If both bits are “x”, we simply map them both to the same logic value. The two identical

vectors can then be merged into one pin-actuation vector.

Consider a group of pin-actuation sequences corresponding to a group of concurrently-

implemented fluidic operations. For each time-step, if all the vectors are pair-wise com-

patible, we refer to the sequences in the group as being compatible. Mutually-compatible

sequences can be implemented concurrently, without any conflict in pin actuation. There-

fore, these mutually-compatible sequences in the group can be made identical and merged
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into one outcome sequence by serially merging all the vectors at the same time-step.

If the pin-actuation sequences in a group are not mutually compatible, the merging

of these sequences may lead to erroneous assay outcomes. Therefore, we present a two-

phase method for fine-grained merging and parallelization of such sequences. In the first

phase, we partition these sequences into groups, such that all sequences in a group are

pairwise-compatible and can be merged into a single outcome sequence. However, these

merged outcome sequences are not mutually compatible. In the second phase, by stalling

some vectors in the outcome sequences of Phase 1 for several clock cycles, we can further

parallelize these outcome sequences. A vector is stalled for k clock cycles if it is repeated

k times, thereby delaying the successor vectors in the sequence. An optimization method

is used to minimize the number of vectors in the sequence resulting from Phase 2.

3.2 Merging of Sequences (Phase 1)

The problem of finding the minimum number of groups can be easily mapped to the clique-

partitioning problem from graph theory [87]. We use the example in Fig. 3.1(b) to illustrate

this mapping. Based on the actuation-sequence table, we construct an undirected graph,

referred to as pin-actuation graph; see Fig. 3.1(b). Each node in the graph represents a

pin-actuation sequence. There is an edge between a pair of nodes if their corresponding

pin-actuation sequences are compatible.

Clique partitioning refers to the problem of dividing a set of nodes into non-overlapping

subsets, such that the subgraph constructed by each subset is a complete subgraph. A

minimal clique partition is one that covers the nodes in the graph with a minimum number

of disjoint complete subgraphs. The minimum number of groups of compatible sequences

is equivalent to the size of a minimal clique-partition. A minimal clique partition for the

example in Fig. 3.1 is given by {1,3,5}, {2,4,6}. Although the clique partitioning problem

is known to be NP-hard [87], heuristics can be used to solve it in an efficient manner.
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Next we merge all the sequences in a clique to an outcome sequence. For example,

for the group {1,3,5}, the outcome sequence “011, 111, 000, 011, 100, 100” is compatible

with all the individual sequences. Therefore, we can concurrently execute the operations

corresponding to sequences 1, 3, and 5. The group {2,4,6} can be merged into an outcome

sequence “110, 011, 100, 011, 011, 100”.

However, the merged sequences are not mutually compatible. Therefore, they cannot

be performed concurrently. We next parallelize these non-mutually-compatible sequences,

and minimize the number of vectors in the resulting outcome sequence.

3.3 Parallelization of Sequences (Phase 2)

In order to parallelize incompatible pin-actuation sequences, we stall some vectors in the

sequences for an appropriate number of clock cycles, so as to make all vectors at the

same time-step pairwise-compatible. After such fine-grained parallelization, the length of a

sequence may be increased since some of its vectors may be stalled for several clock cycles.

However, the implementation order of the vectors in each sequence remains the same.

In the extended sequences, the vectors at the same time-step are pair-wise compatible.

Therefore, these extended sequences are mutually-compatible and they can be merged to

form an outcome sequence. Note that at a specific clock cycle, a vector at the previous

clock cycle from one sequence can stall only when it is mutually compatible with vectors

at current clock cycle from other sequences. Without the above constraint, i.e., vectors at

a specific clock cycle are not mutually compatible, the concurrent implementation of these

vectors will lead to pin-actuation conflicts.

However, stalling a vector, which was intended for only one clock cycle in the assay

protocol, for several clock cycles will increase the completion time of its corresponding

operation; therefore, it increases the completion time for a group of operations that are ex-

ecuted concurrently. As mentioned in prior work for digital microfluidic biochips [10,97],
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fluidic operations such as mixing and splitting can be performed at a typical clock fre-

quency of 5 Hz. Therefore, a typical clock period is 0.2 seconds long. For many bioassays,

e.g., the n-plex bioassay, we need to minimize the duration of time during which samples

and reagents are manipulated on-chip. This requirement is motivated by the need to pre-

vent erroneous assay outcomes due to chemical changes in sample and reagent droplets

that are inevitable with time. In addition, applications such as toxicity screening require

rapid time-to-response [89], and the bioassay has to be finished as soon as possible. There-

fore, the objective function of the ILP model is to obtain an outcome sequence of minimum

length (number of vectors), which leads to minimum bioassay completion time.

For the example in Fig. 3.1, we attempt to parallelize two sequences “011, 111, 000,

011, 100, 100” and “110, 011, 100, 011, 011, 100” that are obtained after the merging

procedure described in Section 3.2. Note that several constraints must be met during the

parallelization. For example, since the droplets for these two operations must be main-

tained at their initial or final positions by avoiding “floating” status of pins, we have to

start and finish these operations at the same time. In other words, all the first vectors of

two pin-actuation sequences must be mutually compatible. Similarly, all the last vectors

of two sequences must also be mutually compatible. The above constraints have to be met

during parallelization.

However, since the first vectors “011” and “110” of these two sequences are not mu-

tually compatible, they cannot be parallelized by stalling any vectors. The two sequences

have to be implemented serially on the pin-constrained layout. In other words, in Fig. 3.1,

first three operations in Reactor 1, Reactor 3, and Reactor 5 can be implemented concur-

rently, then another three operations in Reactor 2, Reactor 4, and Reactor 6 can be imple-

mented concurrently later, or vice versa. All the constraints that have to be met during the

parallelization are described in details in Section 3.3.1.
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Table 3.2: Example of pin-actuation sequences.

Sequence. no. 1 2 3
Actuation 1xx1 x11x 1x1x
sequence 1x10 x01x xx11

0x11 1x1x x01x
x0x1 0xxx x01x
00xx

3.3.1 Parallelization Based on Integer Linear Programming

Assume that N concurrently-implemented pin-actuation sequences need to be parallelized,

and let the length of sequence k be Lk. Sequence k includes a series of Lk vectors, namely

Vik(ik = 1,2, . . . ,Lk). A set of vectors is denoted by {Vi1,Vi2, . . . ,ViN}, where Vik is the ikth

vector from sequence k.

If vector Vik from sequence k is not compatible with another vector Vil from sequence l,

the vectors in a vector set that includes Vik and Vil are not mutually compatible. A vector set

is called a compatible vector set only if all the vectors within it are mutually compatible.

Let ci1i2...iN be a constant defined as follows:

ci1i2...iN =





1 if the vectors in the set {Vi1,Vi2, . . . ,ViN}
are all mutually compatible

0 otherwise

For a compatible vector-set, we determine if all vectors in it can be merged to form a

vector of the outcome sequence. The parameter ci1i2...iN can be pre-calculated from the

given vector sequences.

Let xi1i2...iN be a binary variable defined as follows:

xi1i2...iN =





1 if the vectors in the set {Vi1,Vi2, . . . ,ViN} are merged

0 otherwise

Our goal is to minimize the number of vectors in the outcome sequence after paralleliza-
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tion. We achieve this goal by minimizing the number of merged vector sets, where all

vectors in a set are mutually compatible. The objective function for the ILP model can

therefore be stated as follows:

Minimize F =
L1

∑
i1=1

L2

∑
i2=1

· · ·
LN

∑
iN=1

ci1i2...iN xi1i2...iN .

We use an example in Table 3.2 to illustrate the parallelization of pin-actuation se-

quences for N = 3. There are 5×4×4 vector sets, i.e., 80 vector sets. We calculate ci1i2i3

(1 ≤ i1 ≤ 5,1 ≤ i2 ≤ 4,1 ≤ i3 ≤ 4) in advance before constructing the ILP model. For

example, all vectors “1xx1”, “x11x”, and “1x1x” in the vector set {V1,V1,V1} are mutually

compatible, therefore c111 = 1. The binary variable xi1i2i3 is 1 if vectors Vi1 , Vi2 , and Vi3 are

merged; otherwise it is 0. The objective function is as follows:

Minimize F = ∑5
i1=1 ∑4

i2=1 ∑4
i3=1 ci1i2i3xi1i2i3.

The corresponding operations that are executed concurrently should start and finish

at the same time, since the droplets involved in these operations should be maintained at

their initial or final locations by avoiding the “floating” status of pins. If an operation

does not start while other concurrently-executed operations start, its pin-actuation is not

applied and the corresponding control pins are in “floating” status. In this situation, the

droplets involved in this operation will not be held on the initial positions and may mix

inadvertently with other droplets.

Therefore, all vectors in sets {V1,V1, . . . ,V1} and {VL1 , VL2 , . . . , VLN} must be mutually

compatible, i.e., the conditions c11...1 = 1 and cL1L2...LN = 1 must be satisfied. We add con-

straints to ensure that all vectors in sets {V1,V1, . . . ,V1} and {VL1 , VL2 , . . . , VLN} are merged.

The constraints can be represented by the following two equations: (i) c11...1x11...1 = 1; (ii)

cL1L2...LN xL1L2...LN = 1.

To perform the N pin-actuation sequences synchronously, each vector in a sequence

(e.g., vector Vik in kth sequence) must be executed for at least one clock cycle during the
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implementation of the outcome sequence after parallelization. Therefore, vector Vik must

be in at least one compatible vector-set, which must be merged to form a vector in the

outcome sequence. This constraint can be written as: ∀ ik(1≤ ik ≤ Lk,1≤ k ≤ N),

L1

∑
i1=1

· · ·
Lk−1

∑
ik−1=1

Lk+1

∑
ik+1=1

· · ·
LN

∑
iN=1

ci1...iN xi1...iN ≥ 1. (3.1)

For the example in Table 3.2, the constraints that all vectors in sets {V1,V1,V1} and

{V5,V4,V4} must be mutually compatible are: (i) c111x111 = 1; (ii) c544x544 = 1. The

constraint that each vector in a sequence (e.g., the 2nd vector in the 2nd sequence) must be

in at least one merged vector-set must also be satisfied. For example, for the 2nd vector in

Seq. 2, we have ∑5
i1=1 ∑4

i3=1 ci12i3xi12i3 ≥ 1.

Consider a compatible vector-set vs1: {Vi1 , . . . , Vik , . . . , Vil , . . . , ViN}, where 1≤ ik ≤ Lk,

1≤ il ≤ Ll and 1≤ k, l≤N, which has already been merged. That is to say, xi1...ik...il ...iN = 1.

If two vectors Vjk and Vjl in another compatible vector-set vs2 {Vj1 , . . . , Vjk , . . . , Vjl , . . . ,

VjN} satisfy the relationship “1 ≤ jk < ik” and “il < jl ≤ Ll”, vs2 must not be merged. In

other words, x j1... jk... jl ... jN must be equal to 0.

The violation of the above constraint will lead to timing problems when we imple-

ment N sequences concurrently. For instance, suppose the compatible vector-set vs2 can

be merged, i.e., x j1... jk... jl ... jN = 1. Under this assumption, two vectors obtained by merging

both vector sets vs1 and vs2 will be implemented in the outcome sequence serially. How-

ever, on one hand, if the vector obtained by merging vs1 is implemented before the vector

obtained by merging vs2, the prerequisite “1 ≤ jk < ik” is violated. On the other hand,

implementing the vector obtained by merging vs2 before the vector obtained by merging

vs1 will violate the prerequisite “il < jl ≤ Ll”. Therefore, only one compatible vector-set,

either vs1 or vs2, can be merged. We formulate this constraint as follows:

ci1...ik...il ...iN xi1...ik...il ...iN + c j1... jk... jl ... jN x j1... jk... jl ... jN ≤ 1. (3.2)

We next consider the constraints for avoiding timing problems for the example in Ta-
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ble 3.2. For example, the compatible vector set {Vi1 , Vi2 , Vi3} = {V4,V2,V1}, and compati-

ble vector set {Vj1 , Vj2 , Vj3}= {V1,V2,V3}, satisfy the relationship “ j1 < i1” and “i3 < j3”.

Suppose the two compatible vector-sets can be merged at the same time. Two vectors ob-

tained by merging both vector sets will be implemented in the outcome sequence serially.

If the vector obtained by merging {V4,V2,V1} is implemented before the vector obtained

by merging {V1,V2,V3}, the 4th vector from Seq. 1 is implemented before the 1st vector

from Seq. 1, which violates the order of vectors in Seq. 1. On the other hand, if we im-

plement the vector obtained by merging {V1,V2,V3} before the vector obtained by merging

{V4,V2,V1}, the 3rd vector from Seq. 3 is implemented before the 1st vector from Seq. 3,

which violates the order of vectors in Seq. 3. Therefore, only one compatible vector-set,

either {V1,V2,V3} or {V4,V2,V1}, can be merged. This constraint is written as follows:

c123x123 + c421x421 ≤ 1.

The complete ILP model is as follows:

Minimize F , subject to

(1) c11...1x11...1 = 1.

(2) cL1L2...LN xL1L2...LN = 1.

(3) ∀ ik (1≤ ik ≤ Lk, 1≤ k ≤ N),

L1

∑
i1=1

· · ·
Lk−1

∑
ik−1=1

Lk+1

∑
ik+1=1

· · ·
LN

∑
iN=1

ci1...iN xi1...iN ≥ 1.

(4) if 1≤ jk < ik and il < jl ≤ Ll ,

ci1...ik...il ...iN xi1...ik...il ...iN + c j1... jk... jl ... jN x j1... jk... jl ... jN ≤ 1.

The results obtained by solving the ILP model for the example in Table 3.2 are shown

in Table 3.3. If xi1i2i3 = 1, a group of mutually compatible vectors Vi1 , Vi2 , and Vi3 are

merged into a vector of the outcome sequence (Outcome Seq.). Note that some vectors are

stalled for several clock cycles to facilitate parallelization. For example, the first vectors in
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Table 3.3: Result obtained from ILP model.

Clock Sequence no.
cycle xi1i2i3 Seq. 1 Seq. 2 Seq. 3 Outcome Seq.

1 x111 = 1 1xx1 x11x 1x1x 1111
2 x211 = 1 1x10 x11x 1x1x 1110
3 x322 = 1 0x11 x01x xx11 0011
4 x433 = 1 x0x1 1x1x x01x 1011
5 x544 = 1 00xx 0xxx x01x 001x

Seq. 2 and Seq. 3 are stalled for two clock cycles each. The experiments were performed

on a 2.0 GHz INTEL Core2 Dual processor, with 1 GB of memory. The CPU time needed

for solving the above ILP model is only 0.1s for this example.

Even though the above ILP model is useful for problem understanding and for deriving

lower bounds on sequence length via LP-relaxation, it suffers from the drawback that it

may be too complex for problem instances involving more than a few pin-actuation se-

quences or vectors. Therefore, we develop a heuristic method to parallelize N sequences

within reasonable CPU time.

3.3.2 Parallelization with Incubation Vectors

During the implementation of a fluidic operation, several steps may need be executed for

a prescribed length of time. The duration of these steps is fixed and cannot be extended.

For example, for the multiplexed bioassay, the product droplet has to be incubated for

prescribed length of time before it is moved to the detection site for optical detection.

When a droplet is dispensed from the reservoir, the step where the droplet is cut off from

the liquid in the reservoir has to be executed for exactly one clock cycle, in order that the

dispensed droplet has unit volume. If these steps are implemented for additional time, the

change in concentration of sample/reagent in a droplet or change in droplet volume may

lead to erroneous assay outcomes.
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Therefore, when implementing N pin-actuation sequences synchronously, each vector

that corresponds to the step whose duration is fixed (e.g., vector Vik in kth sequence) must

be executed for exactly one clock cycle during the implementation of the outcome sequence

after parallelization. In other words, vector Vik cannot be stalled for several clock cycles

during parallelization. We refer to vector Vik as an incubation vector. Therefore, vector

Vik must be in exactly one compatible vector-set, which will be merged to form a vector in

the outcome sequence. In the ILP model, this constraint can be written as: ∀ ik(1 ≤ ik ≤
Lk,1≤ k ≤ N), if Vik is the incubation vector,

L1

∑
i1=1

· · ·
Lk−1

∑
ik−1=1

Lk+1

∑
ik+1=1

· · ·
LN

∑
iN=1

ci1...iN xi1...iN = 1. (3.3)

The complete ILP model that considers the incubation vectors is as follows:

Minimize F , subject to

(1) c11...1x11...1 = 1.

(2) cL1L2...LN xL1L2...LN = 1.

(3) ∀ ik (1≤ ik ≤ Lk, 1≤ k ≤ N), if Vik is not the incubation vector,

L1

∑
i1=1

· · ·
Lk−1

∑
ik−1=1

Lk+1

∑
ik+1=1

· · ·
LN

∑
iN=1

ci1...iN xi1...iN ≥ 1.

if Vik is the incubation vector,

L1

∑
i1=1

· · ·
Lk−1

∑
ik−1=1

Lk+1

∑
ik+1=1

· · ·
LN

∑
iN=1

ci1...iN xi1...iN = 1.

(4) if 1≤ jk < ik and il < jl ≤ Ll ,

ci1...ik...il ...iN xi1...ik...il ...iN + c j1... jk... jl ... jN x j1... jk... jl ... jN ≤ 1.

For example, in Table 3.2, assume that the 1st vector in the 2nd sequence is an incuba-

tion vector. It cannot be stalled for several clock cycles during the parallelization of these

sequences. Therefore, the results in Table 3.3 are not valid any more. For the 1st vector in
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Table 3.4: Result obtained from ILP model when the 1st vector in the 2nd sequence is an
incubation vector.

Clock Sequence no.
cycle xi1i2i3 Seq. 1 Seq. 2 Seq. 3 Outcome Seq.

1 x111 = 1 1xx1 x11x 1x1x 1111
2 x221 = 1 1x10 x01x 1x1x 1010
3 x322 = 1 0x11 x01x xx11 0011
4 x433 = 1 x0x1 1x1x x01x 1011
5 x544 = 1 00xx 0xxx x01x 001x

the 2nd sequence, we use the new constraint that it must be in exactly one merged vector-

set to replace the previous constraint in the ILP model. That is to say, for the 1st vector

in Seq. 2, we have ∑5
i1=1 ∑4

i3=1 ci11i3xi11i3 = 1. Other constraints in the ILP model for the

example in Table 3.2 remain the same.

The results obtained by solving the ILP model are shown in Table 3.4. Note that since

the 1st vector in the 2nd sequence is an incubation vector, it is executed for exactly one

clock cycle in the outcome sequence.

3.3.3 Parallelization Based on a Heuristic Method

For each sequence, we assign a pointer to the vector whose successor vectors (including

itself) have not been parallelized, while all its predecessor vectors have been parallelized

with vectors from other sequences into vectors of the outcome sequence.

Assume that a group of vectors includes those vectors where pointers are currently

located and their immediate predecessor vectors in all the sequences. The basic idea of

the heuristic method is to find a vector set that includes one vector for each sequence from

the above group. All the vectors within this vector set should be mutually compatible,

and they are merged together as a vector of the outcome sequence for parallelization. The

above procedure is repeated until the end of each sequence is reached.

At first, each pointer is at the first vector of each sequence. We check whether the first
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vectors in all the sequences, i.e., the vector-set {V1,V1, . . . ,V1} are mutually compatible

and merge them together to form the first vector in outcome sequence. Next, all pointers

independently move to the 2nd vectors of all the sequences, indicating that the 2nd vectors

and their successor vectors in the sequences have not been parallelized.

Assume that for the kth pin-actuation sequence (1≤ k≤N), vectors V1,V2, . . . ,Vik have

been parallelized with vectors from other sequences into vectors of the outcome sequence,

while vectors Vik+1,Vik+2, . . . ,VLk have not yet been parallelized. For all N sequences, all

vectors in vector-set {Vi1 , Vi2 , . . . , Vik , . . . , ViN} are mutually compatible and have been

merged to form a vector in the outcome sequence. Currently the pointer of the kth pin-

actuation sequence (1 ≤ k ≤ N) is at Vik+1. We attempt to find a compatible vector-set

within vector-sets {Vi1 or Vi1+1, Vi2 or Vi2+1, . . . , Vik or Vik+1, . . . , ViN or ViN+1}, except the

vector-set {Vi1 , Vi2 , . . . , Vik , . . . , ViN}. Note that if there are incubation vectors in vector-set

{Vi1 , Vi2 , . . . , Vik , . . . , ViN}, e.g., Vi1 is an incubation vector, it cannot be stalled for several

clock cycles. That is to say, we can only attempt to find a compatible vector-set within

vector-sets {Vi1+1, Vi2 or Vi2+1, . . . , Vik or Vik+1, . . . , ViN or ViN+1}.

If a compatible vector-set exists, e.g., all the vectors in vector-set {Vi1+1, Vi2+1, . . . ,

Vik+1, . . . , ViN+1} are mutually compatible, we can merge these vectors together to form

a vector in the outcome sequence. If multiple compatible vector-sets exist, we randomly

select one set and merge all the vectors within it. For the kth pin-actuation sequence (1≤
k≤N), if Vik+1 is in the selected vector-set, it is merged with vectors from other sequences

to form a vector in the outcome sequence, and the kth pointer is moved to the immediate

successor vector Vik+2. However, if Vik is with the selected vector-set, it is merged with

vectors from other sequences. In this case, the kth pointer remains at the vector Vik+1,

since Vik+1 has not been parallelized. The above process is repeated until all the pointers

reach the end of the sequences.

However, if no compatible vector-set exists, it means that the parallelization of N pin-

actuation sequences cannot proceed any more. In this case, we reset all the pointers to the
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1: Check whether vectors in set {V1,V1, . . . ,V1} are mutually compatible and merge
them together to form the first vector in outcome sequence;

2: for j = 1 to ROUND do
3: Reset all the pointers to second vectors of sequences;
4: while at least one vector has not been parallelized do
5: Check the location of each pointer, e.g., pointer of the kth pin-actuation se-

quence (1≤ k ≤ N) locates at Vik+1;
6: if no incubation vector exists in the vector-set {Vi1 , Vi2 , . . . , Vik , . . . , ViN}

then
7: Randomly select a compatible vector-set from vector-sets {Vi1 or Vi1+1,

Vi2 or Vi2+1, . . . , Vik or Vik+1, . . . , ViN or ViN+1} except the vector-set {Vi1 ,
Vi2 , . . . , Vik , . . . , ViN};

8: else if incubation vector exist; e.g., Vi1 is an incubation vector then
9: Randomly select a compatible vector-set from vector-sets {Vi1+1, Vi2 or

Vi2+1, . . . , Vik or Vik+1, . . . , ViN or ViN+1} except the vector-set {Vi1 , Vi2 ,
. . . , Vik , . . . , ViN};

10: end if
11: if a compatible vector-set exists then
12: Merge all the vectors within it to form a vector in the outcome sequence;

Adjust the pointer for each sequence;
13: else
14: break;
15: end if
16: end while
17: if finish parallelization of N pin-actuation sequences then break;
18: end if
19: end for
20: Output the result of parallelization: success or failure.

Figure 3.2: Pseudocode to parallelize N pin-actuation sequences with incubation vectors.

second vectors of sequences, thereby restarting the parallelization process. After multiple

rounds, if there is still no compatible vector-set at a specific clock cycle, we conclude that

the heuristic method has failed to parallelize the sequences. This aspect of the heuristic

method is a drawback compared to the ILP model.

The pseudocode for the heuristic method is shown in Fig. 3.2, where ROUND is a

user defined parameter. The worst-case time complexity of the heuristic method for N

pin-actuation sequences with maximum sequence length Lmax is O(ROUND×N×Lmax).

The example in Table 3.2 is used to illustrate the heuristic method. Assume that the 1st

vector in the 2nd sequence is an incubation vector. We assign a pointer to each of the three

sequences. Initially, all the vectors in vector-set {V1, V1, V1} are merged as the 1st vector
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of the outcome sequence, and all the pointers stay at the 2nd vector of each sequence.

The vector-sets {V2, V1, V1} and {V2, V2, V1} are two compatible vector sets. However,

since the 1st vector in the 2nd sequence cannot be stalled for several clock cycles during

parallelization, we can only select {V2, V2, V1} as the resulting compatible vector set, and

merge all three vectors in the set as the 2nd vector of the outcome sequence. The resulting

outcome sequence obtained by using the heuristic method is the same as that obtained from

ILP model in Table 3.4. The CPU time needed using the heuristic method for this example

is 0.07s.

The choice of whether to use the ILP model or the heuristic method depends on the

use scenario. During field operation, new combinations of multiple bioassays may have to

be implemented concurrently on the chip. Since the number of different possible bioassay

combinations is large and we cannot predict the combination of bioassays in advance,

the outcome sequence for the parallelization of these bioassays cannot be calculated in

advance. In addition, in field operation, we cannot afford to wait for several hours or up to

several days to generate an optimal outcome sequence using the ILP model. Instead, the

heuristic method is preferred in such scenarios due to the low CPU time associated with it.

We can use the heuristic method to quickly generate an outcome sequence.

On the other hand, during biochip design before fabrication and subsequent field de-

ployment, we can evaluate various combinations of bioassays on multiple pin-constrained

layouts to obtain feasible layouts and the corresponding outcome sequences. Since the

design time is not as critical as assay-mapping time during field operation, the large CPU

time for ILP models is acceptable during design optimization. Applications such as tox-

icity screening require rapid time-to-response [89]. In addition, for many bioassays, e.g.,

the n-plex bioassay, the samples and reagents cannot remain for a long time on the chip

in order to prevent erroneous assay outcomes due to chemical changes. The ILP model

can obtain a minimum-length outcome sequence, which leads to the minimization of the

bioassay completion time.
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3.4 Synchronization with the Addition of Control Pins

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, N fluidic operations that are executed concurrently must

start and finish at the same time. Therefore, in the corresponding N pin-actuation se-

quences of these fluidic operations, all vectors in sets {V1,V1, . . . ,V1} and {VL1 , VL2 , . . . ,

VLN} must be mutually compatible. Otherwise, these fluidic operations cannot be synchro-

nized and implemented concurrently. However, it is not guaranteed that all vectors in sets

{V1,V1, . . . ,V1} and {VL1 , VL2 , . . . , VLN} are always mutually compatible. In this situa-

tion, we have to implement these fluidic operations serially, which inevitably results in an

increase in the completion time.

In addition, for a group of concurrently-implemented fluidic operations, when there

are many specified bits (“1” or “0”) in the corresponding pin-actuation sequences, pin-

actuation conflicts will occur frequently for each control pin. In order to parallelize these

sequences, many vectors in the sequences have to be stalled for a large number of clock

cycles, which results in a long outcome sequence.

In order to tackle the above problems, we examine the use of additional control pins.

The introduction of more control pins will guarantee that all vectors in sets {V1,V1, . . . ,V1}
and {VL1 , VL2 , . . . , VLN} are always mutually compatible, and it reduces the number of pin-

actuation conflicts in the concurrently-implemented fluidic operations. Therefore, the use

of additional control pins can also reduce the length of the outcome sequence. Note that the

two-phase synchronization method discussed in Section 3.1-3.3 does not allow the addition

of control pins to the pin-constrained chip layout. Therefore, we propose a new synchro-

nization method that allows control pins to be added to resolve pin-actuation conflicts at

existing control pins, in order to facilitate the synchronization of multiple sequences.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 3.3. Fig. 3.3 shows a 4 × 4 microfluidic array.

Two mixers, Mixer1 and Mixer2 are located on the top row and the bottom row in the array,

respectively. Mixer1 includes four electrodes E1 to E4, and Mixer2 includes four electrodes
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Figure 3.3: Addition of control pins during synchronization.

E5 to E8. Initially, Mixer1 and Mixer2 share the same group of four control pins (P1 to P4).

Two fluidic operations are implemented in Mixer1 and Mixer2, respectively. The sequence

corresponding to the operation in Mixer1 includes 5 vectors, and the sequence correspond-

ing to the operation in Mixer2 includes 4 vectors. Note that the last vector of the sequence
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Table 3.5: Result obtained from ILP model for the synchronization of updated pin-actua-
tion sequences in Fig. 3.3.

Clock Sequence no.
cycle xi1i2 Seq. 1 Seq. 2 Outcome Seq.

1 x11 = 1 1x11x x11xx 1111x
2 x21 = 1 1x10x x11xx 1110x
3 x32 = 1 0x11x x01xx 0011x
4 x43 = 1 x0x1x xx1x1 x0111
5 x54 = 1 10xxx xxxx0 10xx0

in Mixer1 (10xx) is not compatible with the last vector of the sequence in Mixer2 (0xxx),

since a pin-actuation conflict occurs at the control pin P1 (‘1’ in the 1st sequence and ‘0’ in

the 2nd sequence). Therefore, these two pin-actuation sequences cannot be synchronized

using the proposed ILP model, and the corresponding fluidic operations cannot be imple-

mented concurrently without any pin-actuation conflict. In order to avoid the pin-actuation

conflict at P1, we add an extra control pin P5 (instead of P1) to control the electrode E5 in

Mixer2. The updated pin-actuation sequences corresponding to the two fluidic operations

are also shown in Fig. 3.3. In this way, the last vectors of the two pin-actuation sequences

are compatible.

We next synchronize the fluidic operations with updated pin-actuation sequences using

the proposed ILP model. The results obtained by solving the ILP model are shown in Ta-

ble 3.5. With the addition of control pin P5, the two fluidic operations can be synchronized

without any pin-actuation conflict.

Fig. 3.4 describes the flow for the synchronization method with addition of control

pins. To limit packaging cost, we set an upper limit bound on the number of pins that can

be added. Assume that the upper bound on number of pins that can be added is pupper. As

shown in Fig. 3.4, we merge multiple concurrently-implemented pin-actuation sequences

cycle-by-cycle from the first vectors of sequences. Consider a specific clock cycle t. For a

control pin Pi, if the value of Pi in one sequence is different from one or multiple sequences,
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N

N

N

Figure 3.4: Steps in the synchronization method with the addition of control pins.

we note that Pi has conflict values at clock cycle t. The electrodes that are originally con-

trolled by Pi with value “1” can remain controlled by Pi, while electrodes that are originally

controlled by Pi with value “0” will be controlled by a newly added pin Pj (i 6= j), or vice

versa. The electrodes that are originally controlled by Pi with value “x” can be controlled

by either Pi or Pj. Therefore, the addition of an extra control pin (e.g., Pj) can be used to

resolve the conflict values for one control pin Pi at a specific clock cycle t.

At a specific clock cycle t, if k control pins have conflict values, we do not choose

any candidate from all k control pins with conflict values. Instead, each Pi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) of

k control pins is selected randomly at one time, and we add an extra pin using the above

procedure to resolve the conflict for Pi and update all the sequences, until all k control

pins with conflict values have been resolved or the number of pins that have be added until

now reaches pupper. If all the conflicts for k control pins have been resolved, vectors in all
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Figure 3.5: Fabricated biochip used for the n-plex assay experiment [62].

the sequences at clock cycle t can be merged without any pin-actuation conflict. Next we

move to the next clock cycle (i.e., clock cycle t + 1) and attempt to merge vectors in all

the sequences at t +1. However, if pupper is reached at clock cycle t, we parallelize all the

updated sequences using the ILP model proposed in Section 3.3, in order to generate the

outcome sequence.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Evaluation using a Biochip for n-Plex Bioassay (Commercial
Prototype)

As an example of an n-plex assay, we demonstrated a 3-plex assay for the diagnosis of acute

myocardial infarction (AMI) [62] on a fabricated digital microfluidic platform; see Fig. 3.5.

The fabricated chip is a pin-constrained design that consists of over 1000 electrodes and

64 control pins [62]. The platform consists of three regions: dispensing region, reaction

region, and detection region. Note that the electrodes in different regions are connected to

separate sets of control pins.

In the dispensing region that locates at the right part of the platform, there are 20

reservoirs for high-throughput processing, with 8 reservoirs for sample solutions and 12

reservoirs for reagent solutions. Four sample reservoirs are located at the top of the dis-
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pensing region, while another four sample reservoirs are located in opposite at the bottom.

All the 12 reagent reservoirs are located at the right side of the dispensing region. The sam-

ple reservoirs in both top and bottom sides are connected using 4-phase vertical transport

buses. Each reagent reservoir intersects with these vertical transport buses using a 4-phase

horizontal transport bus.

In the reaction region that locates in the middle of the platform, there are 12 horizontally-

placed reactors where the reagent and sample droplets are mixed. Each reactor is connected

to a horizontal transport bus from the dispensing region.

As shown in Fig. 3.6, in the detection region that locates at the left part of the platform,

there is one reservoir for the solutions for washing, one reservoir for the substrate solutions,

and one reservoir used for waste handling. A one-dimensional 8-phase transport bus is

placed to connect the reactors from the reaction region and the reservoirs from the detection

region. Every 8th electrode in this transport bus is electrically connected. Thereby only 8

control pins are needed for this transport bus. The optical detector is located at the bottom

of the transport bus at the left part of the fabricated platform.

For the 3-plex assay, an example of human physiological fluids, i.e., serum, is sampled

and dispensed to the digital microfluidic lab-on-chip. Three assays, namely troponin-I,

myoglobin, and creatine kinase-MB (CK-MB) measurements are performed on the physio-

logical fluid. The 3-plex assay includes three stages: dispensing and routing stage, reaction

stage, and detection stage, which are performed in dispensing region, reaction region, and

detection region, respectively.

In the dispensing and routing stage, three serum droplets are dispensed from a sample

reservoir serially and transported along the vertical transport bus to the intersections with

horizontal buses of three reagent reservoirs; next each of the three reagent reservoirs dis-

penses the corresponding reagent droplet. The three pairs of sample and reagent droplets

concurrently transport along the corresponding horizontal transport buses until reach the

reactors. In the reaction stage, each pair of sample and reagent droplets mix together to
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Figure 3.6: Layout of the detection region and the illustration of concurrently-imple-
mented fluidic operations in the detection stage.

form a product droplet in a reactor.

In the detection stage, we transport each of three product droplets to the detector site

and place it there for five clock cycles for detection as per the assay protocol [97]. Next

the product droplet must be moved to the waste reservoir. Each product droplet needs to

mix with a droplet dispensed from the substrate reservoir before reaching the detector. In

order to clean up the droplet pathways after each product droplet, three wash droplets must

be routed serially to traverse the transport bus until they reach the waste reservoir after

each product droplet. The detection process requires that the interval between two droplets

in the transport bus is eight electrodes. Additionally, it is required that the next product

droplet cannot move into the transport bus until the previous product droplet leaves the

detector.

The 3-plex assay is implemented by serially performing groups of fluidic operations at

different time spans. All the fluidic operations within one group are concurrently imple-
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Table 3.6: Pin-actuation sequences corresponding to operations in detection stage in
Fig. 3.6.

Clock Sequence. no. (operation)
cycle Seq. 1 Seq. 2 Seq. 3 Seq. 4 Seq. 5 Seq. 6 Seq. 7

(WA) (SB) (D1) (D2) (W1) (W2) (W3)
1 V11 V21 V31 V41 V51 V61 V71
2 V12 V22 V32 V42 V52 V62 V72
3 V13 V23 V33 V43 V53 V63 V73
4 V14 V24 V34 V44 V54 V64 V74
5 V15 V25 V35 V45 V55 V65 V75
6 V16 V26 V36 V46 V56 V66 V76
7 V27 V37 V47 V57 V67 V77
8 V38 V48 V58 V68 V78
9 V39 V49 V59 V69 V79

mented by applying their corresponding pin-actuation sequences at the same time. We syn-

chronize these operations by merging and parallelizing their corresponding pin-actuation

sequences, in order to avoid pin-actuation conflicts. For example, during a specific duration

in the detection stage, seven operations, namely dispensing a substrate droplet (denoted as

SB) from the substrate reservoir, dispensing a wash droplet (denoted as WA) from the wash

reservoir, transporting two product droplets D1 and D2, as well as transporting three wash

droplets W1, W2, W3 along the transport bus, are implemented concurrently, as shown in

Fig. 3.6. The details about their corresponding pin-actuation sequences are described in

Table 3.6. The vectors of a sequence, e.g., V11, V12, . . . , V16 for Seq. 1, are implemented

serially as shown in the corresponding column. Each vector contains 64 bits.

We next synchronize the operations in Table 3.6 by merging and parallelizing their

corresponding pin-actuation sequences. We construct a pin-actuation graph based on the

sequences in Table 3.6; see Fig. 3.7(a). Note that a group of nodes corresponding to se-

quences 3-7 are pair-wise compatible, since each of them is the sequence corresponding

to the operation that transports a droplet with 8-electrode spacing. A minimal clique parti-

tion for the example in Fig. 3.7(a) is given by {1}, {2}, {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. We merge all the
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Clock

cycle

Seq. no. (operation)

Seq. 1 (WA) Seq. 2 (SB) Seq. 3 (D1)

1 V11 V21 V31

2 V11 V21 V32

3 V11 V22 V33

4 V12 V23 V34

5 V13 V24 V35

6 V14 V24 V36

7 V15 V25 V37

8 V16

9 V16 V27 V39

V26 V38

(b)(a)

Figure 3.7: Merging and parallelization of pin-actuation sequences in Table 3.6: (a)
pin-actuation graph; (b) result of ILP model.

sequences in the third partition. The outcome sequence obtained by merging sequences in

the partition {3, 4, 5, 6, 7} is the same as Seq. 3.

We next parallelize the three sequences, namely Seq. 1-3, using both the ILP model

and the heuristic method. Note that vectors V15 and V26 corresponds to the step where the

droplet is cut off from the liquid in the wash reservoir (WA) and the substrate reservoir (SB)

respectively, therefore they has to be executed for exactly one clock cycle, in order that the

dispensed droplet has unit volume. Therefore, vectors V15 and V26 are incubation vectors

in the ILP model.

The CPU times for solving this ILP model is 26.12 s. We construct a table based on

the solution obtained using the ILP model, as shown in Fig. 3.7(b). If xi1i2i3 = 1, a group

of vectors Vi1 , Vi2 , and Vi3 are pair-wise compatible at the same time-step, therefore they

are listed in the same row. Note that some vectors are stalled for several clock cycles to

facilitate the parallelization. The vectors in each row are merged to form a vector of the

outcome sequence. For example, the vectors V12, V23 and V34 in the 4th row are merged

to form the 4th vector of the outcome sequence. The outcome sequence is generated by

merging all the vectors in the same row into an outcome vector serially from clock cycle 1
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Table 3.7: Comparison of the completion time of the proposed optimization method with
the baseline schedule for the 3-plex assay.

Proposed (ILP) Proposed (Heuristic) Baseline
Completion

time (s) 272 284 387

to 9. Note that V15 and V26 are incubation vectors, therefore they are not stalled for several

clock cycles. The length of the outcome sequence is minimized to 9 clock cycles, equal to

the length of Seq. 3. By implementing the outcome sequence serially, the seven operations

are executed concurrently without any conflict in pin actuation.

We next use the heuristic method to parallelize Seq. 1-3, where vectors V15 and V26 are

denoted as incubation vectors. The CPU time is only 0.37 s, which is 1.5% of the CPU

time for ILP. The length of the outcome sequence is 10 clock cycles, one clock cycle larger

than that for the ILP model.

The 3-plex bioassay can also be performed by serially implementing the outcome se-

quences corresponding to different time-spans. Each of the outcome sequences is obtained

by merging and parallelizing a group of concurrently-implemented sequences during the

specific time span. We next compare the completion time of the 3-plex bioassay for the

ILP model, the heuristic method, and a baseline method; see Table 3.7. For the baseline

method, we do not consider the merging and parallelization of a group of concurrently-

implemented fluidic operations at each time span. Since the pin-actuation sequences of

those operations are not mutually compatible, they have to be implemented serially. Our

results show a significant reduction (nearly one-third) in the time-to-result for the 3-plex

bioassay.

Since the 3-plex assay is implemented by serially performing groups of concurrently-

implemented fluidic operations at different time spans, next we synchronize these fluidic

operations in each group of the 3-plex assay when pins are allowed to be added to the pin-
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Figure 3.8: Completion time for synchronization with addition of pins for the 3-plex assay.

constrained layout. An upper limit is set on the number of pins that can be added. During

synchronization, if pin-actuation conflicts occur, we add new pins to resolve the conflicts,

according to the technique described in Section 3.4.

Fig. 3.8 shows the completion time for the 3-plex bioassay when the upper limit on the

number of control pins is varied. For the 3-plex assay, when more control pins are added,

the completion time is reduced. This is because when concurrently-implemented fluidic

operations in each group are synchronized, less vectors are needed to be stalled to avoid the

pin-actuation conflict, therefore the length of the outcome sequence is reduced without any

pin-actuation conflicts. Finally, when 72 control pins are used, no pin-actuation conflict is

encountered when we simply merge all the concurrently-implemented sequences in all the

groups, and we obtain the minimum completion time for the 3-plex bioassay of 215 clock

cycles.
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3.5.2 Evaluation for an Experimental University Chip

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed synchronization method on an experimental

biochip, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The experimental biochip fabricated at Duke University is

a pin-constrained design that is fabricated on a silicon substrate. It consists of 25 con-

trol pins. The electrode pitch is miniaturized to 100 µm. Fig. 3.10 shows the layout of

the experimental chip. There are four dispensing reservoirs. Two reservoirs (Sample-1

and Sample-2) are used for sample solutions and the other two reservoirs (Reagent-1 and

Reagent-2) are used for reagent solutions. There are three reactors (Reactor-1 to Reactor-

3) for mixing and splitting operations, and two output ports (Detector-1 and Detector-2)

where the optical detectors locate are used for detection of product droplets.

We execute multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics on the experimental chip. Two samples,

plasma and serum, are loaded in reservoirs Sample-1 and Sample-2, respectively. Two

reagents, glucose and lactate, are loaded in reservoirs Reagent-1 and Reagent-2, respec-

tively. Each sample is dispensed into the experimental chip. Next each sample droplet is

assayed for glucose or lactate measurement in the reactors. The product droplet is moved

to either Detector-1 or Detector-2 for optical detection.

In order to implement the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics without pin-actuation con-

flicts, we synchronize concurrently-implemented fluidic operations in all the groups at

different time spans using the proposed synchronization method. For example, during a

specific duration, three operations, namely dispensing a plasma droplet (denoted Sample-

1), dispensing a glucose droplet (denoted Reagent-1), and mixing two dispensed droplets at

Reactor-1 (denoted Reactor-1), are implemented concurrently, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The

pin-actuation sequence corresponding to operation Sample-1 includes 7 vectors, denoted

as V11 to V17. The sequence for operation Reagent-1 also includes 7 vectors, denoted as

V21 to V27. The sequence for operation Reactor-1 includes 9 vectors, denoted as V31 to V39.

Each vector contains 25 bits.
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Figure 3.9: The fabricated experimental university chip [83].

Detector-2

Sample-1

Reagent-1

Sample-2

Reagent-2

Reactor-1

Reactor-2

Reactor-3

Detector-1

Figure 3.10: Layout of experimental chip and the illustration of concurrently-implemented
fluidic operations.

We next parallelize the three sequences, namely Seq. 1-3, using both the ILP model

and the heuristic method. Note that vectors V16 and V26 corresponds to the step where

the droplet is cut off from the liquid in the sample reservoir (Sample-1) and the reagent

reservoir (Reagent-1) respectively, therefore they has to be executed for exactly one clock

cycle, in order that the dispensed droplet has unit volume. Therefore, vectors V16 and V26
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Table 3.8: The result of ILP model for fluidic operations in Fig. 3.10.

Clock Sequence. no. (operation)
cycle Seq. 1 (Sample-1) Seq. 2 (Reagent-1) Seq. 3 (Reactor-1)

1 V11 V21 V31
2 V11 V22 V32
3 V12 V22 V33
4 V13 V23 V34
5 V14 V24 V34
6 V15 V24 V35
7 V15 V25 V36
8 V16 V26 V37
9 V17 V27 V38

10 V17 V27 V39
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Figure 3.11: Completion time for synchronization with the addition of pins for multiplexed
in-vitro diagnostics.

are incubation vectors. The CPU times for solving this ILP model is 51.21 s. Table 3.8

shows the solution obtained using the ILP model. The vectors in each row are merged

to form a vector of the outcome sequence. Note that V16 and V26 are incubation vectors,

therefore they are not stalled for several clock cycles. The length of the outcome sequence

is minimized to 10 clock cycles.

We next use the heuristic method to parallelize Seq. 1-3, where vectors V16 and V26 are
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denoted as incubation vectors. The CPU time is only 0.87 s. The length of the outcome

sequence is 12 clock cycles, two clock cycles larger than that for the ILP model.

Next we synchronize fluidic operations in each group of the multiplexed in-vitro diag-

nostics when pins are allowed to be added to the pin-constrained layout. Fig. 3.11 shows

the completion time for the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics when the upper limit on the

number of control pins is varied. When more control pins are added, less vectors are

needed to be stalled to avoid the pin-actuation conflict, therefore the length of the outcome

sequence is reduced. Eventually, when 31 control pins are used, no pin-actuation conflict is

encountered during the merging of concurrently-implemented operations. We obtain that

the minimum completion time of 147 clock cycles for the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics.

3.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a two-phase optimization method to synchronize the fluidic operations

that are executed concurrently in pin-constrained biochips, in order to avoid pin-actuation

conflicts. The optimization method merges the corresponding pin-actuation sequences

based on clique partitioning in graphs in the first phase, and parallelizes the non-mutually-

compatible pin-actuation sequences in the second phase. With the addition of control pins,

the optimization method minimizes the length of the outcome sequence after synchroniza-

tion, while avoiding pin-actuation conflicts. An n-plex bioassay has been implemented on

a commercial pin-constrained biochip, and the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics has been

performed on an experimental pin-constrained biochip, in order to demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of the proposed optimization method.
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Chapter 4

Optimization of Droplet Routing and
Control-Pin Mapping to Electrodes

The number of independent input pins used to control the electrodes in digital microfluidic

“biochips” is an important cost-driver in the emerging market place, especially for dis-

posable PCB devices that are being developed for clinical and point-of-care diagnostics.

However, most prior work on pin-constrained biochip design considers droplet routing and

the assignment of pins to electrodes as independent problems.

In this chapter, we present optimization methods to solve the droplet routing and pin-

constrained design problems concurrently. First, we formally prove that the co-optimization

problem involving droplet routing and pin-mapping is NP-complete. Next we present an

integer linear programming (ILP)-based optimization method to solve the droplet-routing

and the pin-mapping design problems concurrently. The proposed co-optimization method

minimizes the number of control pins. We also present an efficient heuristic approach

to tackle the co-optimization problem. These methods overcome a major drawback of a

recently proposed method, which leads to infeasible solutions involving conflicts in the

mapping of pins to electrodes in different droplet-routing stages.

The notation used in this chapter is listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Notation used in Chapter 4.

Pin i The i-th control pin
Ei The i-th electrode
Si The i-th electrode-actuation sequence
T Number of subproblems for droplet routing in a bioassay
K Number of droplets to be routed within a subproblem

M×N Size of 2-D microfluidic array
Dk Set of droplets in k-th subproblem
Ck Set of available electrodes in k-th subproblem
B Set of electrodes in microfluidic array

Tmax,k Maximum completion time for droplet routing in k-th subproblem
Pmax Maximum available control pins

Ea(x,y) Set of electrode (x,y) and its non-diagonal adjacent electrodes
Eb(x,y) Set of both diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent

electrodes of electrode (x,y)
Ec(x,y) Set of electrode (x,y) and its both

diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent electrodes
(si

x,s
i
y) Source electrode of droplet di

(t i
x, t

i
y) Sink electrode of droplet di

c(i,x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents that droplet di locates at
electrode (x,y) at time t in k-th subproblem

st(i, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents that droplet di
stalls from time t−1 to t in k-th subproblem

uc(x,y) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) is used
a0(i,x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) must be deactivated

to control droplet di’s movement at time t in k-th subproblem
a1(i,x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) must be activated

to control droplet di’s movement at time t in k-th subproblem
aX (i,x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) is don’t care to

control droplet di’s movement at time t in k-th subproblem
A0(x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) must be deactivated

to control all droplets’ movement at time t in k-th subproblem
A1(x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) must be activated to

control all droplets’ movement at time t in k-th subproblem
AX (x,y, t,k) A 0-1 variable represents whether electrode (x,y) is don’t care to

control all droplets’ movement at time t in k-th subproblem
as(x,y, t,k) Electrode-actuation value of (x,y) at time t in k-th subproblem
cmp(x1,y1, A 0-1 variable represents the electrode-actuation

x2,y2) sequences of (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are compatible
cp(x,y, p) A 0-1 variable represents that electrode (x,y)

is controlled using control pin p
up(p) A 0-1 variable represents that control pin p is used
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4.1 Problem Formulation and Proof of NP-Completeness

As mentioned in Section 2.2, droplet routing determines the paths for droplet transportation

using the available cells in the microfluidic array. We obtain a complete droplet-routing so-

lution for the specific bioassay by solving all the droplet-routing subproblems sequentially.

The droplet-routing information is stored in the form of electrode-actuation sequences,

where each bit represents the status of the electrode at a specific time-step. The status can

be either “1” (activate), “0” (deactivate) or “x” (don’t-care). For two electrode-actuation

sequences, at every time step, if either the values of two bits are the same, or the value of

one bit is “x”, we refer to the two sequences as being compatible. A group of electrodes

whose electrode-actuation sequences are mutually compatible can be controlled using the

same pin.

The co-optimization problem for droplet routing and pin assignment can be stated as

follows:

Input: A series of T subproblems for droplet routing in a bioassay. For the t-th sub-

problem, we specify the K droplets to be routed, and the source electrode (si
x,s

i
y) and the

sink electrode (t i
x, t

i
y) for each droplet di (1≤ i≤ K).

Output: (1) Routing paths for droplets in all the subproblems; (2) A mapping of con-

trol pins to electrodes for droplet routing in all subproblems without any pin-actuation

conflict.

Objective and constraints: The objective is to minimize the number of pins used for

controlling droplet movement. The constraints are explained in detail in Section 4.2.1.

Restating the above optimization problem as a decision problem, our goal is to de-

termine whether there are routing paths and a pin-assignment plan for droplet routing in

all the subproblems of the bioassay. We define this droplet-routing and pin-assignment

problem as follows:
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PIN-CONSTRAINED DROPLET ROUTING (PCDR)

Instance: An M×N 2-D microfluidic array AR and a series of T subproblems for droplet

routing. For the t-th subproblem, we specify the source electrode (si
x,s

i
y) and the sink

electrode (t i
x, t

i
y) for each droplet di to be routed. A total of P control pins are available and

can be assigned to the electrodes (P≤M×N).

Question: Are there conflict-free routing paths for droplets in all the subproblems such

that the number of control pins is less than or equal to P?

To prove that PCDR is NP-complete, we first define the droplet-routing problem within

a single subproblem as follows:

DROPLET ROUTING (DR)

Instance: An M×N 2-D microfluidic array AR; a total of K droplets to be routed in a

given subproblem; the source electrode (si
x,s

i
y) and sink electrode (t i

x, t
i
y) for each droplet

di (1≤ i≤ K).

Question: Are there K routing paths using which K droplets are transported from the

source electrodes to sink electrodes?

If we utilize direct addressing, P = M×N for PCDR. Therefore, in the PCDR problem,

up to M×N control pins for a single pin-assignment plan can be assigned to routing paths

in order to allow droplet routing in all subproblems. In other words, a solution exists for

the special case of PCDR if and only if a corresponding solution exists for DR. Therefore,

PCDR can be restricted to DR by allowing all M×N control pins to be activated for routing.

By the method of restriction [92], if DR can be shown to be NP-complete, it will follow

that PCDR is also NP-complete. In order to show that DR is NP-complete, we revisit the

wire-routing problem from [88], defined as follows:

WIRE ROUTING (WR)

Instance: An M×N 2-D grid GD = (V,E), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set.

A total of K pairs of points are to be routed, one point is denoted as (si
x,s

i
y) and the other
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point is denoted as (t i
x, t

i
y) for i-th pair of points (1≤ i≤ K).

Question: Is there a routing of K wires connecting the K pairs of points?

In [88], WR is shown to be NP-complete by means of polynomial transformation from

3-SAT. We prove DR problem to be NP-complete by means of polynomial transformation

from WR as following. Since the DR problem is NP-complete, it follows that PCDR is

also NP-complete.

Proof of NP-Completeness for DR

Proof. We first show that DR problem ∈ NP. Suppose we are given an M×N array, and

source electrodes and sink electrodes for K droplets. The certificate we choose is a set of

K paths, where each path connects the source electrode and the sink electrode for a spe-

cific droplet. For each droplet, the verification algorithm starts from the source electrode

and traces the corresponding path one-electrode by one-electrode until reaches the sink

electrode. This verification can be easily performed in polynomial time.

We prove that the DR problem is NP-hard by polynomial transformation from WR.

Given an instance I of WR, we construct the corresponding instance I′ of DR using a

reduction algorithm. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the reduction from WR to DR. For the M×N two-

dimensional grid GD, we construct the corresponding 2-dimensional array AR as follows:

each vertex in the grid GD corresponds to an electrode in the 2-D array AR, and if there

is an edge between two vertices, their corresponding electrodes are adjacent in the array.

For i-th pair of points in GD, the point (si
x,s

i
y) corresponds to the source electrode for i-th

droplet, and the other point (t i
x, t

i
y) corresponds to the sink electrode for i-th droplet. The

route of a droplet in the array AR corresponds to a wire consisting of a set of successive

edges in the grid GD, where the endpoints of a wire represent the corresponding source

and sink electrodes. Each edge in the path denotes that the electrodes represented by the

two endpoints of the edge are adjacent in the droplet route.

Note that the reduction is easily done in polynomial time. To complete the proof, we
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Figure 4.1: Reducing WIRE ROUTING to DROPLET ROUTING: (a) wire paths in the 5
× 5 grid; (b) droplet routes in the corresponding 5 × 5 array.

show that this transformation is indeed a reduction: there are K wires connecting K pairs

of points in the M×N grid GD if and only if there are K routing paths for transportation

of K droplets on the M×N array AR.

For each of K wires connecting the pairs of points in GD, e.g., the wire connecting

(s1
x ,s

1
y) and (t1

x , t1
y ), we set the electrode at the same coordinate as (s1

x ,s
1
y) in the array to

be the source electrode, and the electrode at the same coordinate as (t1
x , t1

y ) in the array to

be the sink electrode. If there is an edge in the wire connecting two adjacent points in the

grid, we include the corresponding two adjacent electrodes in the array in the droplet route.

In this manner, for the wire connecting two vertices (si
x,s

i
y) and (t i

x, t
i
y) for the i-th pair of

points in the grid (1≤ i≤ K), there is a route connecting two electrodes (si
x,s

i
y) and (t i

x, t
i
y)

for droplet di in the array (1≤ i≤ K). Therefore, we can conclude that if there are K wires

connecting the K pairs of points in the grid GD, there are K routing paths for transportation

of K droplets on array AR.

Conversely, it is obvious that for the route connecting electrodes (si
x,s

i
y) and (t i

x, t
i
y) for

droplet di in the array (1≤ i≤K), there is a wire connecting two vertices (si
x,s

i
y) and (t i

x, t
i
y)

for i-th pair of points in the grid (1≤ i≤K). Therefore, we can conclude that if there are K

routing paths for transportation of K droplets on AR, there are K wires connecting K pairs

of points in GD. Therefore, we have proven that DR is NP-complete.
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4.2 ILP-Based Method for Co-Optimization

In this section, we present a comprehensive ILP-based optimization method to solve the

droplet routing and pin-constrained design problems concurrently [107]. Given the nets

to be routed in each subproblem, the proposed method simultaneously co-optimizes the

droplet pathways and pin-assignment, in order to minimize the number of control pins.

The proposed method generates droplet-routing paths and a single pin-assignment plan

that allows droplet-routing in all the subproblems without any conflict in the mapping of

pins to electrodes. The effectiveness of the proposed co-optimization method is demon-

strated for a commercial biochip that is used to perform n-plex immunoassays, as well as

an experimental chip for multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics.

4.2.1 ILP Formulation for Co-Optimization

We first introduce the objective function and constraints in the ILP model. The notation

used in the ILP formulation is shown in Table 4.1. The problems with the ILP model

of [71] are highlighted in appropriate places and we also discuss how these problems can be

overcome. Each variable in Table 4.1 has been reformulated using an additional dimension

corresponding to the subproblem—a necessary consideration that was overlooked in [71].

Objective Function

Our objective is to minimize the number of control pins, when the maximum completion

time for droplet routing is given a priori. Therefore, the objective function is defined as

follows:

Minimize :
Pmax

∑
p=1

up(p).
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Constraints

Assume the droplet routing of the bioassay can be decomposed into T subproblems. Note

that t is used to indicate the specific time within each subproblem, therefore we have 0 ≤
t ≤ Tmax,k for k-th subproblem. The following are the constraints in the ILP formulation.

Compared to [71], all the constraints are extended from the case of one subproblem to

the complete schedule involving all the subproblems. Moreover, the electrode constraints

and broadcast constraints have been completely rewritten to ensure that the resulting chip

design is feasible.

1. Source requirement: For each subproblem, initially all the droplets within this sub-

problem must stay at the corresponding source electrode at t = 0. Therefore, this constraint

can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ), ∀ di ∈ Dk,

c(i,si
x,s

i
y,0,k) = 1 (4.1)

2. Sink requirement: In a specific subproblem (e.g., k-th subproblem), all the droplets

will arrive at the corresponding sink nodes within the maximum completion time of droplet

routing (e.g., Tmax,k). Once a droplet arrives at the sink node, it remains there until the

routing of other droplets is finished. This constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem

(1≤ k ≤ T ),

Tmax,k

∑
t=0

c(i, t i
x, t

i
y, t,k)≥ 1,∀ di ∈ Dk (4.2)

c(i, t i
x, t

i
y, t,k)− c(i, t i

x, t
i
y, t +1,k)≤ 0,∀ di ∈ Dk,0≤ t < Tmax,k (4.3)

3. Exclusivity constraint: In a specific subproblem (e.g., k-th subproblem), each droplet

can stay at only one electrode at a specific time. This constraint can be written as: for k-th

subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

∑
(x,y)∈Ck

c(i,x,y, t,k) = 1,∀ di ∈ Dk,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.4)
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Diagonal adjacent electrodes

Non-diagonal adjacent electrodes

Figure 4.2: Illustration of constraints in ILP model: (a) Electrode (x,y) and its adjacent
electrodes; (b) Electrodes are deactivated at time t when moving di from (x,y) to (x′,y′)
from time t−1 to t.

4. Total number of used electrodes: An electrode (x,y) is used if a droplet is located

on it at a specific time within a specific subproblem. Otherwise, if no droplet is located at

(x,y) during droplet routing for all the subproblems, (x,y) is not used. We can calculate

the total number of used electrodes for droplet routing for all the subproblems using the

following constraints: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

uc(x,y)≥ c(i,x,y, t,k),∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈ B,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.5)

uc(x,y)≤
T

∑
k=1
{ ∑

di∈Dk

{
Tmax,k

∑
t=0

c(i,x,y, t,k)}},∀ (x,y) ∈ B (4.6)

5. Droplet movement constraint: As shown in Fig. 4.2(a), for an electrode (x,y), its ad-

jacent electrodes can be classified into two categories: (1) non-diagonal adjacent electrodes

(x−1,y), (x+1,y), (x,y+1) and (x,y−1); (2) diagonal adjacent electrodes (x−1,y+1),

(x+1,y+1), (x−1,y−1) and (x+1,y−1).

In a specific subproblem (e.g., k-th subproblem), from current clock cycle t to next

clock cycle t + 1, each droplet can either remain at the same location, or move to its non-

diagonal adjacent electrodes. This constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1 ≤
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k ≤ T ),

c(i,x,y, t,k)≤ ∑
(x′,y′)∈Ea(x,y)

c(i,x′,y′, t +1,k),

∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t < Tmax,k (4.7)

Typically, Ea(x,y) includes five electrodes (x,y), (x+1,y), (x−1,y), (x,y+1), (x,y−
1). Note that due to the boundary restriction of the microfluidic array, a droplet may not

always move to its four non-diagonal adjacent electrodes. For example, the bottom left

electrode denoted as (1,1) has only two non-diagonal adjacent electrodes (1,2) and (2,1).

Therefore, for the electrode (1,1), the constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem

(1≤ k ≤ T ),

c(i,1,1, t,k)≤ c(i,1,1, t +1,k)+ c(i,1,2, t +1,k)

+c(i,2,1, t +1,k),∀ di ∈ Dk,0≤ t < Tmax,k

6. Fluidic constraints: Within a subproblem, both static and dynamic fluidic constraints

described in [54] must be met during droplet routing. The static constraint indicates that no

droplet (e.g., d j) can stay at the set of both diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent electrodes

of the electrode where a droplet (e.g., di) has already existed. The static fluidic constraint

can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

c(i,x,y, t,k)+ ∑
(x′,y′)∈Ec(x,y)

c( j,x′,y′, t,k)≤ 1,

∀ di,d j ∈ Dk,di 6= d j,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.8)

The dynamic fluidic constraint indicates that if a droplet (e.g., di) will arrive at electrode

(x,y) at clock cycle t +1, no droplet (e.g., d j) can exist in the set of electrode (x,y) and its

both diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent electrodes at clock cycle t. The dynamic fluidic

constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

c(i,x,y, t +1,k)+ ∑
(x′,y′)∈Ec(x,y)

c( j,x′,y′, t,k)≤ 1,

∀ di,d j ∈ Dk,di 6= d j,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t < Tmax,k (4.9)
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7. Electrode constraints: First, we discuss the constraints for electrodes that must

be activated to control the movement of a single droplet (e.g., di) during droplet routing

within one subproblem. If di is at the electrode (x,y) at clock cycle t, exactly one electrode

(x,y) must be activated currently. This constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem

(1≤ k ≤ T ),

a1(i,x,y, t,k) = c(i,x,y, t,k),∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.10)

∑
(x,y)∈Ck

a1(i,x,y, t,k) = 1,∀ di ∈ Dk,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.11)

Next we discuss the constraints for electrodes that must be deactivated to control the

movement of a single droplet (e.g., di) during droplet routing within one subproblem. If

di is at the electrode (x,y) at clock cycle t, the electrode (x,y) must be activated, while

its diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent electrodes must be deactivated. We use parameter

K(x,y) to denote the number of diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent electrodes of (x,y). This

constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

∑
(x′,y′)∈Eb(x,y)

a0(i,x′,y′, t,k)≥ K(x,y) · c(i,x,y, t,k)

∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.12)

Now we consider the electrodes that must be deactivated according to the movement

of droplet di from time step t − 1 to t. Assume that di stays at the same electrode (x,y)

from t − 1 to t, therefore K(x,y) neighboring electrodes of (x,y) must be deactivated at t.

Assume that di moves to one of non-diagonal adjacent electrodes of (x,y) from t − 1 to

t, e.g., di moves from (x,y) to (x′,y′). First, at current time t, both diagonal and non-

diagonal adjacent electrodes of (x,y) must be deactivated except for (x′,y′), i.e., K(x,y)−1

neighboring electrodes of (x,y) must be deactivated at t. Therefore, if di is at (x,y) at

t− 1, no matter it will continue staying at (x,y) or move to (x′,y′) at t, at least K(x,y)− 1

neighboring electrodes of (x,y) must be deactivated at t. This constraint can be written as:
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for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

∑
(x′,y′)∈Eb(x,y)

a0(i,x′,y′, t,k)≥ (K(x,y)−1) · c(i,x,y, t−1,k),

∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0 < t ≤ Tmax,k (4.13)

At current time t, if di is moved to (x′,y′), both diagonal and non-diagonal adjacent elec-

trodes of (x′,y′) must be deactivated, i.e., K(x′,y′) neighboring electrodes of (x′,y′) must be

deactivated at t. At current time t, we merge the set for K(x,y)− 1 neighboring electrodes

of (x,y) and the set for K(x′,y′) neighboring electrodes of (x′,y′) into a single set, which

denotes electrodes in the entire array that must be deactivated at t, in order to move di at

(x,y) to (x′,y′) from t− 1 to t. We use parameter K′
(x,y)→(x′,y′) to represent the number of

electrodes in the merged set. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b), when we move di from

(x,y) to (x′,y′) from time t−1 to t, 7 neighboring electrodes of (x,y) must be deactivated

at t, i.e., K(x,y)−1 is equal to 7; 8 neighboring electrodes of (x′,y′) must be deactivated at t,

i.e., K(x′,y′) is equal to 8; the number of electrodes in the merged set is 11, i.e., K′
(x,y)→(x′,y′)

is equal to 11.

We introduce st(i, t,k) to represent the fact that di stalls from t−1 to t in k-th subprob-

lem. These constraints can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

st(i, t,k)≥ c(i,x,y, t,k)+ c(i,x,y, t−1,k)−1,

∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0 < t ≤ Tmax,k (4.14)

st(i,0,k) = 1,∀ di ∈ Dk (4.15)

∑
(x,y)∈Ck

a0(i,x,y, t,k) = K′
(x,y)→(x′,y′) · (1− st(i, t,k))

+K(x,y) · st(i, t,k),∀ di ∈ Dk,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.16)

8. Actuation sequence constraints: Here we consider the constraints that an electrode

should be activated, deactivated, or don’t care at a specific time t, in order to control the

movement of all droplets in Dk of k-th subproblem. First we consider the constraints for
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A1(x,y, t,k). If the electrode (x,y) must be activated at t to control any single droplet

(e.g., di) in Dk, i.e., a1(i,x,y, t,k) must be set to 1, then A1(x,y, t,k) must be set to 1. The

constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

A1(x,y, t,k)≥ a1(i,x,y, t,k),∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.17)

If electrode (x,y) does not need to be activated to control any droplet in Dk, i.e., a1(i,x,y, t,k)

is set to 0 for each droplet di in Dk, then A1(x,y, t,k) is set to 0. The constraint can be writ-

ten as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

A1(x,y, t,k)≤ ∑
di∈Dk

a1(i,x,y, t,k),∀ (x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.18)

The constraints for A0(x,y, t,k) are similar as those for A1(x,y, t,k), as following: for

k-th subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

A0(x,y, t,k)≥ a0(i,x,y, t,k),∀ di ∈ Dk,(x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.19)

A0(x,y, t,k)≤ ∑
di∈Dk

a0(i,x,y, t,k),∀ (x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.20)

At time t, if an electrode (x,y) is not forced to be activated or deactivated, it is classified

as “don’t care”, i.e., AX(x,y, t,k) must be set to 1. The constraint can be written as: for k-th

subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

A1(x,y, t,k)+A0(x,y, t,k)+AX(x,y, t,k) = 1,∀ (x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.21)

Note that since “don’t care” can be replaced by either ‘1’ or ‘0’, we use the following

constraints to generate electrode-actuation status for each electrode in Ck at t: for k-th

subproblem (1≤ k ≤ T ),

1 ·A1(x,y, t,k)+0 ·A0(x,y, t,k)+0 ·AX(x,y, t,k)≤ as(x,y, t,k),

∀ (x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.22)

1 ·A1(x,y, t,k)+0 ·A0(x,y, t,k)+1 ·AX(x,y, t,k)≥ as(x,y, t,k),

∀ (x,y) ∈Ck,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.23)
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9. Broadcast constraints: We identify whether the corresponding electrode-actuation

sequences of two electrodes (e.g., (x1,y1) and (x2,y2)) are compatible by examining two

variables as(x1,y1, t,k) and as(x2,y2, t,k) at every time in all the subproblems (0 ≤ t ≤
Tmax,k,1 ≤ k ≤ T ). At a specific time t1 within a specific subproblem k1, if the electrode-

actuation values of (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are different, i.e., as(x1,y1, t1,k1) is not equal

to as(x2,y2, t1,k1), their corresponding electrode-actuation sequences are not compatible.

Otherwise, if as(x1,y1, t,k) is equal to as(x2,y2, t,k) for every time in all the subproblems

(0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k,1≤ k≤ T ), the corresponding electrode-actuation sequences of (x1,y1) and

(x2,y2) are compatible. The constraint can be written as: for k-th subproblem (1≤ k≤ T ),

1− cmp(x1,y1,x2,y2)≥ as(x1,y1, t,k)−as(x2,y2, t,k)

∀ (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ B,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.24)

1− cmp(x1,y1,x2,y2)≥ as(x2,y2, t,k)−as(x1,y1, t,k)

∀ (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ B,0≤ t ≤ Tmax,k (4.25)

Note that the ILP model in [71] only checks for the compatibility of electrode-actuation

sequences within each subproblem, and generates one set of control pins for each subprob-

lem. However, the compatibility check must be performed for all the subproblems rather

than for a single subproblem. This is because only one set of control pins can be used to

perform droplet routing for all the subproblems. These new constraints are modeled by

Equations (4.24) and (4.25).

If the corresponding electrode-actuation sequences of two electrodes (e.g., (x1,y1) and

(x2,y2)) are not compatible, (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) cannot share the same control pin. Oth-

erwise, if the corresponding electrode-actuation sequences are compatible, (x1,y1) and

(x2,y2) can (not “must”) share the same control pin. The constraint can be written as:

cp(x1,y1, p)+ cp(x2,y2, p)≤ cmp(x1,y1,x2,y2)+1,

∀ (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ B,1≤ p≤ Pmax (4.26)
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Note that control pins are only assigned to electrodes that are used during droplet routing,

those electrodes where no droplet is located during the droplet routing for all the subprob-

lems are left without any control pins. The constraint can be written as:

Pmax

∑
p=1

cp(x,y, p) = uc(x,y),∀ (x,y) ∈ B (4.27)

Next we calculate the minimum number of control pins that are used. The following

constraints indicate that if an electrode (x,y) is controlled by a pin p, we indicate that pin

p is used; otherwise, p is not used.

cp(x,y, p)≤ up(p),∀ (x,y) ∈ B,1≤ p≤ Pmax (4.28)

up(p)≤ ∑
(x,y)∈B

cp(x,y, p),1≤ p≤ Pmax (4.29)

4.2.2 Results

The proposed ILP-based optimization method for droplet-routing on a pin-constrained

array was implemented on a 3.0 GHz INTEL Xeon processor, with 12 GB of memory.

MOSEL [86] was used as our ILP solver. We first utilize the proposed method to design

the pin-assignment for a commercial biochip. Next we evaluate the proposed method by

applying to an experimental biochip for multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics.

Commercial Biochip Design for n-Plex Immunoassay

The fabricated chip for the n-plex immunoassay is a pin-constrained design that consists of

over 1000 electrodes and 64 control pins [62]. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the layout of the complete

chip. The platform consists of three regions: routing region, reaction region, and detection

region. Note that the electrodes in different regions are connected to separate sets of control

pins.

In the routing region, there are 20 reservoirs for high-throu-ghput processing, with

8 reservoirs for sample solutions and 12 reservoirs for reagent solutions. The sample
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Figure 4.3: Layout of fabricated biochip used for the n-plex assay experiment: (a) com-
plete chip; (b) routing region; (c) reaction and detection regions.

reservoirs are connected using a 4-phase vertical transport buses. Each reagent reser-

voir intersects with these vertical transport buses through a 4-phase horizontal transport

bus. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the layout of the horizontal and vertical buses. The numbers in

Fig. 4.3(b) and Fig. 4.3(c) refer to the pins (pin IDs) assigned to the electrodes. This pin

mapping, which was done manually by the chip manufacturer, is used as a baseline here to
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Figure 4.4: Droplet-routing subproblems for the routing region of the commercial biochip:
(a) the basic cell in the routing region; (b) 1st subproblem; (c) 2nd subproblem.
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Figure 4.5: Pin assignment for the basic cell of the routing region in the commercial
biochip: (a) new pin assignment using ILP model (6 pins); (b) existing pin assignment in
the fabricated biochip (7 pins).

evaluate the proposed optimization method.

Fig. 4.3(c) shows the layout of the reaction region and the detection region. There are

12 horizontally-placed reactors where the reagent and sample droplets are mixed. A total

of 8 control pins are used for this transport bus.

We utilize the proposed ILP model to determine the pin assignment for the commercial

biochip. First we focus on the pin assignment for the routing region. This region is an

array of multiple basic cells with the same layout. The layout of a basic cell is shown in

Fig. 4.4(a). The “dark” cells are part of the layout. Since no fluidic operation is imple-
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Figure 4.6: Pin-assignment result for the basic cell using the method in [71]: (a) 1st
subproblem; (b) 2nd subproblem.

mented in the “light” cells, in the fabricated chip, this region is left unused and the corre-

sponding electrodes are not fabricated. However, since the proposed ILP model is based

on a regular array of electrodes, the “light” cells are used for optimization. Therefore, if

we solve the pin-assignment problem for a single basic cell, the result can be directly ap-

plied to the entire routing region. The droplet routing for the basic cell can be decomposed

into two subproblems, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.4(c). For the first subproblem in

Fig. 4.4(b), the left droplet moves from E5 to E1, while the right droplet moves concur-

rently from E9 to E5. For the second subproblem in Fig. 4.4(c), the top droplet moves from

E10 to E5, while the bottom droplet moves concurrently from E5 to E17.

We set the parameters Tmax,k (k = 1, 2) and Pmax for the proposed ILP model. For the 1st

subproblem, we set the maximum completion time for droplet routing Tmax,1 to be 10 clock

cycles, which is the sum of droplet-routing time for each droplet. Similarly, Tmax,2 is also

set to be 10 clock cycles. The maximum available control pins Pmax is set to 81, which is

equal to the number of electrodes in the basic cell. The pin-assignment results obtained by

solving the corresponding ILP model is shown in Fig. 4.5(a); a total of 6 pins are needed.

The existing baseline pin assignment for the fabricated biochip is shown in Fig. 4.5(b);

it requires 7 pins. The proposed ILP model saves one control pin for the routing region,
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the number of control pins between pin assignment for the
proposed ILP model and the existing design for the commercial biochip.

No. pins No. pins
(existing design) (ILP model)

Routing region 7 6
Reaction region 19 13
Detection region 8 4

Total 34 23

while ensuring the same droplet-routing steps and routing time as in the pin-assignment

implemented for the fabricated chip.

Let us now return to the ILP-based optimization model in [71], which generates the

pin-assignment for each subproblem. We utilize this model to generate the pin assignment

for the 1st subproblem and the 2nd subproblem separately, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Accord-

ing to [71], the pin-assignment in Fig. 4.6(a) should be used to execute 1st subproblem.

After the 1st subproblem is finished, the pin-assignment in Fig. 4.6(b) must replace that in

Fig. 4.6(a), in order to ensure that the 2nd subproblem can be executed. However, without

added multiplexes and interconnects, a low-cost disposable biochip can only be fabricated

according to a specific pin-assignment plan. Since the control pins and the interconnec-

tion wires are permanently etched during the fabrication, it is not practical to dynamically

change the pin mapping for a fabricated biochip. Therefore, the solution provided by the

method in [71] has a major fallacy and is not feasible in practice.

We also apply the proposed ILP model to optimize the pin-assignment design for the

reaction region and the detection region, respectively. Table 4.2 shows the comparison

of the number of control pins (“No. pins”) between the pin-assignment design using the

proposed ILP model and the existing design for the commercial biochip. The proposed

ILP model can reduce the number of control pins for three regions from 34 to 23, i.e., a

32.6% reduction. The fabricated chip uses an additional 30 pins for droplet dispensing, but
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Figure 4.7: Sequencing graph model for a multiplexed bioassay. S1, S2 are samples, R1,
R2 are reagents, M1 to M4 are mixing operations, and D1 to D4 are detection operations.

they are not targeted in our case study.

The CPU time needed to generate the pin assignment for all regions was over one

day. However, since this is a one-time design effort, the high CPU time for this large

commercial bichip is acceptable. Note that the fabricated chip has a total of 64 pins and

over 1000 electrodes, and it is the most complex chip that is currently being targeted for the

clinical diagnostics market. Therefore, the proposed ILP model is adequate for handling a

real design.

Experimental Biochip for Multiplexed in-vitro Diagnostics

We map a recently demonstrated multiplexed biochemical assay, which consists of a glu-

cose assay and a lactate assay based on colorimetric enzymatic reactions, on to a 15 × 15

array. Fig. 4.7 shows the flowchart for the multiplexed assays in the form of a sequenc-

ing graph [16]. For each sample or reagent, two droplets are dispensed into the array.

Four pairs of droplets, i.e., {S1,R1}, {S1,R2}, {S2,R1}, {S2,R2}, are routed together in

sequence for the mixing operation. Mixed droplets are finally routed to the detection site
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Figure 4.8: Droplet-routing subproblems for the multiplexed bioassay: (a) placement of
fluidic devices and partitions; (b) 1st subproblem; (c) 2nd subproblem; (d) 3rd subproblem;
(e) 4th subproblem; (f) 5th subproblem.

for analysis.

Based on the bioassay schedule obtained using the high-level synthesis method of [42],

the droplet-routing problem of the multiplexed bioassay is decomposed into five subprob-

lems. Fig. 4.8 illustrates the placement of the fluidic devices and the droplet-routing nets in
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Figure 4.9: Pin-assignment result for the multiplexed bioassay on a 15 × 15 microflu-
idic array: (a) without time-division pin-sharing (TDPS) scheme (38 pins); (b) use TDPS
scheme (20 pins).

each subproblem. As shown in Fig. 4.8(a), four reservoirs for two samples (S1 and S2) and

two reagents (R1 and R2) are located in the periphery of the array. Two optical detectors

Dt1 and Dt2 are used to monitor the bioassay outcomes. A mixer M1 is used to perform the

mixing operation.

To make the CPU time for optimization manageable, the array is partitioned into several

sub-arrays with smaller size. We apply the proposed ILP model in each sub-array and

obtain the corresponding droplet-routing paths and the pin-assig-nment results. As shown

in Fig. 4.8(a), the 15 × 15 array is decomposed into nine non-overlapping partitions from

P1 to P9. Fig. 4.8(b) to Fig. 4.8(f) illustrate the droplet-routing nets in each subproblem.

We utilize the proposed ILP model to obtain the minimum number of control pins and

the corresponding droplet-routing paths for each partition. Note that different partitions

have different sets of control pins. Therefore, the total number of control pins for the entire

15 × 15 microfluidic array is the sum of the number of control pins in all the partitions.

Fig. 4.9(a) shows the pin-assignment results for the multiplexed bioassay on the 15 × 15

microfluidic array. A total of 38 control pins are used. The CPU time needed to generate

pin assignment for all nine partitions was 14 hours.
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Table 4.3: Comparison for the number of control pins for the multiplexed bioassay on a
15 × 15 microfluidic array with and without time-division pin-sharing (TDPS) scheme.

No. pins No. pins
(without TDPS) (with TDPS)

Partition 1 4 4
Partition 2 4 4
Partition 3 4 0 (use pins in Partition 1)
Partition 4 4 0 (use pins in Partition 1)
Partition 5 7 7
Partition 6 4 0 (use pins in Partition 1)
Partition 7 3 0 (use pins in Partition 8)
Partition 8 5 5
Partition 9 3 0 (use pins in Partition 8)

Total 38 20

Next we utilize the Time-division Pin-sharing (TDPS) scheme from [45] to further

reduce the number of control pins. The basic idea here is that two partitions that have

no overlapping time spans can be merged to share the same set of control pins, where

a time span for a partition is defined as the period of time during which it contains a

droplet. The time spans for all the partitions can be easily calculated from the operation

schedule, module placement and droplet routing results [42]; the overlaps can then be

readily determined.

For example, assume that Partition 1 has a set of four control pins from Pin 1 to Pin 4,

Partition 2 has a set of five control pins from Pin 5 to Pin 9. If these two partitions have

no overlapping time spans, they are merged into one partition and share the same set of

control pins. A subset of control pins in Partition 2, e.g., Pin 5 to Pin 8, can be used to

replace Pin 1 to Pin 4 in Partition 1. Therefore, the total number of control pins is reduced

from 9 to 5. This check-merge procedure continues until all partition pairs overlap in their

time spans. By reducing the number of partitions, we can reduce the number of control

pins needed for the array.

According to the schedule of the multiplexed bioassay, we obtain the following 4
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groups where all the partitions in each group have no overlapping time spans and can

merge together:

Group 1: Partition 1, Partition 3, Partition 4, and Partition 6; they share the set of control

pins for Partition 1.

Group 2: Partition 2;

Group 3: Partition 5;

Group 4: Partition 7, Partition 8, and Partition 9; they share the set of control pins for

Partition 8.

Therefore, the total number of control pins for the 15 × 15 array of multiplexed bioas-

say is reduced from 38 to 20, as shown in Fig. 4.9(b).

Table 4.3 shows the comparison for the number of control pins (“No. pins”) with and

without time-division pin-sharing (TDPS) scheme. Note that the broadcast pin-assignment

method of [68] utilizes 25 control pins, which is 5 pins more than the proposed co-optimization

method with TDPS scheme.

4.3 Heuristic Method for Co-Optimization

In this section, we present a heuristic method that optimizes routing pathways and gen-

erates a single pin-assignment and attempts to minimize the number control pins for all

the subproblems [108]. This pin-assignment allows droplet routing in all the subproblems

without any conflict in the mapping of pins to electrodes. The effectiveness of the pro-

posed heuristic method is demonstrated for an experimental chip for multiplexed in-vitro

diagnostics, a more recent commercial biochip for the polymerase chain reaction (PCR),

as well as a commercial biochip that is used to perform n-plex immunoassays.
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4.3.1 ILP Model for Single Subproblem

Recall that our goal is to co-optimize droplet routing and pin-assignment for all the sub-

problems. We first leverage the ILP model from [71]. The objective is to generate feasible

droplet-routing pathways and a single pin-assignment for all the subproblems while mini-

mizing the number of control pins. Therefore, we first generate droplet-routing pathways

and minimize the number of pins in a single subproblem.

We alter the objective function of the ILP model from [71] as follows. Let Pmax be the

maximum number of available control pins in the microfluidic array, and up(i) be a 0-1

variable that is 1 if control pin i is used. We define the new objective function as follows:

Minimize : ∑Pmax
i=1 up(i). All the constraints remain the same as in the ILP model of [71].

By applying the ILP model with the new objective function for each subproblem, we

minimize the number of control pins for a subproblem. The results obtained by solving

the ILP model also include the following information: (1) droplet-routing information: for

each droplet di, the ILP model specifies whether di locates at electrode (x,y) at time t;

(2) electrode-actuation information: for each electrode (x,y) in the array, the ILP model

specifies whether (x,y) must be activated, deactivated, or don’t-care at time t in order to

control the droplet-routing; (3) droplet routes information: for each electrode (x,y) in the

array, the ILP model specifies whether (x,y) is used (i.e., a droplet flows through it) during

the droplet routing; (4) pin-assignment information: for each electrode (x,y) in the array,

the ILP model specifies whether (x,y) is controlled by a pin i.

Note that for a specific subproblem, the electrode-actuation sequences obtained using

ILP represent the activation or deactivation of electrodes. In this way, droplets can be

moved without any pin-actuation conflicts. All electrodes connected to the same control

pin have mutually compatible electrode-actuation sequences.

However, if we simply apply the above ILP model for all the subproblems, we ob-

tain different pin-assignment plans for different subproblems. An electrode in the digital
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the limitation of the method in [71], and the solution proposed
in this work.

microfluidic array might need to be connected to different input pins for different sub-

problems. For example, as shown in Fig. 4.10, two subproblems utilize the routing path

from electrode E1 to electrode E4. In Subproblem 1, a droplet is moved from E1 to E3.

The corresponding electrode-actuation sequence S1 and the resulting pin-assignment are

also presented. In Subproblem 2, a droplet is moved from E4 to E1. The correspond-

ing electrode-actuation sequence S2 and the resulting pin assignment are shown. Note

that in Subproblem 1, since E2 and E4 have mutually compatible electrode-actuation se-

quences, they are controlled using the same pin (Pin 1). However, in Subproblem 2, since

their electrode-actuation sequences are not compatible, they cannot be controlled using the

same pin. Since E2 is connected to different control pins in different subproblems (Pin 1

in Subproblem 1 and Pin 3 in Subproblem 2), we have to change the mapping of pins to E2

dynamically during bioassay execution, which increases production cost and complexity
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for disposable biochips.

Therefore, the proposed heuristic method generates a single pin-assignment plan for

droplet routing in all the subproblems. In this way, the conflicts involved in the mapping

of pins to electrodes in different subproblems can be avoided.

4.3.2 Concatenation of Electrode-Actuation Sequences with Broad-
cast Addressing for Multiple Subproblems

To overcome the above limitation, we propose a heuristic method to generate a single pin-

assignment plan that allows droplet routing in all the subproblems without any conflict

in the mapping of pins to electrodes. For each subproblem in a bioassay, we solve the

corresponding ILP model with the new objective function described in Section 4.3.1. Since

the problem size is small for each subproblem (typically three or less routing paths), an ILP

solver can generate a solution in reasonable time. In this way, we obtain the droplet-routing

paths and the electrode-actuation sequences for droplet routing.

Next, we construct the droplet-routing pathways for routing droplets in all the sub-

problems by superimposing the droplet routes in each subproblem. In other words, if an

electrode is used in droplet routes in at least one subproblem, it is included in the resulting

droplet-routing pathways.

For each electrode in the resulting droplet-routing pathways, we concatenate its cor-

responding electrode-actuation sequences for all the subproblems, in order to construct a

metasequence. Note that the compatibility of these metasequences is independent of the

ordering of the concatenation of sequences in all the subproblems. Therefore, the con-

catenation of electrode-actuation sequences can be carried out in any arbitrarily-chosen

order.

By using the above concatenated metasequences as input, we generate a single pin-

assignment to support droplet routing in all the subproblems, and minimize the number

of control pins by identifying the compatibility of electrode-actuation sequences. Note
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1: for i = 1 to T do
2: Use ILP model to solve i-th subproblem;
3: end for
4: for i = 1 to M×N do
5: if i-th electrode is used in at least one subproblem then
6: Include i-th electrode in resulting droplet-routing pathways for

all subproblems;
7: end if
8: end for
9: for each electrode in droplet-routing pathways for all subproblems do

10: Concatenate electrode-actuation sequences for this electrode for all
T subproblems;

11: end for
12: Use a heuristic clique partitioning to generate a pin-assignment based

on concatenated electrode-actuation sequences;
13: Output the pin-assignment plan.

Figure 4.11: Pseudocode of the proposed heuristic method.

that only the electrodes that are used for droplet routing in at least one subproblem must be

assigned a control pin. A group of electrodes whose electrode-actuation sequences are mu-

tually compatible are assigned the same control pin. The problem of finding the minimum

number of groups can be easily mapped to the clique-partitioning problem from graph the-

ory [87]. Since the clique-partitioning problem is NP-hard [87], we utilize the heuristic

method from [68] to minimize the number of control pins for a single pin-assignment plan.

The resulting pin assignment can support the droplet-routing in a subproblem in the

same manner as that generated by the ILP model for this subproblem. No pin-actuation

conflict occurs during the droplet routing in each subproblem. Since individual subprob-

lems are implemented on the array independently, the overall droplet-routing time for all

the subproblems is the sum of that for each subproblem.

For example, as shown in Fig. 4.10, for each electrode from E1 to E4, the electrode-

actuation sequences for Subproblem 1 and Subproblem 2 are concatenated to form the

metasequence S3. Fig. 4.10 also shows the pin-assignment result based on S3 using broad-

cast addressing method. E1 and E4 are controlled using Pin 1, E2 is controlled using Pin 3,
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and E3 is controlled using Pin 2. This pin assignment supports droplet routing from E1 to

E3 in Subproblem 1, and from E4 to E1 in Subproblem 2 without any pin-actuation conflict.

Given an M×N 2-D microfluidic array, a series of T subproblems for droplet routing,

and ILP results for each subproblem, the procedure for the proposed heuristic method is

shown in Fig. 4.11. The computational complexity of the heuristic procedure is O(M3N3).

4.3.3 Results

The proposed heuristic method for droplet-routing and pin-assignment was implemented

on a 3.0 GHz INTEL Xeon processor, with 12 GB of memory. MOSEL [86] was used as

our ILP solver. We first evaluate the proposed heuristic method by applying to an experi-

mental biochip for multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics. Next we utilize the proposed heuristic

method to determine droplet pathways and pin mapping for two commercial biochips.

Experimental Biochip for Multiplexed in-vitro Diagnostics

A multiplexed biochemical assay, which consists of a glucose assay and a lactate assay

based on colorimetric enzymatic reactions, is implemented on to a 10 × 10 array. In the

sequencing graph of the multiplexed assay from [68], there are two samples S1 and S2, two

reagents R1 and R2. For each sample or reagent, two droplets are dispensed into the array.

Four pairs of droplets, i.e., {S1,R1}, {S1,R2}, {S2,R1}, {S2,R2}, are routed together for

the mixing operation. Mixed droplets are finally routed to the detection sites for analysis.

Based on the bioassay schedule obtained using the high-level synthesis method of [42],

the droplet-routing problem of the multiplexed bioassay is decomposed into 7 subprob-

lems. We utilize the heuristic method highlighted in Fig. 4.11 to minimize the number of

control pins used to implement droplet routing in the above subproblems in the 10 × 10

array.

Fig. 4.12(a) shows the pin-assignment result for a 10× 10 electrode array. A total of 13
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3 4

Figure 4.12: Pin assignment for multiplexed bioassay on a 10 × 10 microfluidic array: (a)
proposed heuristic method (13 pins); (b) ILP model (20 pins).

control pins are used, a significant reduction over the 100 control pins required for direct

addressing. The CPU time for the complete optimization procedure (including ILP for the

subproblems) is 5 hours. The heuristic procedure takes less than one minute, therefore

most of the CPU time is taken by the ILP solver for the subproblems. In comparison,

Fig. 4.12(b) shows the pin-assignment result for an alternative ILP-based method for co-

optimization of droplet routing and pin assignment in Section 4.2. However, this method is

not scalable and the CPU time is unacceptable when we apply this ILP model to solve the

7 droplet-routing subproblems on a 10× 10 array. To make the CPU time for optimization

manageable, the 10× 10 array is partitioned into four 5× 5 partitions from P1 to P4. Then

the ILP model is applied to each partition and we obtain the corresponding droplet-routing

paths and pin assignment. Note that the partitions use different sets of control pins. A

total of 20 control pins are used. Therefore, the proposed method clearly outperforms the

ILP-based method in Section 4.2 in terms of pin count.

The ILP-based technique from [71] is also used to generate the pin assignment for

each subproblem. The number of control pins determined for each subproblem (in the

format {subproblem: no. of control pins}) is {1: 4, 2: 4, 3: 6, 4: 4, 5: 4, 6: 3, 7: 3}.

There are pin-assignment conflicts for these subproblem solutions; see Fig. 4.13, where
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Figure 4.13: Pin-assignment result using the method in [71]: (a) 1st subproblem; (b) 2nd
subproblem.

conflicting pin IDs are mapped to the same electrode. The electrodes in the figure are

identified by their x-y coordinates. We can see that electrode (4,2) is controlled by Pin 1 in

Subproblem 1, but by Pin 3 in Subproblem 2. We cannot avoid this conflict by a relabeling

of the pins in Subproblem 2 because electrodes (0,7) and (4,2) are assigned the same pin

in Subproblem 1 but different pins in Subproblem 2. A low-cost disposable biochip can

only be fabricated according to a specific pin assignment without adding multiplexes and

interconnects. Since the control pins and the interconnection wires are permanently etched

on-chip, it is not practical to dynamically change pin mapping during bioassay execution.

Therefore, the solution provided by the technique in [71] has a major fallacy and it is not

feasible in practice.

Commercial Biochip Design

We next apply the proposed heuristic method to a commercial biochip for PCR bioas-

say [96]. The fabricated chip is a pin-constrained design that consists of over 1000 elec-

trodes and 64 control pins [62, 63]. Since this chip was designed manually, our goal is

to demonstrate the reduction in the number of control pins that can be obtained using the
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Figure 4.14: Layout of fabricated biochip used for the PCR assay experiment: (a) complete
chip; (b) routing region; (c) detection region; (d) reaction region.

proposed method. Fig. 4.14(a) shows the layout of the complete chip. The platform con-

sists of three regions: routing region, reaction region, and detection region. Note that the

electrodes in different regions are connected to separate sets of control pins.
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Figure 4.15: Basic cell and subproblems for the reaction region of the commercial biochip
for PCR bioassay: (a) the basic cell in the reaction region; (b) 1st subproblem; (c) 3rd
subproblem; (d) 4th subproblem.
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Figure 4.16: Pin assignment for the basic cell of the reaction region in the commercial
biochip for PCR bioassay: (a) existing pin assignment in the fabricated biochip (14 pins);
(b) new pin assignment using heuristic method (10 pins).

Fig. 4.14(b) shows the layout and pin mapping of the horizontal and vertical buses in

the routing region. Fig. 4.14(c) and Fig. 4.14(d) show the layouts of the detection region

and the reaction region, respectively. The numbers in Fig. 4.14(b) to Fig. 4.14(d) refer to

the pins (pin IDs) assigned to the electrodes. This pin mapping, which was done manually

by the chip manufacturer, is used as a baseline here to evaluate the proposed heuristic

method.

We utilize the proposed heuristic method described in Fig. 4.11 to design the pin-
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assignment for this commercial chip. First we focus on the reaction region. This region

consists of multiple basic cells with the same layout. The layout of a basic cell is shown

in Fig. 4.15(a). The “dark” cells are part of the layout, while the “light” cells are used

for optimization but they do not actually exist in the layout. The pin-assignment result

for a single basic cell can be directly extended to the entire reaction region. The fluidic

operations for the basic cell can be decomposed into four subproblems. Fig. 4.15(b) to

Fig. 4.15(d) shows the 1st, 3rd and 4th subproblems.

The ILP model described in Section 4.3.1 is used to obtain the electrode-actuation

sequences from the 1st subproblem to the 3rd subproblem, while minimizing the number

of control pins used for each subproblem. After that, for each electrode, its electrode-

actuation sequences for all three subproblems are concatenated serially. Note that for the

splitting operation in the 4th subproblem of Fig. 4.15(d), we do not use the ILP model

described in Section 4.3.1 to obtain the corresponding electrode-actuation sequences, since

the ILP model can only handle droplet routing. Instead, we directly append the electrode-

actuation sequences for splitting operation after the electrode-actuation sequences for the

first three subproblems.

Next we use the proposed heuristic method to obtain the pin-assignment based on the

concatenated electrode-actuation sequences. Fig. 4.16(a) shows the existing baseline pin

assignment for the fabricated biochip; it requires 14 pins. Fig. 4.16(b) shows the pin-

assignment result obtained by using the proposed method; a total of only 10 pins are

needed. The proposed heuristic method saves four control pins for the reaction region,

while ensuring the same fluidic operations and droplet-routing time as that implemented in

the fabricated chip with the existing pin assignment. The CPU time (including ILP for the

subproblems) needed to generate the pin assignment is 130 minutes.

The proposed heuristic method is also used to optimize the pin-assignment design for

the routing region and the detection region, respectively. Table 4.4 shows the comparison of

the number of control pins (“No. pins”) for the pin assignment using the proposed method
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Table 4.4: Comparison of number of control pins using the proposed method with that for
fabricated biochip for PCR bioassay.

No. pins No. pins
(existing design) (proposed method)

Routing region 7 6
Reaction region 14 10
Detection region 11 8

Total 32 24

Table 4.5: Comparison of number of control pins using the proposed method with that for
fabricated biochip for n-plex bioassay.

No. pins No. pins
(existing design) (proposed method)

Routing region 7 6
Reaction region 19 13
Detection region 8 4

Total 34 23

with that for the fabricated biochip for the PCR bioassay. The total CPU time required for

this optimization for all regions was 320 minutes. The proposed method can reduce the

number of control pins for these three regions from 32 to 24, i.e., a 25% reduction. The

fabricated chip uses an additional 32 pins for droplet dispensing, but they are not targeted

in our case study.

Next we utilize the proposed heuristic method to determine the pin assignment for a

fabricated biochip for n-plex bioassay [62]. As shown in Fig. 4.3, this layout consists

of more than 1,000 electrodes and it also includes three regions: routing region, reaction

region and detection region. We compare the number of control pins for the pin assignment

using the proposed method with that for the fabricated biochip for the n-plex bioassay, as

shown in Table 4.5. Compared to the fabricated chip, the proposed method can reduce the

number of control pins for these three regions from 34 to 23, i.e., a 32.6% reduction. The
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CPU time needed for this chip was 260 minutes.

4.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have motivated the need for simultaneous optimization of droplet rout-

ing and control pin mapping to electrodes in digital microfluidic biochips. The co-optimization

problem has formally shown to be NP-complete. An ILP-based co-optimization method

has been proposed to simultaneously co-optimize the droplet pathways and pin assignment,

in order to minimize the number of control pins. It generates droplet-routing paths and a

single pin-assignment plan that allows droplet-routing in all the subproblems without any

conflict in the mapping of pins to electrodes. We have also presented a heuristic method

that optimizes routing pathways and generates a single pin assignment with a minimum

number of control pins to support droplet-routing subproblems.
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Chapter 5

Built-In Self Test and Diagnosis

In this chapter, we focus on testing and diagnosis techniques for digital microfluidic biochips.

First we propose logic gates based on digital microfluidics. Several basic gates are imple-

mented through droplet-handling operations such as transportation, merging, and splitting

by using the principle of electrowetting-on-dielectric. Second, we utilize these microfluidic

logic gates to implement a “compactor” for built-in self-test, where multiple test-outcome

droplets of parallel scan-like test and functional test are compressed into a single droplet

to facilitate detection with low overhead. Finally, we propose a cost-effective fault di-

agnosis method based on the “microfluidic compactor” consisting of exclusive-or (XOR)

gates. The microfluidic compactor can locate both a single defective cell and multiple

rows/columns with defective cells in the microfluidic array. It can also locate an unknown

number of rows/columns-under-test with defective cells.

The notation used in this chapter is listed in Table 5.1.

5.1 Digital Microfluidic Logic Gates

In this section, we propose logic gates based on digital microfluidics [104]. Nontrivial

computing systems can be created by cascading the microfluidic logic gates that have the

same input-output interpretation. These microfluidic logic gates are configured on the

fabricated biochip to be experimentally verified.
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Table 5.1: Notation used in Chapter 5.

Xi The i-th input of a microfluidic logic gate
Z Output of a microfluidic logic gate

Electrode i The i-th electrode
Pin i The i-th control pin

N×N Size of 2-D square microfluidic array
Pi The i-th pseudo-sink of rows/columns-under-test

for parallel scan-like test
Si The i-th bit of codeword for error-correcting code

of fault diagnosis
p The probability that a row/column-under-test fails

independently during parallel scan-like test
Pmis,multiple The probability of misdiagnosis for multiple faulty

rows/columns-under-test for parallel scan-like test
Pmis,unknown The probability of misdiagnosis for an unknown number of

faulty rows/columns-under-test for parallel scan-like test

5.1.1 Definitions and Experimental Setup

In the digital microfluidic platform, droplets of unit volume (1x) or larger can be easily

moved [93]. A droplet of 0.5x volume is not large enough to have sufficient overlap with

an adjacent electrode; hence it cannot be moved with a nominal actuation voltage. It has

been verified experimentally that the times required for dispensing one droplet, splitting a

droplet into two, merging two droplets into one, and transporting a droplet to an adjacent

electrode are nearly identical [93]. This duration is defined as one time frame (clock cycle).

The definitions for logic values ‘0’ or ‘1’ are as follows: the presence of a droplet of 1x

volume at an input or output port indicates a logic value of ‘1’. The absence of a droplet at

an input or output port indicates the logic value ‘0’. The same interpretations at inputs and

outputs enable the output of one gate to be fed as an input to another gate, thus logic gates

can be easily cascaded.

To experimentally verify a microfluidic logic gate, we configured it on a fabricated

biochip, then activated the corresponding electrodes to perform on-chip cycle-by-cycle

operations in the laboratory. In the experiment, we use a biochip with an electrode pitch
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(a) Experimental setup (b) Fabricated chip used for experiments

Figure 5.1: Experimental setup from [93] and fabricated biochip.

of 1.5 mm and a gap spacing of 0.475 mm. The droplets are dispensed from the on-

chip reservoirs that are filled by DI water with black dye. The voltage set-up for the

splitting process is 250 V (input voltage for PCB). Under this voltage set-up, the droplet

with volume equal to or larger than 1x can be split into two droplets with equal volumes.

The voltage set-up for transportation is in the range of 80 V to 90 V (input voltage for

PCB). Under this voltage set-up, only droplets with volume equal to or larger than 1x can

be moved to the adjacent activated electrode.

A typical experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). The chip-under-test is mounted on

a custom-assembled platform. We use a custom-made electronic unit developed by others

in the laboratory to independently control the voltages of each control electrode in the

array by switching them between ground and a DC actuation voltage. The chip-under-test

is a PCB microfluidic prototype for protein crystallization (from Advanced Liquid Logic,

Inc.), as shown in Fig. 5.1(b)1.

Next we present the schematics and actuation-voltage sequences for various microflu-

idic logic gates. The cycle-by-cycle operations of gates are also presented.

1The contributions of Bang-Ning Hsu are acknowledged in the experimental work.
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(d) XOR gate:
1 2 2 1Z X X X X

Figure 5.2: Schematics of microfluidic logic gates.

5.1.2 Microfluidic OR Gate

Fig. 5.2 shows the schematics of the 2-input OR, 2-input AND, NOT, and XOR gates. The

OR gate in Fig. 5.2(a) incorporates a waste reservoir (WR) and twelve indexed electrodes.

Electrode 1 and Electrode 2 are the two input ports X1 and X2; Electrode 3 is the reference

port (R), from which one reference droplet is injected into the OR gate. Electrode 9 is the

output port (Z) where a detector can be placed to determine the output logic value of the

OR gate. Such detections to indicate the presence or absence of a droplet can be easily

implemented using photo-diodes [9]. Electrode 12 is the washing port (WD), from which

a washing droplet is injected after the logic operation to collect the residual droplets and
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Table 5.2: Actuation-voltage sequence for the OR gate.

Clock Electrode number
cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0 1 1 1 0 0 x 0 x x 0 x 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 x 0 0 1
2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 x 0 0 1
3 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 x 0 0 1
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x 0 1 1
5 0 x 0 0 1 0 0 x x 0 0 1
6 0 x x 0 0 1 0 x x 0 x 1
7 x 0 x x 0 0 1 0 x 0 0 1
8 x 0 x x 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
9 x x x x 0 1 0 0 1 0 x 1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11

12

2
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10 11

12

1 2
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(a) t = 0, two 1x droplets

stay at input ports.

(b) t = 1, two 1x droplets

move downwards.

(c) t = 2, two 1x droplets are

merged into a 2x droplet.

(d) t = 3, a 2x droplet is split

into two 1x droplets.

(e) t = 4, a 1x droplet is merged

with reference droplet into a 2x

droplet.

(f) t = 5 to 7, a 2x droplet

moves right from electrode

4 to 7.

(g) t = 8, a 2x droplet is

split into two 1x droplets.

(h) t = 9, a 1x droplet moves

right to the output port. 

Figure 5.3: Operation of the OR gate for input 11.

move them to the waste reservoir.

The sequence of control voltages applied to each electrode is shown in Table 5.2. A ‘1’

(‘0’) entry in the table indicates a high (low) voltage to the corresponding electrode in that

clock cycle. An ‘x’ entry indicates a “don’t-care”, i.e., the corresponding electrode can

be either high or low. The sequence of control voltages is independent of the input logic

values.

Fig. 5.3 describes the cycle-by-cycle operation of the OR gate for X1X2 = 11. At clock
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(a) t = 0, one 1x droplet 

stays at the input port 1.

(b) t = 1, one 1x droplet 

moves downwards.

(c) t = 2, one 1x droplet 

moves right from

electrode 5 to 6.

(d) t = 3, a 1x droplet is 

split into two 0.5x 

droplets.

(e) t = 4, reference droplet 

moves right from 

electrode 3 to 4.
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(f) t = 5 to 6, reference 

droplet is merged with a 0.5x 

droplet into a 1.5x droplet, 

then continues moving.
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(g) t = 7, a 1.5x droplet is 

merged with a 0.5x droplet 

into a 2x droplet.
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(h) t = 8, a 2x droplet is

split into two 1x droplets.
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(i) t = 9, a 1x droplet 

moves right from electrode 

8 to 9.
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Figure 5.4: Operation of the OR gate for input 10.

cycle 0, two 1x droplets stay at two input ports (Electrode 1 and 2). At clock cycle 9, there

is a 1x droplet on electrode 9, hence the output value is 1.

Fig. 5.4 illustrates the cycle-by-cycle operation of the OR gate for X1X2 = 10. At clock

cycle 0, one 1x droplets stay at the first input port (Electrode 1), while there is no droplet on

the second input port (Electrode 2). At clock cycle 9, there is also a 1x droplet on electrode

9, showing that the output value of this OR gate is 1.

The delay of the OR gate is 9 clock cycles (or clock cycles), independent of the inputs.

At the beginning of clock cycle 10, the droplet on the washing port (Electrode 12) is routed

to merge with the residual droplets, and the result is transported to the waste reservoir.

After this washing process, no droplet is left on the electrodes, and this gate is clean for
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t = 1 t = 3t = 2
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t = 8 t = 9 t = 10 t = 11

output

Figure 5.5: On-chip cycle-by-cycle operation for the OR gate with input 11.

the next operation.

Fig. 5.5 shows the on-chip operation of the OR gate for X1X2 = 11. When t = 0, two 1x

droplets stay on the electrodes representing two inputs, while one 1x droplet stays on the

electrode representing the reference port. Operations from t = 1 to 10 are the same as that

in Fig. 5.3. Note that the splitting step in the experiment occupies five electrodes and lasts

for three clock cycles, as shown from t = 2 to 4. This is because we want to ensure even

and thorough splitting, to acquire two split droplets with equal volume. At t = 11, there is

one 1x droplet on the electrode representing the output. Experimental results demonstrate

the feasibility of the OR gate for different input values.

5.1.3 Microfluidic AND Gate

Fig. 5.2(b) illustrates the schematic of a 2-input microfluidic AND gate. The AND gate

in Fig. 5.2(b) incorporates a waste reservoir (WR) and nine indexed electrodes. Electrode

1 and Electrode 2 are the two input ports X1 and X2; Electrode 7 is the output port (Z).
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Table 5.3: Actuation-voltage sequence for the AND gate.

Clock Electrode number
cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 1 0 x x x x 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 x x x 0 1
2 0 1 0 1 0 x x 0 1
3 x 0 0 0 1 0 x 0 1
4 x x x 0 0 1 0 0 1
5 x x x x 0 0 1 0 1

3 4 5 62 7

1

8

12

3 4 5 62 7

1

8

12

(a) t = 0, two 1x droplets 

stay at the input ports.

(b) t = 1, two 1x droplets 

are merged into a 2x 

droplet.

3 4 5 62 7

1

8

12

(c) t = 2, a 2x droplet is 

split into two 1x droplets.

3 4 5 62 7

1

8

12

(d) t = 3, a 1x droplet 

moves right from electrode

4 to 5.

3 4 5 62 7

1

10

12

(e) t = 4 to 5, a 1x droplet 

moves right from electrode 5 

to 7. While the washing 

droplet moves upwards.

Figure 5.6: Operation of the AND gate with input 11.

Electrode 9 is the washing port (WD).

The sequence of control voltages applied to each electrode is shown in Table 5.3.

Fig. 5.6 describes the cycle-by-cycle operation of the AND gate for X1X2 = 11. At clock

cycle 0, two 1x droplets stay at two input ports (Electrode 1 and 2). At clock cycle 5, there

is a 1x droplet on electrode 9, showing that the output value of this AND gate is 1.

Fig. 5.7 illustrates the cycle-by-cycle operation of the AND gate for X1X2 = 01. At

clock cycle 0, one 1x droplet stay at the second input port (Electrode 2), while there is no
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Figure 5.7: Operation of the AND gate with input 10.

droplet on the first input port (Electrode 1). At clock cycle 2, the 1x droplet on electrode

3 is split into two 0.5x droplets. The 0.5x droplet cannot be moved even if the adjacent

electrode is activated at clock cycle 3. Therefore, at clock cycle 5, there is no droplet on

electrode 7, showing that the output value of this AND gate is 0. Due to symmetry, X1X2

= 10 yields the same output value.

The delay of the AND gate is 5 clock cycles (or clock cycles), independent of the

inputs. At the beginning of clock cycle 6, the droplet on the washing port (Electrode 9) is

routed into the AND gate to clean the residuals and transport them to the waste reservoir.

Fig. 5.8 shows the on-chip operation of AND gate for X1X2 = 10. When t = 0, one

1x droplet stays on the electrode representing one input port, while no droplet stays on the

other input port. Operations from t = 1 to 4 are the same as that in Fig. 5.7. Note that

during splitting, we apply a sufficiently high voltage to electrodes in order to move the

0.5x droplets, as shown from t = 1 to 4. After the the splitting, when t = 5, we set the

voltage low, so the 0.5x droplet cannot be moved to the output port, while 1x droplet can
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Figure 5.8: On-chip cycle-by-cycle operation for the AND gate with input 10.

Figure 5.9: On-chip cycle-by-cycle operation for the AND gate with input 11.

be moved. Under the same voltage setup, we also performed the on-chip cycle-by-cycle

experiment for X1X2 = 11, as shown in Fig. 5.9. The experimental results demonstrate the

feasibility of the AND gate for different input values.
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Table 5.4: Actuation-voltage sequence for the inverter/XOR gate.

Clock Electrode number
cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

0 1 0 1 1 0 x 0 x x x 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 x x 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 x 0 0 0
3 1 0 x 1 0 0 0 0 0 x 1 0 1
4 1 0 x 0 1 0 x 0 x x 0 0 0
5 1 0 x 0 0 1 0 x x x 0 x x
6 1 0 0 x 0 0 1 0 x x 0 0 x
7 1 0 0 x x 0 0 1 0 x x 0 0
8 1 0 0 x x 0 1 0 1 0 x 0 0
9 1 0 0 x x 0 1 0 0 1 x 0 x
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(b) t = 1, input droplet is 
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(c) t = 2, a 2x droplet is 

split into two 1x droplets.
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(d) t = 3, two 1x droplets 

move downwards to 

waste reservoirs.
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(e) t = 4 to 7, reference 

droplet moves right from 

electrode 4 to 8.
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(f) t = 8, reference droplet 

is split into two 0.5x 

droplets.
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(g) t = 9, 0.5x droplet on 

electrode 9 cannot be moved

to electrode 10. 

Figure 5.10: Operation of the inverter with input 1.

5.1.4 Microfluidic Inverter and XOR Gate

Fig. 5.2(c) shows a microfluidic inverter. The inverter incorporates two waste reservoirs

(WR) and thirteen indexed electrodes. Electrode 3 is the input port X1; Electrode 10 is the

output port (Z); Electrode 4 and electrode 12 are two reference ports (R), from each of

which one reference droplet is injected into the inverter; Electrode 1 is the washing port
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at the input port.
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(b) t = 1, reference droplet 

moves upwards from 

electrode 12 to 7.
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(c) t = 2 to 3, reference 

droplet is split into two 0.5x

droplets, which cannot be 

moved downwards.
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(d) t = 4, reference droplet 

moves right from 

electrode 4 to 5.

(e) t = 5, reference droplet 

is merged with a 0.5x 

droplet into a 1.5x droplet.

(f) t = 6, a 1.5x droplet moves 

right from electrode 6 to 7.
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(g) t = 7, a 1.5x droplet 

merged with a 0.5x droplet 

into a 2x droplet.
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(h) t = 8, a 2x droplet is 

split into two 1x droplets.
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(i) t = 9, a 1x droplet 

moves right from electrode 

9 to 10.

Figure 5.11: Operation of the inverter with input 0.

(WD).

The sequence of actuation voltages applied on each electrode is shown in Table 5.4.

Fig. 5.10 describes the cycle-by-cycle operation of the inverter for X1 = 1. At clock cycle

0, one 1x droplet stays at the input port (Electrode 3). At clock cycle 9, no droplet shows on

electrode 10, indicating that the output value of this inverter is 0. The delay of the inverter

is 9 clock cycles.

Fig. 5.11 illustrates the cycle-by-cycle operation of the inverter for X1 = 0. At clock

cycle 0, no droplet stays at the input port (Electrode 3). At clock cycle 9, there is a 1x

droplet on electrode 10, showing that the output value of this inverter is 1.
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Fig. 5.2(d) shows a 2-input microfluidic XOR gate. The only difference between the

schematics of the inverter and the XOR gate is that the second input port X2 of XOR gate

is used as a reference port (R) in the inverter. It is experimentally verified that the function

of the XOR gate can be performed correctly using the same actuation-voltage sequence as

the inverter.

5.2 Droplet Compactor for BIST

In this section, we utilize microfluidic logic gates to implement the “compactor” in a

BIST architecture [102, 111]. The microfluidic compactor can compress the test-outcome

droplets into one droplet in a very short amount of time, and the droplet can be detected

using a simple photo-diode detector, thereby avoiding the need for a capacitive-sensing cir-

cuit and complicated pulse-sequence analysis. Reconfiguration is used to achieve low area

overhead. Here we utilize the microfluidic compactor in BIST architectures for two types

of test: parallel scan-like test and functional test. We also apply the BIST architecture to a

pin-constrained biochip design.

5.2.1 BIST for Parallel Scan-like Test

In [60], a cost-effective testing methodology, referred to as “parallel scan-like test”, has

been proposed for fault detection of catastrophic faults for droplet-based microfluidic de-

vices. The “parallel scan-like test” implements the fault detection by using test droplets to

traverse the microfluidic array. All the defects listed in [60], e.g., dielectric breakdown, ir-

reversible charge concentration on an electrode, droplet electrolysis, and metal connection

between two adjacent electrodes, can be detected by manipulating test droplets to traverse

the candidate faulty electrodes. In order to detect defects involving single unit cells, defects

involving two cells, e.g., shorts between two adjacent electrodes, and defects involving
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multiple unit cells, four iterations of test applications are needed to test the microfluidic

array: two iterations for the vertically-connected pairs and two iterations to traverse all

the horizontal connections. In each iteration, a test droplet is moved from its start elec-

trode (referred to as pseudo-source) along the row/column-under-test to its end electrode

(referred to as pseudo-sink). Test droplets are routed in parallel along the corresponding

rows/columns-under-test.

For a fault-free biochip, test droplets, which start simultaneously at the corresponding

pseudo-sources, traverse the target rows/columns and reach their pseudo-sinks at the same

time. If there is at least one fault in a row/column, the corresponding droplet will not arrive

at its pseudo-sink. Therefore, after one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, we have to

analyze whether there is one 1x droplet on each of the pseudo-sinks.

After each iteration, to evaluate the test results, the test-outcome droplets are routed se-

rially from “pseudo-sinks” to a capacitive-sensing circuit connected to the electrode for the

sink reservoir. The capacitive-sensing circuit can produce a pulse-sequence corresponding

to the detection of multiple test droplets.

After the test-outcome droplets are read serially, the capacitive-sensing circuit gen-

erates a pulse sequence corresponding to the detection of these droplets. An additional

evaluation step is required to analyze these pulse-sequences to determine whether the mi-

crofluidic array under test has a defect. For example, if a row/column of an array is faulty,

there is no generated pulse in the corresponding position of the pulse sequence. The com-

plexity of the capacitive-sensing circuit and the need to analyze complex pulse-sequence

is a major drawback of [60, 98]. Moreover, there is a need to calibrate the pulse-analysis

system and errors are likely due to the lack of a “noise margin”.

To solve the above problem, we propose a microfluidic compactor to compress multiple

test-outcome droplets into one test-outcome droplet, which can be easily read and detected

by a simple detector composed of a photo-diode and LED [9]. The microfluidic compactor

consists of a tree of microfluidic 2-input AND gates. The input ports of the AND gates
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of a microfluidic compactor for parallel scan-like testing: (a)
compactor output = ‘1’; (b) compactor output = ‘0’.

in the first layer are connected one-by-one to the pseudo-sinks of the parallel scan-like

row/column test, while the output ports of these AND gates are connected one-by-one to

the input ports of AND gates in the second layer. The output of the single AND gate in the

last layer is connected to the photo-diode detector located at the sink of the microfluidic

array. The structural test and functional test will be performed in the area where logic

gates are configured in the microfluidic array, before we actually use the logic gates as the

compactor to compress the test outcome droplets.

Fig. 5.12 illustrates the schematic of the microfluidic compactor for parallel scan-like

test of odd rows/columns in a 16 × 16 microfluidic array. The electrodes represent the last

row/column where the pseudo-sinks are located. The compactor consists of three layers of

microfluidic 2-input AND gates. The output of the AND gate in the third layer is connected
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to the photo-diode detector located in the sink reservoir of the microfluidic array.

In Fig. 5.12(a), after the parallel scan-like test for odd rows/columns, each of the

odd pseudo-sinks has one 1x droplet on it, indicating that there is no defect in any odd

rows/columns. The arrows show the direction of droplet routing through the AND gates.

The number at each arrow indicates the logic value of the input or output, according to the

definitions for logic values in microfluidic systems. The input to each AND gate in the first

layer is ‘1’, so its output is ‘1’. A 1x droplet finally appears on the output port (electrode) of

the microfluidic compactor, indicating that the output value of the compactor is ‘1’. Instead

of routing all the droplets in odd pseudo-sinks one-by-one to the capacitive-sensing circuit

and analyzing the resulting pulse-sequence, we use the photo-diode detector to check for

the presence of the 1x droplet on the output of the compactor. We conclude that there is no

defect in the odd rows/columns of the microfluidic array.

In Fig. 5.12(b), there is no droplet on the fifth electrode, indicating that the correspond-

ing row/column has a defect. Therefore, the left input of the second AND gate in the first

layer is ‘0’, while other input values are ‘1’. The output of the AND gate with a ‘0’ input

value is ‘0’. No droplet appears on the output port (electrode) of the microfluidic com-

pactor, therefore the output value of the compactor is ‘0’. Since no droplet is detected by

the photo-diode detector, we conclude that there is a defect in the odd rows/columns under

test.

Fig. 5.13 shows the placement of the microfluidic compactor whose schematic is shown

in Fig. 5.12. The 16× 16 microfluidic array is also shown. The last three rows of electrodes

are used to construct the microfluidic compactor. Note that we use a simplified design

of the AND gate, which consists of only four electrodes. In order to reduce the size of

AND gate, the washing port and waste reservoir are not included in the AND gate. The

microfluidic compactor consists of 3 layers of 2-input AND gates. Only one washing port

and one waste reservoir are needed for the compactor. After the compaction of the test-

outcome droplets, a droplet from the washing port is routed through each of the electrodes
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Photo-diode

Detector

Source

Figure 5.13: Placement of a microfluidic compactor for parallel scan-like testing.

in the compactor, merged with the waste droplets, and routed to the waste reservoir.

The microfluidic array has only one source reservoir and one sink reservoir where the

photo-diode detector is located. This simplifies chip packaging and reduces fabrication

cost. Dispensed from the single source, test droplets are aligned one-by-one and routed in

sequence, as components in an assembly line, along the periphery nodes to their pseudo-

sources in the first row of all the odd columns. Starting from these pseudo-sources, the

test droplets are routed in parallel to the nodes at the other end of the corresponding

odd columns. Finally, these test outcome droplets on the pseudo-sinks are compressed

by the microfluidic compactor into one test-outcome droplet. As in Fig. 5.12, the arrows
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1) Step 1. Peripheral Test: A test droplet is dispensed from the source.
It is routed to traverse all the peripheral electrodes, and the droplet
finally returns to the sink;

2) Step 2. Column Test:
i) 2(a): Parallel scan-like test of odd columns, where the test
outcome droplets are compressed using microfluidic compactor,
then the output of the compactor is read by the photo-diode
detector;
ii ) 2(b): Parallel scan-like test of even columns, where the
microfluidic compactor is reconfigured with one column shift-right
from odd columns.

3) Step 3. Row Test: Repeat parallel scan-like test for both the odd
and even rows to detect defects. The microfluidic compactor is
reconfigured with one row shift during the two iterations.

Figure 5.14: Parallel scan-like test procedure with reconfiguration of microfluidic com-
pactor.

in Fig. 5.13 show the direction of the droplet flow. The output port of the compactor is

directly connected to the photo-diode detector.

For the parallel scan-like test for even rows/columns of 16 × 16 microfluidic array, the

microfluidic compactor is simply reconfigured by shifting it one column. The complete

parallel scan-like test procedure with microfluidic compactor reconfiguration is shown in

Fig. 5.14.

For parallel scan-like test without a compactor, an N × N microfluidic array needs N

clock cycles to route all test-outcome droplets consecutively to the sink node connected

with the capacitive-sensing circuit. The time needed for capacitive-sensing is negligi-

ble [98]. For parallel scan-like test with a compactor, we need 3 × (log2 N − 1) clock

cycles to compress the test-outcome droplets to one droplet. The detection of the droplet at

the compactor output takes 30 seconds using the photodiode detector [9]. This duration is

comparable to the compaction time, therefore it must be taken into account when calculat-

ing the total time-cost for result-evaluation. The comparison of the result-evaluation time

for the two methods, assuming a typical clock frequency of 1 Hz, is shown in Fig. 5.15.

For an N × N microfluidic array, we need (5 × 2log2 N−2 − 4) electrodes to construct
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of result-evaluation time with and without microfluidic com-
pactor.
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Figure 5.16: Area overhead of microfluidic compactor for parallel scan-like test.

the compactor. For example, for N = 16, we need (5 × 2log2 16−2 − 4) = 16 electrodes.

The area overhead of the compactor is shown in Fig. 5.16. Since each AND gate in the
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first layer of compactor utilizes three electrodes of the last row of the N × N microfluidic

array under test, the area overhead for N = 4 is less than that for N = 8.

5.2.2 BIST for Functional Testing

Functional testing for digital microfluidics was first introduced in [72]. It targets the testing

for fluidic operations such as droplet dispensing, droplet transportation, mixing, and split-

ting. The proposed method allow functional testing using parallel droplet pathways. The

functional test for the droplet-mixing operation is equivalent to the testing of the merg-

ing and routing operations within the target cell cluster. A mixing test can be reduced

to a droplet merging test, which checks a series of three adjacent electrodes to determine

whether two droplets can be merged on them. The fluidic splitting operation involves three

adjacent electrodes, and can be viewed as the reverse of droplet merging. Therefore, split-

ting test can be carried out by applying the merging test methods in a reverse manner.

These two tests can be combined into a unified test application procedure. The key idea

is to carry out mixing and splitting test for all the electrodes in a row/column concurrently.

First, we carry out the horizontal splitting test for all the even electrodes in a row concur-

rently. The split droplets get merged at the odd electrodes, therefore the merging test is

done at the same time. Second, by carrying out the splitting test for all the odd electrodes

in a row concurrently, we can easily complete the horizontal merging test for all the even

electrodes. Thus we can carry out all the horizontal tests (merging and splitting) in one row

using only two manipulation steps. The test-outcome droplets on the electrodes after two

manipulation steps are routed to the capacitive-sensing circuit. Similarly, all the vertical

tests in one column can be completed in two manipulation steps.

Only one capacitive-sensing circuit is used in [72] to reduce hardware cost. Moreover,

in order to minimize the number of droplet manipulations, test results are read out after

splitting-and-merging are carried out. Therefore, a complicated test-result interpretation
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Figure 5.17: Schematic of microfluidic compactor for functional testing.

scheme is required. The complexity of the capacitive-sensing circuit and the test-result

interpretation scheme make the functional test method impractical for field operation.

To address the above problem, a microfluidic compactor is used here to compress mul-

tiple test-outcome droplets into only one test-outcome droplet. This test-outcome droplet
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can be easily detected by a photo-diode detector. Suppose that during mixing/splitting

test, a droplet undergoes an unbalanced split. Since all other droplets are split evenly,

this malfunction results in a pair of test droplets of abnormal volume, one bigger and the

other smaller. The bigger droplet (volume larger than 1x) at the input ports of the AND

gate is propagated to the output port, and it may lead to a malfunction of the AND gate.

However, the bigger droplet does not affect the functionality of the NOT gate. Therefore,

instead of AND gates, we use the combination of NOT gates and OR gates to construct the

microfluidic compactor for functional testing.

The compactor consists of one layer of NOT gates and several layers of 2-input OR

gates; see Fig. 5.17. The first layer consists of NOT gates, and the input port of each NOT

gate is connected to each of the electrodes on which the droplets stay after the mixing and

splitting test for one row/column. Other layers of the compactor tree consist of OR gates.

The output of the OR gate in the last layer (root node of the compactor tree) is connected

to the photo-diode detector located in the sink of the microfluidic array.

Fig. 5.17 illustrates the microfluidic compactor for functional testing of 16 rows/columns.

In Fig. 5.17(a), after the two-manipulation-step merging and splitting test in the row, each

of the odd electrodes has a 1x droplet on it, indicating that there is no malfunction in this

row. According to the definitions of microfluidic logic values, we infer that the output

value of the compactor is ‘0’, indicating that there is no droplet on the electrode corre-

sponding to the output port of the compactor. Instead of serially routing all the droplets in

the row-under-test to the capacitive-sensing circuit for detection, the photo-diode detector

indicates the absence of a droplet as in [9] at the output of the compactor; therefore there

is no malfunction in this row.

In Fig. 5.17(b), the droplet on the fifth electrode undergoes a unbalanced split during

functional test. Since all other droplets are split evenly, this malfunction results in a pair of

test droplets of abnormal volume, one bigger and the other smaller. Note that the smaller

droplet is too small (less than 0.5x) to be moved into the corresponding microfluidic NOT
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Figure 5.18: Placement of microfluidic compactor for functional testing.
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1) Route 1x droplets to all the odd electrodes in a row;
2) Carry out splitting test for all the odd electrodes concurrently (1x

droplets are now on even electrodes);
3) Carry out splitting test for all the even electrodes concurrently (1x

droplets are now on odd electrodes);
4) Compress the droplets using microfluidic compactor, which is

implemented by reconfiguring inverters and OR gates, then route
the output of the compactor to the photodiode detector for test
readout;

5) Repeat the test procedure for the next row;
6) Repeat steps 1-5 for columns.

Figure 5.19: Procedure of complete mixing and splitting test procedure with reconfigura-
tion of microfluidic compactor.

gate, so input of this NOT gate is ‘0’. The output of the compactor is ‘1’, indicating the

presence of a 1x droplet on the output port of the compactor. The photo-diode detector

detects this droplet, indicating a malfunction in the row-under-test.

Fig. 5.18 shows the placement of the microfluidic compactor for a 16-electrode row-

under-test. Note that we use simplified designs of the NOT gate consisting of eight elec-

trodes, and the OR gate consisting of eight electrodes. The washing port and waste reser-

voir are not included in order to reduce the size of of the gates. The reference droplets

used by the NOT and OR gates are pre-loaded into the array. Only one washing port and

one waste reservoir are needed for the whole compactor. After the compaction of the test-

outcome droplets, a droplet from the washing port is routed through each of the electrodes

in the compactor, merged with the waste droplets, and routed to the waste reservoir. Dy-

namic reconfiguration is utilized to construct the microfluidic compactor, in order to use

only a small amount of electrodes. In Fig. 5.18(a), there are two NOT gates (shown in red)

in the array. At the left side of the row, four droplets are routed through the first NOT gate

one-by-one, while other four droplets are routed through the second NOT gate one-by-one.

The eight electrodes (shown in gray) are the destinations where the outputs of the NOT

gates are connected.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of droplet-routing time with and without microfluidic compactor.

Using the above routing procedure, only two NOT gates are needed instead of eight

NOT gates in the schematic in Fig. 5.17. In Fig. 5.18(b), the electrodes are reconfigured

into two OR gates. Two pairs of droplets are routed concurrently through the OR gates.

The same procedure is repeated for other two pairs, as shown in Fig. 5.18(c). Therefore,

we only need two OR gates instead of four OR gates in the second layer of compactor. In

Fig. 5.18(d), the electrodes are reconfigured into two OR gates to implement the function

in the third layer of the compactor. In Fig. 5.18(e), the electrodes are reconfigured into

one OR gate to implement the function in the last layer of the compactor. The complete

mixing and splitting test procedure with a reconfigurable microfluidic compactor is shown

in Fig. 5.19.

For functional testing without using a compactor, an N × N microfluidic array needs N

clock cycles to route all test-outcome droplets serially to the sink node with the capacitive-

sensing circuit. For functional testing with a compactor, we need 8 × (log2 N + 4) clock

cycles to compress the test-outcome droplets to one droplet. The comparison of result-

evaluation time for the two methods, taking into account the 30s needed for optical sensing
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Figure 5.21: Area overhead of the microfluidic compactor for functional testing.

and assuming a typical 1 Hz clock frequency, is shown in Fig. 5.20.

The proposed microfluidic compactor requires 4 × N electrodes for an N × N array.

The area overhead of the compactor as a function of N is shown in Fig. 5.21.

5.2.3 Application to Pin-Constrained Chip

In the discussion of the BIST method in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2, we have assumed

that the chip is controlled by using the direct-addressing method. To reduce product cost

for disposable chips, in this subsection, we investigate the application of the proposed BIST

method to pin-constrained biochips. A practical application, a multiplex immunoassay, is

used as an example to evaluate the proposed method.

BIST Architecture in Pin-Constrained Chip

The BIST architecture proposed in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 consists of microfluidic

logic gates. The fluidic operations of the microfluidic logic gates can be easily imple-
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High voltage Low voltage

Figure 5.22: An example of malfunction of microfluidic logic AND gate on a pin-con-
strained chip.

mented without any pin-actuation conflict on a direct-addressable chip. However, for a

pin-constrained chip, due to constraints introduced by the sharing of input control pins

by electrodes, carrying out these logic-gate operations on some electrodes can result in

unintentional droplet manipulations. Here we use an example to explain this problem.

Fig. 5.22 shows a part of pin-constrained chip design. The number on each electrode

indicates the control pin that is used to activate it. We attempt to perform the cycle-by-

cycle operation of the microfluidic logic AND gate on it. First, two 1x input droplets mix

with each other into a 2x droplet. Next the 2x droplet is split according to the operation of

the microfluidic AND gate. Two adjacent electrodes of the 2x droplet should be activated

to perform the split operation, which requires that Pin 2 and Pin 4 should be activated

concurrently. However, another electrode that is controlled by Pin 2 is also activated. As

a result, the split droplet that is supposed to be seated on the electrode of Pin 4 will be

moved unintentionally to the boundary of the electrodes of Pin 4 and Pin 2. This type

of problem is referred to as electrode interference. Thereby, the BIST architecture that

consists of microfluidic logic AND gates cannot be implemented correctly on this part of

the pin-constrained chip. Since the pin-constrained chip is designed for a specific bioassay

protocol, and the number of electrodes are minimized in order to reduce the chip area, it

is difficult to find a group of electrodes where the microfluidic logic gates can be mapped

correctly without any pin-actuation conflict.
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Note that the failure of the implementation of BIST architecture is due to the conflicts

between the fluidic operation steps required by BIST architecture and the constraints on

droplet manipulations introduced by the mapping of pins to electrodes. Therefore, we can

conclude that the key to implementing the BIST architecture on a pin-constrained chip is

to generate a BIST-friendly pin assignment that results in the successful implementation of

both the bioassay and the BIST architecture.

BIST-Aware Pin-Constrained Chip Design

A testability-aware pin-constrained chip design is proposed in [81]. The resulting pin-

constrained chip design guarantees a test-friendly pin assignment that supports all the flu-

idic operations required for functional test and the target bioassay. However, it does not

take the compaction of test-outcome droplets on a pin-constrained chip into consideration.

The proposed BIST-aware pin-constrained chip design can generate the pin-assignment

that guarantees the implementation of both the bioassay and the BIST architecture, i.e., the

compaction of test-outcome droplets using microfluidic logic gates.

Fig. 5.23 illustrates the steps of the BIST-aware pin-constrained chip design. The flu-

idic operations required by the test procedure, e.g., catastrophic test and functional test are

merged with the fluidic operations of the droplet manipulation steps needed for the target

bioassay. The merging can be carried out by attaching the electrode-actuation sequences

for the test procedure to the electrode-actuation sequences for the target bioassay. For each

electrode in the array, its actuation sequence during the test procedure is appended to that

for the target bioassay to form a longer sequence. Next, fluidic operations required by

the test-outcome-droplet compaction, i.e., microfluidic logic gates, are merged with the

target bioassay and the test procedure by appending the corresponding electrode-actuation

sequences in the same manner. The outcome long electrode-actuation sequences are pro-

vided as input to the broadcast-addressing method [68]. The resulting pin-constrained chip
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Figure 5.23: Steps in BIST-aware pin-constrained chip design.

design supports not only the target bioassay, but also the BIST architecture, including test

procedures and the test-outcome-droplet compaction.

Example: Multiplexed Immunoassay

We evaluate the proposed BIST method and the BIST-aware pin-constrained design method

by applying to a multiplexed immunoassay. We have two samples S1 and S2, and two

reagents R1 and R2. Four pairs of droplets, i.e., {S1,R1}, {S1,R2}, {S2,R1}, {S2,R2}, are

routed together in sequence for the mixing operation. Thereby four mixing operations are

performed. Finally each of the mixed droplets is routed to the detection site for analysis.

A 15×15 microfluidic array is used here to perform the fluidic operations in the bioassay.

Since the multiplexed immunoassay is implemented only on a group of electrodes in
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Figure 5.24: Microfluidic array partition for multiplexed bioassay.

the microfluidic array, rather than the whole array, only this group of electrodes is required

for test procedures to validate that they are defect-free or malfunction-free. The group

of electrodes results in an irregular chip layout, where the conventional parallel scan-like

test [60] and the functional test [72] cannot be performed directly. In addition, the use of

a single test droplet to traverse the group of electrodes leads to high test duration, which is

not practical during field test. Thereby, we use the droplet-trace partitioning method [67] to

partition the microfluidic array for the multiplexed bioassay into 9 spatial non-overlapping

parts (from P1 to P9), as shown in Fig. 5.24.

In each partition, one test droplet is used to traverse all the electrodes in the partition.

For simplicity, we focus on the catastrophic test, i.e., move a test droplet across all the

electrodes to detect the physical defects. We also assign an electrode within each partition

as the output site where the test-outcome droplet locates. After the catastrophic test in each

partition, if there is a test-outcome droplet on the output site, it indicates that there is no

defect in the corresponding partition. Otherwise, it indicates that one or multiple electrodes
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Figure 5.25: Schematic of the microfluidic compactor for multiplexed bioassay.
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Figure 5.26: Pin-assignment using broadcast addressing for the multiplexed bioassay: (a)
target bioassay; (b) target bioassay and BIST-architecture.

within the partition have physical defects. The output site also serves as the input of the

compaction tree of the BIST architecture. The compaction tree of the BIST architecture

discussed in Section 5.2.1, is implemented to compress all the 9 test-outcome droplets into

a single droplet signature. As shown in Fig. 5.25, the compaction tree consists of several

layers of microfluidic logic AND gates, and each of its input is connected to an output

site of one partition. The compaction tree will be reconfigured using the electrodes of the

irregular chip layout for the multiplexed immunoassay.
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We assume a representative clock frequency of 1 Hz [81], i.e., the droplets are trans-

ported at the rate of 1 electrode/second. Given the multiplex bioassay protocol and the

module placement in Fig. 5.24, we can obtain the pin-assignment (using the pin-assignment

method in [68]) for the target multiplexed immunoassay, as shown in Fig. 5.26(a). A total

of 24 control pins are needed to perform the bioassay.

Next we generate the electrode-actuation sequences for the target multiplexed im-

munoassay, the catastrophic test of each partition, and the implementation of the microflu-

idic compactor of BIST architecture. For each electrode in the irregular chip layout for

the multiplexed immunoassay, its actuation sequence during the bioassay, the test proce-

dure, and the compaction procedure will be concatenated serially, in order to form a longer

sequence. The long sequences for all the electrodes are provided as input to the broadcast-

addressing method [68], in order to generate the pin-constrained chip design that supports

not only the target bioassay but also the BIST architecture. As shown in Fig. 5.26(b), a to-

tal of 26 control pins are needed to perform the bioassay with the BIST architecture, only

two more pins than that for the target bioassay.

We compare the result-evaluation time with and without a compactor. For result-

evaluation without a compactor, the test-outcome droplets in all partitions are serially

routed to the detection site in either partition 3 or partition 4 for result-evaluation. The

total time-cost for result-evaluation without a compactor is 71 clock cycles. For the result-

evaluation with a compactor, as shown in Fig. 5.25, the compactor consists of four layers

of logic AND gates, and all the logic operations within one layer can be executed con-

currently. Therefore, the total time-cost for result-evaluation with a compactor is 20 clock

cycles.
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5.3 Fault Diagnosis

A microfluidic array may contain a single defective electrode, or multiple electrodes in

the array may be defective. We utilize the “parallel scan-like test” method from [60]

to determine whether a microfluidic lab-on-chip is faulty. For a fault-free lab-on-chip,

test droplets, which start simultaneously at the corresponding pseudo-sources, traverse the

target rows/columns and reach their pseudo-sinks at the same time. If there is at least

one fault in a row/column, the corresponding droplet will not arrive at its pseudo-sink.

Therefore, after one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, we have to analyze whether

there is one 1x droplet on each of the pseudo-sinks.

In this section, we propose a cost-effective fault diagnosis method based on a “microflu-

idic compactor” consisting of XOR gates [105, 112]. By using a microfluidic compactor

that implements an error-correcting code, this method can locate a single defective cell,

multiple rows/columns with defective cells, as well as unknown number of rows/columns-

under-test with defective cells in a digital microfluidic array. The microfluidic compactor

can compress 2r test outcomes into a group of r-droplet signatures. Each fault outcome

is related to its corresponding r-droplet signature, which can be detected using r simple

photo-diode detectors, thereby avoiding the need for a capacitive-sensing circuit and com-

plicated pulse-sequence analysis.

5.3.1 Single-Fault Diagnosis

We first describe the proposed fault-diagnosis method under the assumption that there is

only one defective cell in the array. Therefore, after one iteration of the parallel scan-like

test, there is at most one pseudo-sink without a test-outcome droplet. For an N × N mi-

crofluidic array that fails one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, there are at most N/2

faulty outcomes. A row/column with a defect has no test-outcome droplet at its pseudo-

sink while there are test-outcome droplets at pseudo-sinks of other rows/columns-under-
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Table 5.5: Error-correcting code for single-fault diagnosis in a 16 × 16 microfluidic array.

Pseudo-sink of Codeword
faulty row/column S1 S2 S3

P1 0 0 1
P2 0 1 0
P3 1 0 0
P4 0 1 1
P5 1 0 1
P6 1 1 0
P7 1 1 1
P8 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 1

XOR

XOR

XOR

S2 = 0

XOR

XOR

XOR

S3 = 0

XOR

XOR

XOR

S1 = 1

1 1

1

0

0

1

0

1

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

Figure 5.27: Schematic of the microfluidic compactor for single-fault diagnosis in a 16 ×
16 microfluidic array.

test. The proposed diagnosis method maps each of the N/2 test outcomes to a log2(N/2)-

bit codeword for the error-correcting code. In digital microfluidics, each log2(N/2)-bit

codeword is represented by a log2(N/2)-droplet signature. A microfluidic compactor is

utilized to implement the mapping process in order to compress a test outcome to its cor-

responding log2(N/2)-droplet signature. The proposed coding technique is based on the

principle of linear block codes [100].
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Figure 5.28: Placement of the microfluidic compactor for single-fault diagnosis in a 16 ×
16 microfluidic array.

For example, for a 16 × 16 microfluidic array with a single defective cell, there are

eight rows/columns-under-test for one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, whose pseudo-

sinks are indexed as P1, P2, . . . , P8. The row/column-under-test that fails the parallel scan-
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like test has the defective cell and it is treated as the faulty row/column. Therefore, there

are at most eight faulty test outcomes. The proposed diagnosis method maps each faulty

outcome to a 3-bit codeword for the error-correcting code, namely S1S2S3 as shown in

Table 5.5.

Assuming that the i-th (i = 1,2, . . . ,8) row/column-under-test has the defective cell,

there is no test-outcome droplet at its pseudo-sink Pi. We assign Pi = 0. If the i-th

row/column does not have the defective cell, the test droplet will reach its pseudo-sink

Pi; in this case, Pi = 1. The 3-bit codeword S1S2S3 for the error-correcting code can be

synthesized using the following equations.

S1 = P3⊕P5⊕P6⊕P7,

S2 = P2⊕P4⊕P6⊕P7,

S3 = P1⊕P4⊕P5⊕P7.

As shown in Fig. 5.27, a microfluidic compactor, consisting of three layers of 2-input

microfluidic XOR gates, is proposed to implement the above equations. The input ports of

the compactor are connected one-by-one to the pseudo-sinks of the rows/columns-under-

test. Each of the outputs of the XOR gates in the last layer is connected to a photo-diode

detector.

In Fig. 5.27, the only defective cell is on the third column-under-test. Therefore, there

is no droplet on its pseudo-sink P3 after one iteration of the parallel scan-like test. We

have P3 = 0 and Pi = 1 (i = 1,2,4, . . . ,8) as the inputs to the compactor. The number

at each input port or output port of the XOR gate indicates the logic value, according to

the definitions for logic values in microfluidic systems as described in Section 5.1. A 1x

droplet finally appears at the output port S1, indicating that the output value is ‘1’. No

droplet appears at the output ports S2 and S3, indicating that the output value is ‘0’. We

use the photo-diode detector to detect the presence of the droplet at each output of the

compactor. The 8-bit test-outcome vector that has only one ‘0’ bit can be compressed
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to a 3-droplet signature. The outputs of the compactor are S1 = 1, S2 = 0, and S3 = 0.

According to Table 5.5, the defective cell is in the column whose pseudo-sink is P3.

Fig. 5.28 shows the placement of the microfluidic compactor whose schematic is shown

in Fig. 5.27. In order to reduce the size of the XOR gate, the washing port and waste

reservoir are not included in the XOR gate. The arrows in Fig. 5.28 show the direction of

the droplet flow. In Fig. 5.28(a), two droplets on the pseudo-sinks P3 and P5 are routed to

two inputs of the top-left XOR gate, while two droplets on the pseudo-sinks P6 and P7 are

routed to two inputs of the top-right XOR gate. The outputs of the above two XOR gates

are routed to the inputs of the bottom XOR gate whose output is S1. In Fig. 5.28(b), two

droplets on the pseudo-sinks P2 and P4 are routed to two inputs of the top-left XOR gate,

while two droplets on the pseudo-sinks P6 and P7 are routed to two inputs of the top-right

XOR gate. The outputs of the above two XOR gates are routed to the inputs of the bottom

XOR gate whose output is S2. In Fig. 5.28(c), two droplets on the pseudo-sinks P1 and P4

are routed to two inputs of the top-left XOR gate, while two droplets on the pseudo-sinks

P5 and P7 are routed to two inputs of the top-right XOR gate. The outputs of the above two

XOR gates are routed to the inputs of the bottom XOR gate whose output is S3. Since the

compactor can be reconfigured, the area overhead is low and only one photo-diode detector

is needed to detect the three outputs S1S2S3 serially.

Analysis of Hardware Overhead:

Due to the reconfigurability of the digital microfluidic biochip, it is not necessary that

all the XOR gates are configured on the microfluidic array at the same time in order to

implement the microfluidic compactor. For example, for the compactor in Fig. 5.27, three

XOR gates for S1 can be implemented serially, one XOR gate at a time. The intermediate

droplets between different XOR gates can be stored using the available electrodes within

the 4 × 7 boundary. After S1 is obtained, three XOR gates for S2 can be implemented

serially, during which the product droplet of S1 can be detected by the photo-diode detector.

Finally, three XOR gates for S3 can be implemented serially after S2 has been finished.
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In this way, only one XOR gate is implemented at a time, i.e., only 4 × 7 electrodes

(28 electrodes) are used at each clock cycle to implement the microfluidic compactor. As

a result, the area overhead is only 10.9% (28 electrodes are used in a 16 × 16 microfluidic

array).

Testing of the Compactor:

Before fault diagnosis, both structural test [78] and functional test [72] have to be

performed for all the electrodes in the region where the microfluidic compactor is imple-

mented, in order to ensure that no defect and malfunction will occur. The structural test

ensures that droplets can be transported normally in the region, and the functional test

ensures that no malfunction occurs during the fluidic operations in the region.

As mentioned previously, due to the reconfigurability of the digital microfluidic biochip,

the region used to implement the compactor only occupies a few electrodes. For example,

only 28 electrodes are used to implement the compactor in Fig. 5.27. Therefore, the dura-

tion for performing the structural test and functional test in the region is quite small.

Analysis of Test-Application Time:

In a digital microfluidic biochip, the typical duration for a photo-diode detector to de-

tect the presence/absence of a droplet is 30 seconds [27]. The mixing and splitting opera-

tions can be performed at a typical clock frequency of 5 Hz. For an XOR gate used in the

proposed compactor, the mixing/splitting time at this frequency is 1.8 seconds. The droplet

routing steps can be performed at a much higher frequency, e.g., at 50 Hz. Therefore, the

time needed for droplet routing between nearby modules is less than 20 ms. Hence, the

droplet-routing time can be omitted compared to the time required for mixing/splitting

operations and optical detection. For the capacitive-sensing circuit, droplets are routed se-

rially to the electrode that is connected to the capacitive-sensing circuit at a typical clock

frequency of 1 Hz [93].

We analyze the test-application time for the proposed fault diagnosis method. For
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example, for a 128 × 128 microfluidic array with a single defective cell, there are 64

rows/columns-under-test for one iteration of the parallel scan-like test. Each test outcome

is compressed into a log2(128/2)-droplet signature, i.e., a 6-droplet signature. The cor-

responding microfluidc compactor consists of 6 layers of XOR gates. Since all the XOR

gates within one layer can be performed at the same time, a total of 6 × 9 clock cycles

(i.e., 54 clock cycles), is used to implement the microfluidic compactor. Since the mixing

and splitting operations for the microfluidic compaction can be performed at a typical 5

Hz clock frequency, the total time for implementing the microfluidic compactor is 10.8

seconds. The droplet-routing time between different XOR gates within the microfluidic

compactor, and between the output of the microfluidic compactor and the photo-diode

detectors can be omitted. The 6-droplet signature can be detected using 6 photo-diode de-

tectors concurrently. Therefore, the total test-application time is (10.8 + 30) seconds, i.e.,

40.8 seconds.

For the capacitive-sensing circuit, after one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, all

the test-outcome droplets at the pseudo-sinks are transported serially and monitored using

the capacitive-sensing circuit at a typical 1 Hz clock frequency. Therefore, the total test-

application time for the method in [60] is 128 seconds.

Therefore, test-application time using the proposed microfluidic compactor and the

photo-diode detectors (40.8 seconds) is much lower than that of the proposed method

in [60] (128 seconds).

5.3.2 Multiple-Fault Diagnosis

Here the proposed fault-diagnosis method is described under the assumption that multiple

electrodes in the microfluidic array are defective. Therefore, after one iteration of the par-

allel scan-like test, there are several rows/columns-under-test whose pseudo-sinks have no

test-outcome droplet. For an N × N microfluidic array that fails one iteration of the parallel
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Table 5.6: Error-correcting code for fault diagnosis for two rows/columns-under-test with
defective cells in a 16 × 16 microfluidic array.

Pseudo-sinks of Codeword Pseudo-sinks of Codeword
faulty rows/columns S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 faulty rows/columns S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

P1 P2 0 0 0 0 1 P2 P3 0 1 0 0 0
P1 P3 0 0 0 1 0 P2 P4 0 1 0 0 1
P1 P4 0 0 0 1 1 P2 P5 0 1 0 1 0
P1 P5 0 0 1 0 0 P2 P6 0 1 0 1 1
P1 P6 0 0 1 0 1 P2 P7 0 1 1 0 0
P1 P7 0 0 1 1 0 P2 P8 0 1 1 0 1
P1 P8 0 0 1 1 1
P3 P4 0 1 1 1 0 P4 P5 1 0 0 1 1
P3 P5 0 1 1 1 1 P4 P6 1 0 1 0 0
P3 P6 1 0 0 0 0 P4 P7 1 0 1 0 1
P3 P7 1 0 0 0 1 P4 P8 1 0 1 1 0
P3 P8 1 0 0 1 0
P5 P6 1 0 1 1 1 P6 P7 1 1 0 1 0
P5 P7 1 1 0 0 0 P6 P8 1 1 0 1 1
P5 P8 1 1 0 0 1 P7 P8 0 0 0 0 0

S1 = (P3 + P6)⊕ (P3 + P7)⊕ (P3 + P8)⊕ (P4 + P5)⊕ (P4 + P6)⊕ (P4 + P7)

⊕(P4 + P8)⊕ (P5 + P6)⊕ (P5 + P7)⊕ (P5 + P8)⊕ (P6 + P7)⊕ (P6 + P8),

S2 = (P2 + P3)⊕ (P2 + P4)⊕ (P2 + P5)⊕ (P2 + P6)⊕ (P2 + P7)⊕ (P2 + P8)

⊕(P3 + P4)⊕ (P3 + P5)⊕ (P5 + P7)⊕ (P5 + P8)⊕ (P6 + P7)⊕ (P6 + P8),

S3 = (P1 + P5)⊕ (P1 + P6)⊕ (P1 + P7)⊕ (P1 + P8)⊕ (P2 + P7)⊕ (P2 + P8)

⊕(P3 + P4)⊕ (P3 + P5)⊕ (P4 + P6)⊕ (P4 + P7)⊕ (P4 + P8)⊕ (P5 + P6),

S4 = (P1 + P3)⊕ (P1 + P4)⊕ (P1 + P7)⊕ (P1 + P8)⊕ (P2 + P5)⊕ (P2 + P6)

⊕(P3 + P4)⊕ (P3 + P5)⊕ (P3 + P8)⊕ (P4 + P5)⊕ (P4 + P8)⊕ (P5 + P6)

⊕(P6 + P7)⊕ (P6 + P8),

S5 = (P1 + P2)⊕ (P1 + P4)⊕ (P1 + P6)⊕ (P1 + P8)⊕ (P2 + P4)⊕ (P2 + P6)

⊕(P2 + P8)⊕ (P3 + P5)⊕ (P3 + P7)⊕ (P4 + P5)⊕ (P4 + P7)⊕ (P5 + P6)

⊕(P5 + P8)⊕ (P6 + P8).

Figure 5.29: Equations for the 5-bit codeword S1S2S3S4S5 in Table 5.6.

scan-like test, assuming that k rows/columns-under-test have defective cells, there are
(N/2

k

)

faulty outcomes. Each faulty outcome is related to one combination of k rows/columns that

has no test-outcome droplet at their pseudo-sinks while there are test-outcome droplets at

pseudo-sinks of other rows/columns-under-test.
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The proposed diagnosis method maps each of the
(N/2

k

)
faulty outcomes into a dlog2

(N/2
k

)e-
bit codeword for the error-correcting code. In digital microfluidics, one dlog2

(N/2
k

)e-bit

codeword is represented by one dlog2
(N/2

k

)e-droplet signature. A microfluidic compactor

is utilized to implement the mapping process in order to compress one faulty outcome to

its corresponding dlog2
(N/2

k

)e-droplet signature.

For example, for a 16 × 16 microfluidic array with multiple defective cells, there are

eight rows/columns-under-test for one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, whose pseudo-

sinks are indexed as P1, P2, . . . , P8. Under the assumption that two rows/columns-under-test

have defective cells, the two rows/columns-under-test that fail the parallel scan-like test are

treated as the faulty rows/columns. Therefore, there are
(8

2

)
(i.e., 28) faulty outcomes. The

proposed diagnosis method maps each faulty outcome to a dlog2
(8

2

)e-bit codeword, i.e., a

5-bit codeword; see Table 5.6. Using the same logic-value definition of Pi (i = 1,2,3, . . . ,8)

as for the single-fault diagnosis, the five bits S1S2S3S4S5 of a codeword corresponding to

the error-correcting code can be synthesized using the equations in Fig. 5.29.

A microfluidic compactor, consisting of one layer of 2-input microfluidic OR gates

and four layers of 2-input microfluidic XOR gates, is proposed to implement the above

equations for the error-correcting code. Fig. 5.30 shows the schematic that implements

the equation for S1 in the microfluidic compactor. In Fig. 5.30, the defective cells are

in the third and the sixth columns. Therefore, there is no droplet on their corresponding

pseudo-sinks after one iteration of the parallel scan-like test. We have P3 = 0, P6 = 0 and

Pi = 1 (i = 1,2,4,5,7,8) as the inputs to the compactor. A 1x droplet finally appears on the

output port S1, indicating that the output value is ‘1’. The schematics that implement the

equations for S2, S3, S4 and S5 are similar to the schematic shown in Fig. 5.30. No droplet

will appear on the output ports S2, S3, S4 and S5, indicating that the output value is ‘0’. The

8-bit test-outcome vector that has two ‘0’ bits can be compressed to a 5-droplet signature.

The outputs of the compactor are S1 = 1, S2 = 0, S3 = 0, S4 = 0, and S5 = 0. According to

Table 5.6, there are defective cells in two columns whose pseudo-sinks are P3 and P6.
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Figure 5.30: Schematic for implementing the equation for S1 in the microfluidic com-
pactor.

For a 16 × 16 microfluidic array with multiple defective cells, under the assumption

that three rows/columns-under-test have defective cells, there are
(8

3

)
(i.e., 56) faulty out-

comes. Each faulty outcome can be mapped to a dlog2
(8

3

)e-bit codeword, i.e., a 6-bit

codeword. Under the assumption that four rows/columns-under-test have defective cells,

there are
(8

4

)
(i.e., 70) faulty outcomes. Each faulty outcome can be mapped to a dlog2

(8
4

)e-
bit codeword, i.e., a 7-bit codeword. In this way, the proposed method can be generalized

for any number of defects in the array.

5.3.3 Fault Diagnosis for an Unknown Number of Faults

The fault diagnosis methods proposed in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2 are based on the

assumption that the number of rows/columns-under-test that have defective cells is known
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Table 5.7: Error-correcting code for fault diagnosis for at most two
rows/columns-under-test with defective cells in a 16 × 16 microfluidic array.

Pseudo-sinks of Codeword Pseudo-sinks of Codeword
faulty rows/columns S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 faulty rows/columns S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

P1 0 0 0 0 0 1 P2 0 0 0 0 1 0
P3 0 0 0 0 1 1 P4 0 0 0 1 0 0
P5 0 0 0 1 0 1 P6 0 0 0 1 1 0
P7 0 0 0 1 1 1 P8 0 0 1 0 0 0

P1 P2 0 0 1 0 0 1 P2 P3 0 1 0 0 0 0
P1 P3 0 0 1 0 1 0 P2 P4 0 1 0 0 0 1
P1 P4 0 0 1 0 1 1 P2 P5 0 1 0 0 1 0
P1 P5 0 0 1 1 0 0 P2 P6 0 1 0 0 1 1
P1 P6 0 0 1 1 0 1 P2 P7 0 1 0 1 0 0
P1 P7 0 0 1 1 1 0 P2 P8 0 1 0 1 0 1
P1 P8 0 0 1 1 1 1
P3 P4 0 1 0 1 1 0 P4 P5 0 1 1 0 1 1
P3 P5 0 1 0 1 1 1 P4 P6 0 1 1 1 0 0
P3 P6 0 1 1 0 0 0 P4 P7 0 1 1 1 0 1
P3 P7 0 1 1 0 0 1 P4 P8 0 1 1 1 1 0
P3 P8 0 1 1 0 1 0
P5 P6 0 1 1 1 1 1 P6 P7 1 0 0 0 1 0
P5 P7 1 0 0 0 0 0 P6 P8 1 0 0 0 1 1
P5 P8 1 0 0 0 0 1 P7 P8 1 0 0 1 0 0

a priori. For a fixed number of rows/columns-under-test with defective cells, we utilize

the corresponding microfluidic compactor to compress the test-outcome droplets for fault

diagnosis.

However, if the number of rows/columns-under-test that have defective cells is differ-

ent from that assumed during compactor design, the outcome of the compactor can be

erroneous. For example, for single-fault diagnosis, we assume that only one row/column-

under-test has defective cells. However, after one iteration of parallel scan-like test, if two

rows/columns-under-test actually have defective cells (e.g., P2 and P3), we have P2 = 0,

P3 = 0, and Pi = 1 (i = 1,4, . . . ,8) as the inputs to the compactor for single-fault diag-

nosis. According to Fig. 5.27, the 8-bit test-outcome vector that has two ‘0’ bits can be
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compressed to a 3-droplet signature. The outputs of the compactor are S1 = 1, S2 = 1, and

S3 = 0. However, according to Table 5.5, for the outputs S1 = 1, S2 = 1, and S3 = 0, the

defective cells should be in the row/column whose pseudo-sink is P6, rather than P2 and

P3.

To tackle the above problem, the microfluidic compactor should be designed to map

faulty outcomes with an unknown number of rows/columns-under-test with defective cells

to the corresponding codeword.

For an N × N microfluidic array that fails one iteration of the parallel scan-like test,

assume that at most k rows/columns-under-test have defective cells. There can be
(N/2

1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+ (N/2

k

)
faulty outcomes. The proposed diagnosis method maps each of the

(N/2
1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+ (N/2

k

)
faulty outcomes into a dlog2(

(N/2
1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+ (N/2

k

)
)e-bit

codeword for the error-correcting code. A microfluidic compactor is utilized to imple-

ment the mapping process in order to compress one faulty outcome to its corresponding

dlog2(
(N/2

1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+ (N/2

k

)
)e-droplet signature.

Note that k is at most equal to N/2, therefore, there are at most
(N/2

1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+

(N/2
N/2

)
faulty outcomes. Each faulty outcome is mapped to a dlog2(

(N/2
1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+

(N/2
N/2

)
)e-bit codeword, i.e., N/2-bit codeword, which is the same as the number of bits

in each faulty outcome. However, as fabrication techniques for digital microfluidics be-

come mature, only a small fraction of cells on the microfluidic array is likely to be defec-

tive, which will result in a small number of rows/columns-under-test with defective cells.

Therefore, k will be much smaller than N/2, and the number of bits in a codeword will be

smaller than N/2.

For example, for a 16 × 16 microfluidic array, there are eight rows/columns-under-test

for one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, whose pseudo-sinks are indexed as P1, P2, . . . ,

P8. Under the assumption that at most two rows/columns-under-test have defective cells,

there are
(8

1

)
+

(8
2

)
(i.e., 36) faulty outcomes. The proposed diagnosis method maps each

faulty outcome to a dlog2(
(8

1

)
+

(8
2

)
)e-bit codeword, i.e., a 6-bit codeword; see Table 5.7.
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A microfluidic compactor consisting of microfluidic OR gates and XOR gates is uti-

lized to implement Table 5.7 for the error-correcting code. It compresses each of 36 faulty

outcomes to its corresponding 6-droplet signature. For example, if the defective cells are

only in the third row/column, we have P3 = 0, and Pi = 1 (i = 1,2,4, . . . ,8) as the input to

the microfluidic compactor. The compactor compresses the faulty outcome to a 6-droplet

signature, and the outputs are S1 = 0, S2 = 0, S3 = 0, S4 = 0, S5 = 1, and S6 = 1. If the

defective cells are in both the third and fourth rows/columns, we have P3 = 0, P4 = 0,

and Pi = 1 (i = 1,2,5, . . . ,8) as the input to the microfluidic compactor. The outputs are

S1 = 0, S2 = 1, S3 = 0, S4 = 1, S5 = 1, and S6 = 0. Faulty outcomes with either one

faulty row/column or two faulty rows/columns can be compressed into the corresponding

signature without any error.

For a 16× 16 microfluidic array, under the assumption that at most three rows/columns-

under-test have defective cells, there are
(8

1

)
+

(8
2

)
+

(8
3

)
(i.e., 92) faulty outcomes. The pro-

posed diagnosis method maps each faulty outcome to a dlog2(
(8

1

)
+

(8
2

)
+

(8
3

)
)e-bit code-

word, i.e., a 7-bit codeword.

5.3.4 Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed fault diagnosis method.

First we use probabilistic analysis to evaluate the probability of misdiagnosis for the pro-

posed method. Next we use the compression ratio as a criterion to evaluate the proposed

method.

Probability of Misdiagnosis

Here we calculate the probability that a group of rows/columns-under-test is deemed to be

faulty when it is not faulty. Assume that each row/column-under-test fails independently

with probability p. The probability that a row/column-under-test is fault-free is therefore
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simply 1− p.

For an N × N microfluidic array that fails one iteration of the parallel scan-like test, one

or multiple rows/columns-under-test can have defective cells, therefore there are
(N/2

1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+(N/2

N/2

)
faulty outcomes, i.e., ∑

N
2
i=1

(N/2
i

)
faulty outcomes. The probability that a

group of i (i≤N/2) rows/columns-under-test have defective cells when other rows/columns-

under-test is fault-free is given by pi(1− p)
N
2−i.

For the fault diagnosis for a fixed number of multiple rows/columns-under-test (e.g.,

k rows/columns-under-test have defective cells) proposed in Section 5.3.2, the microflu-

idic compactor can only correctly compresses each of the
(N/2

k

)
faulty outcomes into a

dlog2
(N/2

k

)e-droplet signature. Other faulty outcomes cannot be correctly compressed.

Thereby, the probability of misdiagnosis Pmis,multiple for k faulty rows/columns-under-test

in an N × N microfluidic array is given by

Pmis,multiple = 1−
(N/2

k

)
pk(1− p)

N
2−k

∑
N
2
i=1

(N/2
i

)
pi(1− p)

N
2−i

= 1−
(N/2

k

)
pk(1− p)

N
2−k

1− (1− p)
N
2

. (5.1)

For fault diagnosis when an unknown number of rows/columns-under-test with defects, the

microfluidic compactor can only correctly compresses each of the
(N/2

1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+

(N/2
k

)
faulty outcomes into a dlog2(

(N/2
1

)
+

(N/2
2

)
+ · · ·+ (N/2

k

)
)e-droplet signature. Other

faulty outcomes cannot be correctly compressed. Thereby, the probability of misdiagnosis

Pmis,unknown for at most k faulty rows/columns-under-test in an N × N microfluidic array is

given by

Pmis,unknown = 1− ∑k
j=1

(N/2
j

)
p j(1− p)

N
2− j

∑
N
2
i=1

(N/2
i

)
pi(1− p)

N
2−i

= 1− ∑k
j=1

(N/2
j

)
p j(1− p)

N
2− j

1− (1− p)
N
2

. (5.2)

Fig. 5.31 shows the probability of misdiagnosis for the fault diagnosis for both a fixed

number and an unknown number of rows/columns-under-test with defects in an 8 × 8 mi-

crofluidic array. The parameter k is set to 2, i.e., at most two rows/columns-under-test have

defective cells. We can see that Pmis,multiple and Pmis,unknown increase when the failure prob-

ability p increases. This is because lower failure probability p leads to lower probability
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Figure 5.31: Probability of misdiagnosis for a 8 × 8 microfluidic array.

of misdiagnosis. For a fixed failure probability p, Pmis,unknown is lower than Pmis,multiple,

since the fault diagnosis for an unknown number of faults (at most k rows/columns-under-

test with defective cells) can encode more faulty outcomes than that for a fixed number of

faults (k rows/columns-under-test with defective cells).

Compression Ratio

Here we use the compression ratio as a criterion to evaluate the proposed fault diagnosis

method. It is defined as follows:

Compression Ratio =
CompressedSize

UncompressedSize
. (5.3)

The parameter “Uncompressed Size” represents the number of bits in the test-outcome

vector before compaction, i.e., the number of test-outcome droplets that are provided as

input to the microfluidic compactor. The parameter “Compressed Size” represents the
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Figure 5.32: Compression ratio of the microfluidic compactor for fault diagnosis.

number of bits in the codeword after the compaction, i.e., the number of signature droplets

at the output of the microfluidic compactor.

For an N × N microfluidic array that fails one iteration of the parallel scan-like test,

assuming that k rows/columns-under-test have defective cells, there are
(N/2

k

)
faulty out-

comes, and each faulty outcome contains N/2 test-outcome droplets. The proposed diag-

nosis method maps each of the
(N/2

k

)
faulty outcomes into a dlog2

(N/2
k

)e-bit codeword for

the error-correcting code, i.e., one dlog2
(N/2

k

)e-droplet signature. Thereby, the compres-

sion ratio is as follows:

Compression Ratio =
dlog2

(N/2
k

)e
N/2

. (5.4)

Fig. 5.32 shows the compression ratio of the microfluidic compactor for fault diagnosis in

different sizes of the microfluidic array. For a specific number of defective rows/columns-

under-test k (e.g., k = 1,2,3,4), when the array dimension N increases, the compression

ratio decreases, which indicates that the microfluidic compactor of the proposed fault di-

agnosis method works more effectively for larger array size. For a specific array size N,
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when k increases, the compression ratio also rises. This is because more information about

fault diagnosis needs to be recorded in the high defect-density case, when compared to that

for the low defect-density case.

5.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

Using the principle of electrowetting-on-dielectric, we have implemented AND, OR and

NOT and XOR logic gates in the digital microfluidic biochips. We have presented a new

built-in self-test (BIST) method for two types of test: the parallel scan-like test and the

functional test. This method utilizes digital microfluidic logic gates to implement various

compactors for fault detection. A cost-effective fault diagnosis method has also been pro-

posed, where a single defective cell, multiple rows/columns with defective cells, as well

as an unknown number of rows/columns-under-test with defective cells in the microfluidic

array are located by using a microfluidic compactor.
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Chapter 6

On-Line Testing and Test Generation

In this chapter, we present on-line testing and test-generation techniques for digital mi-

crofluidic biochips. First we present an on-line testing method for digital microfluidic

biochips. This method interleaves the implementation of the microfluidic compactor with

bioassays in functional mode. An optimization method is presented to schedule logic AND

operations in the compactor to minimize the end time for the compaction procedure. Next

we present an automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) method for non-regular digital mi-

crofluidic chips. The ATPG method can generate test patterns to detect catastrophic defects

in non-regular arrays where the full reconfigurability of the digital microfluidic platform is

not utilized.

Finally, we propose a pin-count-aware online testing method for pin-constrained de-

signs to support the execution of both fault testing and the target bioassay protocol. The

proposed method interleaves fault testing with the target bioassay protocol for online test-

ing. It is aimed at significantly reducing the completion time for testing and for the bioas-

say, while keeping the number of control pins small.

The notation used in this chapter is listed in Table 6.1.

6.1 On-line Testing using Reconfigurable Digital Microflu-
idic Compactors

On-line testing offers a promising method for detecting defects, fluidic abnormalities, and

bioassay malfunctions during chip operation. In this section, we present a built-in self-

test (BIST) method for on-line testing of digital microfluidic biochip [103, 113]. This

method utilizes microfluidic compactors based on droplet-based AND gates. An optimiza-
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Table 6.1: Notation used in Chapter 6.

Electrode i The i-th electrode
Pin i The i-th control pin

L Number of logic AND operations in the compaction tree
for on-line testing

T Fmax Maximum macro-time frame for on-line testing
Nelectrode Number of electrodes available for testing

in a microfluidic array
Kelectrode Number of electrodes that are covered by the

set of test patterns
FC Fault coverage for automatic test pattern generation
F Set of electrodes undetected by any test pattern
T Set of test patterns generated by the ATPG method
ti The i-th test pattern
M Number of test patterns in the test pattern group

that covers all electrodes in array
C Number of electrodes that should be covered

by test patterns to satisfy the desired fault coverage FC
Tmax Maximum completion time of both testing and fluidic

operations within a bioassay for on-line testing
Npartition Number of partitions within a microfluidic array

for on-line testing
Ntest Number of structural and functional tests within one

partition of a microfluidic array for on-line testing

tion method is proposed to schedule logic AND operations in the compactor to minimize

the end time for the compaction procedure. Dynamic reconfiguration of these compactors

ensures low area overhead and it allows BIST to be interleaved with bioassays in functional

mode. We evaluate the on-line testing method using simulation for a multiplexed in-vitro

diagnostics bioassay.

6.1.1 On-line Testing and ILP Model

In [79], a concurrent testing technique has been proposed for detecting catastrophic faults

in digital microfluidic biochips. Multiple test droplets are routed in the microfluidic array at

the same time when biochemical assays are executed; these test droplets traverse (cover) all

the cells in the array. An integer linear programming model has been developed to derive
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an optimal droplet flow path for concurrent testing. Test plans are proposed to interleave

test application with the set of biochemical assays to prevent the resource conflicts. This

method offers an opportunity to implement BIST for microfluidic systems, and therefore

eliminates the need for external test equipment.

However, in [79], each test droplet needs a sink reservoir, which complicates chip pack-

aging and increases fabrication cost. An additional evaluation step is required to analyze

the sequence of pulses generated by the capacitive-sensing circuit, to determine whether

the microfluidic array-under-test has a defect. Higher fabrication and packaging costs, the

complexity of the capacitive-sensing circuit, and the need to analyze complex pulse is a

major drawback of [79].

To solve the above problems, we have developed a microfluidic compactor to compress

multiple test-outcome droplets into one “signature” droplet during on-line testing. The

signature droplet can be easily detected by a simple detector composed of a photo-diode

and LED [9]. The microfluidic compactor consists of a tree of logic AND operations

implemented by 2-input microfluidic AND gates. Each input of the AND gates in the first

layer is one of the test-outcome droplets. While the outputs of these AND gates are used as

the inputs of AND gates in the second layer. The output of the single AND gate in the last

layer is connected to the photo-diode detector located at the sink of the microfluidic array.

The compaction that is implemented by AND gates can be performed simultaneously with

a normal biochemical assay by dynamically reconfiguring the cells that are available (not

used by bioassays) at that time. Dynamic reconfiguration of the microfluidic compactors

allows on-line testing to be interleaved with bioassays in functional mode.

Fig. 6.1 shows how we perform concurrent testing with a microfluidic compactor for a

16 × 16 microfluidic array. Fig. 6.1(a) illustrates the placement of unit cells for the array.

To simplify packaging and reduce fabrication cost, only one source reservoir and one sink

reservoir with its photo-diode detector are included. The array is partitioned into sixteen

non-overlapping parts, and the overall system can now be viewed as a 4× 4 “macro” array;
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Source Sink

(a) Placement of a 16x16 microfluidic array

(b) Partition of a 16x16 microfluidic array

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Figure 6.1: Placement and partition of a 16 × 16 microfluidic array.

see Fig. 6.1(b). Each partition (referred to as a macro cell) consists of 4 × 4 unit cells.

Each macro cell has a test droplet located in the shaded cell in Fig. 6.1(a). The test

droplets are preloaded into the macro cells before the start of the biochemical assay. Each

test droplet can traverse all 16 cells in the macro cell to detect catastrophic faults when
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Table 6.2: Schedule of biochemical assay, testing steps and compaction steps in a 16 × 16
microfluidic array.

Macro-time Macro cells used for assay Macro cells used Compaction operations
frame for testing

1 C2,C4,C5,C7,C9, C1,C3,C6,C8,
C11,C12,C14,C16 C10,C13,C15

2 C1,C2,C4,C6, C5,C7,C11,C14
C9,C12,C15,C16

3 C2,C8,C9,C11,C16 C4,C12 AND(C5,C6), AND(C13,C14)
4 C6,C9,C10,C12,C15 C2,C16 AND(C7,C8), AND(C3,C4)
5 C3,C4,C9,C14,C16 AND(C1,C2), AND(C11,C12),

AND(Row2)
6 C5,C7,C8,C12,C14 C9 AND(C15,C16), AND(Row1)
7 C12,C14,C15 AND(C9,C10), AND(Row1,Row2)
8 C1,C4,C5,C6,C8 AND(Row3), AND(Row4)
9 AND(Row3,Row4)
10 AND(Row1&2,Row3&4)

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4

t = 5 t = 6 t = 7 t = 8

Macro cell used for assay Macro cell used for testing

Figure 6.2: Schedule of biochemical assays and testing in a 16 × 16 microfluidic array.

this macro cell is available (not used by the biochemical assay). The time needed for this

droplet-traversed process in a macro cell is referred to as a macro-time frame. If there is no

catastrophic fault in the macro cell, the corresponding test droplet will return to the shaded

cell at the end of the macro-time frame; Otherwise, the test droplet will be stuck during its

motion.
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AND (C1, C2)

AND (C3, C4)

AND (C5, C6)
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AND (C9, C10)

AND (C11, C12)

AND (C13, C14)

AND (C15, C16)

AND (Row 1)
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AND (Row 3)

AND (Row 4)

AND (Row 1, Row 2)

AND (Row 3, Row 4)

AND (Row 1&2, 

           Row 3&4)

Figure 6.3: Schematic of a microfluidic compactor for concurrent testing.

Table 6.2 presents the macro cells that are used for an example biochemical assay. On-

line testing and droplet compaction are illustrated for each macro-time frame. C1, C2, . . . ,

C16 represent the sixteen macro cells. The schedule for biochemical assays is presented

in the second column of Table 6.2. At each macro-time frame, multiple macro cells are

used for biochemical assays. The macro cells not involved in biochemical assays at that

macro-time frame can be tested by the test droplets within them concurrently; see the third

column of Table 6.2. Fig. 6.2 illustrates the schedule in Table 6.2 for biochemical assays

and on-line testing of macro cells.

The compaction tree of logic AND operations is shown in Fig. 6.3. There are fifteen

AND operations in the compaction tree. The duration of implementing one logic AND

operation is one macro-time frame. One logic AND operation can be implemented only

after all the predecessor AND operations in the compaction tree have been finished. If

the microfluidic array is fault-free, all sixteen test droplets can be compressed into one

signature droplet. Otherwise, if there is at least one catastrophic fault in the microfluidic

array, the test droplets of the faulty macro cells are stuck during their motion, and the

corresponding input values of the tree are ‘0’. So the output of the compaction tree is ‘0’,

indicating the faulty status.

The implementation of logic AND operations in the compaction tree has to be inter-
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leaved with the bioassays and concurrent on-line testing to prevent resource conflicts. We

present an optimization method based on an integer linear programming (ILP) model to de-

termine the schedule of these AND operations. We formulate an ILP model to determine

the macro-time frame when each of these AND operations is implemented. For a logic

AND operation including two adjacent macro cells, if these two macro cells have already

been tested in previous macro-time frames and are available in the current macro-time

frame, the two test-outcome droplets can be compacted using an AND gate reconfigured

within the two macro cells. The logic AND operations including four macro cells can only

be implemented after these four macro cells have already been tested previously and are

available in current macro-time frame. Assume that there are L logic AND operations in

the compaction tree (e.g., L = 15 in Fig. 6.3). The parameter T Fmax is the maximum pos-

sible index for a macro-time frame and its value can be set to an easily-determined loose

upper bound.

Let cik (1≤ i≤ L,1≤ k ≤ T Fmax) be a constant defined as follows:

cik =





1 if all macro cells included in the ith AND operation have been tested

and are available at macro-time frame k

0 otherwise

The parameter cik can be pre-calculated from the schedule for the biochemical assay and

on-line testing of macro cells.

Let xik (1≤ i≤ L,1≤ k ≤ T Fmax) be a binary variable defined as follows:

xik =





1 if the ith AND operation is implemented at macro-time frame k

0 otherwise

The macro-time frame when the ith AND operation is implemented can be described

as ∑T Fmax
k=1 k× cikxik. Our goal is to minimize the end time to implement all the logic AND

operations in the compaction tree . We achieve this goal by minimizing the end time when

the last AND operation of the compaction tree (the Lth AND operation, also the sink node
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in the compaction tree) is finished. The objective function for the ILP model can therefore

be stated as follows:

Minimize F =
T Fmax

∑
k=1

k× cLkxLk.

We consider the constraints on the binary variables needed for the ILP model. First,

the macro-time frame when each of these logic AND operations is implemented is unique.

This constraint can be written as: ∀ i(1≤ i≤ L),

T Fmax

∑
k=1

cikxik = 1. (6.1)

Second, the sequencing relations in the compaction tree must be satisfied. For exam-

ple, if two AND operations targeting four macro cells in a row have been finished, the

two outcome droplets in this row can be further compressed into one droplet by an AND

gate reconfigured within this row. For example, the AND operation AND(Row1) can be

implemented when both AND(C1,C2) and AND(C3,C4) have already been finished. This

constraint can be written as: if the ith AND operation is the successor of the jth AND

operation,

T Fmax

∑
k=1

k× cikxik ≥
T Fmax

∑
k=1

k× c jkx jk +1. (6.2)

The complete ILP model is as follows:

Minimize F , subject to

(1) ∀ i(1≤ i≤ L),

T Fmax

∑
k=1

cikxik = 1.

(2) if the ith AND operation is the successor of the jth AND operation,

T Fmax

∑
k=1

k× cikxik ≥
T Fmax

∑
k=1

k× c jkx jk +1.

The schedule obtained by implementing these AND operations using the above ILP

model is presented in the fourth column of Table 6.2. The experiment was performed on
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a 2.0 GHz INTEL Core2 Dual processor, with 1 GB of memory. The CPU time needed

for solving the above ILP model is only 0.1s for this example. The schedule in Table 6.2

interleaves the bioassays, concurrent on-line testing, and test-outcome compaction, and

prevents resource conflicts. The sequencing relations in the compaction tree are satisfied.

For example, C6 and C5 are tested in the first and second macro-time frame, respectively,

and they are available in macro-time frame 3, so the AND(C5, C6) operation can be im-

plemented at this macro-time frame. At macro-time frame 5, AND(C5, C6) and AND(C7,

C8) have been implemented in macro-time frame 3 and 4 respectively, and row 2 including

C5 to C8 is available, so the AND(Row 2) operation can be implemented.

As shown in Table 6.2, the concurrent testing of the microfluidic array is finished in

6 macro-time frames, and the compaction of the test-outcome droplets is finished in 10

macro-time frames. Instead of routing all test-outcome droplets serially to a capacitive-

sensing circuit connected to the sink reservoir for pulse-sequence analysis, we move the

signature droplet after compaction to the photo-diode detector.

6.1.2 Evaluation

Here we evaluate the proposed on-line testing method by using it to test a biochip for a real-

life bioassay, namely multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics on human physiological fluids. The

sequencing graph and the schedule for the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics are presented

in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 of Section 2.2.3. The module placement on a 16×16 microfluidic

array is shown in Fig. 6.4.

The 16×16 microfluidic array is also partitioned into sixteen non-overlapping parts,

which can be viewed as a 4× 4 “macro” array; From the bioassay schedule in Fig. 2.4 and

the module placement in Fig. 6.4, we can obtain the macro cells used for the bioassay in

each macro-time frame; see the second column of Table 6.3. At each macro-time frame,

multiple macro cells are used for biochemical assays. The macro cells not involved in the
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Figure 6.4: Module placement of multiplexed in-vitro assay example.

bioassay at that macro-time frame can be tested by the test droplets within them concur-

rently; see the third column of Table 6.3. For example, according to the bioassay schedule

in Fig. 2.4, fluidic operations M2, M3, M4, DI3 and Dt1 are implemented at macro-time

frame 6. Their corresponding modules shown in Fig. 6.4 are active at macro-time frame 6.

Therefore, we can obtain that macro cells C1-C3,C5-C7,C9,C13-C16 are used for bioas-

say at macro-time frame 6. Currently, macro cells C10-C12, C15 and C16 have not been

tested, since macro cells C10-C12 are not used for bioassay, these three macro cells are

tested concurrently.

Multiple test-outcome droplets, each test-outcome droplet for one macro cell, should

be compressed into one “signature” droplet during on-line testing. The compaction tree

of logic AND operations for the multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics bioassay is the same as

that shown in Fig. 6.3. We use the optimization method based on the ILP model described

in Section 6.1.1 to determine the schedule of these AND operations. The compaction

schedule calculated by the ILP model is presented in fourth column of Table 6.3. The AND

operations in the compaction tree are interleaved with the bioassay and concurrent on-line

testing to prevent resource conflicts. The sequencing relations in the compaction tree are

satisfied. For example, C2 and C1 are tested in the first and second macro-time frame,

respectively, and they are available in macro-time frame 13, so the AND(C1, C2) operation

can be implemented at this macro-time frame. At macro-time frame 14, AND(C1, C2) and
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Table 6.3: Schedule of multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics bioassay, testing steps and com-
paction steps in a 16 × 16 microfluidic array.

Macro-time Macro cells used for assay Macro cells used Compaction operations
frame for testing

1 C10,C11,C12,C15,C16 C2,C3,C5,C6,C7,C9
2 C2,C3,C5,C6,C7, C1,C4,C8,C13,C14

C9,C10,C11,C12,
C15,C16

3 C2,C3,C5,C6,C7,C9, AND(C13,C14)
C10,C11,C12,C15,C16

4 C2,C3,C5,C6,C7,C9,
C10,C11,C12,C15,C16

5 C2,C3,C5,C6,C7,C9,
C10,C11,C12,C15,C16

6 C1,C2,C3,C5,C6,C7, C10,C11,C12
C9,C13,C14,C15,C16

7 C1,C2,C5,C6,C7,C8, AND(C3,C4)
C9,C12,C13,C14,C15,C16

8 C1,C2,C5,C6,C7,C8,
C9,C12,C13,C14,C15,C16

9 C2,C3,C6,C7,C9,C10,
C11,C12,C13,C14,C15,C16

10 C2,C3,C6,C7,C9,C10,
C11,C12,C13,C14,C15,C16

11 C2,C3,C6,C7,C9,C10, C16
C11,C12,C14,C15 C16

12 C2,C3,C6,C7,C9,C10,
C11,C12,C14,C15

13 C9,C10,C11,C12,C13,C16 C15 AND(C1,C2),AND(C5,C6),
AND(C7,C8)

14 C9,C10,C11,C12,C13,C16 AND(Row1),AND(Row2)
15 C9,C10,C11,C12,C13 AND(C15,C16),AND(Row1,Row2)
16 C9,C10,C11,C12 AND(Row4)
17 C9,C10,C11,C12
18 C9,C10,C11,C12
19 C9,C10 AND(C11,C12)
20 C9,C10
21 AND(C9,C10)
22 AND(Row3)
23 AND(Row3,Row4)
24 AND(Row1&2,Row3&4)

AND(C3, C4) have been implemented in macro-time frame 13 and 7 respectively, and row

1 including C1 to C4 is available, so the AND(Row 1) operation can be implemented. As

shown in Table 6.3, the concurrent testing of array is finished in 13 macro-time frames,

and compaction of test-outcome droplets is finished in 24 macro-time frames.
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Figure 6.5: The layout of 6 × 6 regular digital microfluidic array.

6.2 Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) Method

In this section, we propose an automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) method for digital

microfluidic biochips [115]. We leverage the ATPG concepts of test generation, fault drop-

ping, and test compaction to reduce the test time for biochips. The proposed ATPG method

generates test patterns to detect catastrophic defects for a non-regular microfluidic array.

It automates test-stimulus design and test-resource selection in order to minimize the test-

application time. An integer linear programming (ILP) model is presented for compacting

test patterns, while maintaining the desired fault coverage. We use a fabricated biochip

with non-regular microfluidic arrays to evaluate the proposed ATPG and test-pattern com-

paction methods.

6.2.1 Non-Regular Digital Microfluidic Array

2-D microfluidic arrays can be classified into two categories, namely regular arrays and

non-regular arrays. Fig. 6.5 shows a 6 × 6 regular microfluidic array. Electrodes are

placed in a patterned array with 6 rows and 6 columns. Droplets can be moved to any

location on this array. Fluidic operations such as mixing and splitting can be performed
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Figure 6.6: Digital microfluidic lab-on-chip with non-regular array used for multiplex
bioassays: (a) fabricated chip; (b) part of the chip layout [61].

anywhere on the array due to dynamic reconfigurability.

Despite the promise of design flexibility and dynamic reconfigurability, regular 2-D

arrays have yet to make an impact for practical applications. The main concern here is

product cost, which can be reduced if the array is non-regular and tailored to an appli-

cation. In contrast, digital microfluidic biochips with non-regular arrays are seeing rapid

commercialization [61]. A biochip with a non-regular microfluidic array that contains more

than 1,000 electrodes has been fabricated for multiplex bioassays, as shown in Fig. 6.6. In
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this array, droplets are moved along the electrode paths and mixed in the reactors. The

regions where no fluidic operation is implemented do not have fabricated electrodes, and

they are left unused, in order to reduce fabrication cost. The fabricated chip is shown in

Fig. 6.6(a), and a part of the layout for the chip is shown in Fig. 6.6(b). There are two

dispensing reservoirs R1 and R2, eight reactors (reactor− 1 to reactor− 8) for mixing

and splitting operations, and two detection sites Dt1 and Dt2 where outcome droplets can

be monitored using optical detectors. These fluidic devices are connected using electrode

paths for droplet routing, and other regions are left unused without any electrode.

Previous testing methods developed for the 2-D regular microfluidic arrays are not ap-

plicable to non-regular arrays. For example, in such chips, there is no regular layout of

electrode-rows/columns required by the parallel scan-like testing method. Moreover, it

may be impossible to find Hamiltonian paths from [80] and Euler paths from [78] for test

droplets to cover every electrode and electrode-connection in non-regular arrays, respec-

tively. Therefore, there is a need for a testing method that can detect catastrophic defects

in non-regular microfluidic arrays.

Systematic and automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) methods for VLSI circuits

have been studied for several decades [84]. ATPG methods are also needed for digital

microfluidics, especially for non-regular arrays. A test pattern in digital microfluidics can

be used to target catastrophic defects, either for a single electrode or for a group of elec-

trodes. Since prolonged actuation of electrodes and liquid exposure for long durations can

cause permanent damage [80], any test method for catastrophic defects must minimize the

test-application time.

6.2.2 ATPG Method

In this subsection, we first present the ATPG method for biochip testing. Next, a compre-

hensive procedure is proposed to generate a set of test patterns for complete coverage of
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catastrophic defects in a non-regular microfluidic array.

ATPG Method for Single Defective Electrode

Here we consider the catastrophic defect involving a single electrode. When there is a

catastrophic defect on an electrode, the test droplet is stuck on it and it cannot move any-

more. In order to detect a defect at an electrode, a test droplet must be dispensed from a

reservoir located at the periphery of the microfluidic array, and transported along a routing

path to traverse this defective electrode. Next the test droplet should be transported along

another routing path to an output port for observation. The test droplet can be observed

using the optical detector or a capacitive-sensing circuit at a specific time [9, 27]. The

observation time is determined by the length of the paths along which the test droplet is

moved. At that time, if the test droplet is observed, the electrode-under-test is deemed to

be fault free; otherwise, it is faulty.

Therefore, the test pattern to detect a catastrophic defect in digital microfluidics is a

4-tuple that consists of: (1) the index of the reservoir that dispenses the test droplet; (2) the

index of the output port for observation; (3) the path connecting the dispensing reservoir,

the defective electrode, and the output port; (4) the time frame when the faulty effect can

be monitored at the output port.

To minimize test-application time, our goal here in ATPG is to successfully activate the

defect and propagate the fault effect to an output port in the shortest possible time. If the

test droplet is transported at a typical frequency of 1 Hz, the test duration can be calculated

using the length of the routing path, i.e., the number of electrodes in the routing path. The

key problem in ATPG is therefore to automate the test-stimulus design and test-resource

selection, in order to minimize the test application time. The ATPG method should specify

the dispensing reservoir from where the test droplet is dispensed and the routing path that

connects the reservoir and the defective electrode with minimum length; in addition, it
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1: Function: ATPG-single-electrode( )
2: Construct a planar weighted graph G = (V,E) for the corresponding non-regular

microfluidic array;
3: Assign the defective electrode to test as the source node; assign all the dispensing

reservoirs, output ports, and switch electrodes as sink nodes;
4: Use Dijkstra’s algorithm [85] to find minimum-length paths from the source node

(the defective electrode) to sink nodes (dispensing reservoirs and output ports);
5: Generate the test pattern:

Step 1: select the dispensing reservoir with minimum-length path to the defective
electrode;
Step 2: select the output port with minimum-length path to the defective electrode;
Step 3: select the routing paths that connect them to the defective electrode with
minimum length;
Step 4: calculate the time frame when the fault effect can be monitored at the output
port.

Figure 6.7: Pseudocode for the ATPG method for a single defective electrode.

must specify the output port where the fault effect is propagated and specify the routing

path that connects the defective electrode to the output port with minimum length. The

minimum length of the routing paths ensure that the defective electrode can be detected

and the fault effect can be monitored quickly.

The problem of selecting a reservoir (or output port) from a group of dispensing reser-

voirs (or output ports) and determining the routing path with minimum length to a single

defective electrode can be solved using Dijkstra’s algorithm [85]. The non-regular mi-

crofluidic array is mapped to a planar weighted graph G = (V,E), where V is the vertex

set and E is the edge set. Each vertex in the graph represents an electrode for a dispensing

reservoir, an intersection of routing paths, or an output port. The electrode at the intersec-

tion of routing paths is referred to as a switch electrode. There is an edge between two

vertices if their corresponding electrodes are connected by a routing path in the microflu-

idic array. The weight for each edge represents the length, i.e., the number of electrodes in

the routing path between two vertices.

Dijkstra’s algorithm can be utilized to calculate the shortest path from one source node

to multiple sink nodes in a graph G. Here the vertex representing the defective electrode is

defined as the source node, and the vertices representing the dispensing reservoirs and out-
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put ports are defined as the sink nodes. We use Dijkstra’s algorithm to find minimum-length

paths from the source node (the defective electrode) to sink nodes (dispensing reservoirs

or output ports). In order to generate the test pattern, we select the dispensing reservoir at

shortest distance to the defective electrode among all available dispensing reservoirs, and

we select the output port at shortest distance to the defective electrode from all available

outputs. The routing paths that connect them to the defective electrode with minimum

length are selected for the test pattern. The pseudocode for the ATPG method for a single

defective electrode is shown in Fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6.8(a) and Fig. 6.8(b) show a non-regular microfluidic array and the corresponding

weighted graph, respectively. Reservoirs 1 and 2 in the array are mapped to vertices R1 and

R2 in the graph; Output ports 1 and 2 are mapped to vertices O1 and O2; two electrodes at

the intersections of routing paths, i.e., switch electrodes 1 and 2 are mapped to vertices S1

and S2; the defective electrode is mapped to vertex DE. Each edge in the graph represents

the routing path between two corresponding electrodes, and the weight of the edge is equal

to the number of electrodes in the routing path. For example, since there is a routing path

of four electrodes between the defective electrode and switch electrode 2, it is mapped to

an edge with the weight of four between the corresponding vertices DE and S2.

Let the defective electrode be the source vertex. We utilize Dijkstra’s algorithm to

obtain the shortest-path length from the source vertex to other vertices. The shortest-path

length for each vertex is the minimum length of all the paths from the source vertex to it.

We also record the predecessor vertex for each node, from which we can obtain the path

with minimum length to the defective electrode. In Fig. 6.8(c), the number in each node

represents its shortest-path length, and the vertex in the bracket represents the predecessor

vertex.

To generate the test pattern, we select the dispensing reservoir with the minimum

shortest-path length to dispense the test droplet, and we iteratively trace back along the

predecessor vertices from the selected dispensing reservoir until we reach the source node
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Figure 6.8: Test-pattern generation for a defective electrode in a non-regular microfluidic
array: (a) non-regular microfluidic array; (b) the corresponding weighted graph; (c) the
weighted graph with shortest-path length using Dijkstra’s algorithm.

(defective electrode) to generate the routing path for the test droplet. Similarly, we select

the output port with the minimum shortest-path length to observe the error, and we itera-

tively trace back from the selected output port until we reach the source node to generate

the routing path for the test droplet. For example, for the defective electrode DE, we se-

lect R1 as the dispensing reservoir and O2 as the output port. The routing path for the test

droplet is “R1 → S1 →DE → S2 →O2”. The fault effect can be observed at the output port
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1: Function: ATPG-multiple-electrode( )
2: Initialization:

(1) set F (set of undetected electrodes) includes all the electrodes available
for testing;
(2) set T (set of test patterns) is empty;
(3) initialize fault coverage FC;

3: while set F is not empty or FC is not reached do
4: Step 1: Randomly select an electrode e from F ;
5: Step 2: Call the function ATPG-single-electrode( ) in Fig. 6.7 to generate

the test pattern t for the catastrophic defect on e;
6: Step 3: Delete e and other electrodes in the routing path of test pattern t

from F ;
7: Step 4: Add test pattern t to T ;
8: end while
9: Output the test-pattern set T .

Figure 6.9: Pseudocode for the ATPG method for multiple defective electrodes.

at clock cycle 10.

Note that this test pattern not only detects the catastrophic defect on DE, but it also

detects defects on all electrodes along the routing path. This is because a catastrophic

defect on any electrode along the routing path will make the test droplet to be stuck on it.

ATPG Method for Multiple Defective Electrodes

Let us assume that every electrode in the microfluidic array fails independently. It is now

required that test patterns cover all the electrodes available for testing, or cover a specific

number of electrodes. For a single-electrode catastrophic defect, assume that the number

of electrodes available for testing in the microfluidic array is Nelectrode, and the number

of electrodes that are covered by the set of test patterns is Kelectrode, the fault coverage

(denoted as FC) can be defined by FC = Kelectrode/Nelectrode×100%.

Based on the ATPG method for single defective electrode in Fig. 6.7, we can generate

a group of test patterns that cover all the electrodes or a specified number of electrodes

available for testing. For the ATPG method for multiple defective electrodes, F is defined

as the set that includes the electrodes undetected by any test pattern, and T is defined as the

set that includes test patterns generated by the ATPG method. FC is defined as the desired
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fault coverage.

Initially, F is the set of all the electrodes available for testing, and T is an empty set.

Next we randomly select an electrode e from F and utilize the ATPG method for a single

defective electrode in Fig. 6.7 to generate a test pattern t to cover it. Since electrode e has

been covered by test pattern t, we can delete e from F and put t into the test pattern set

T . Note that the test pattern t includes a routing path that connects the selected dispensing

reservoir, electrode e and the selected output port. All the electrodes in the routing path

can be covered by t. Therefore, all electrodes along the routing path are deleted from F .

Next we randomly select another electrode from F and repeat the above procedure until F

is empty or the desired fault coverage FC is obtained. Finally, the set T containing all the

generated test patterns is obtained. The ATPG procedure for multiple defective electrodes

is shown in Fig. 6.9.

6.2.3 An ILP Model for Test-Pattern Compaction

Although a group of test patterns that cover all the electrodes available for testing in a

non-regular microfluidic array can be obtained using the ATPG method in Section 6.2.2,

one or multiple test patterns in the group may be redundant. A test pattern t is redundant

if all the electrodes in the routing path of t are covered by another test pattern, which

covers additional electrodes. In this case, test pattern t can be deleted without loss of

fault coverage. The process of eliminating the redundant test patterns is called test-pattern

compaction.

For test-pattern compaction, a relationship table of test-patterns versus catastrophic

defects on electrodes is constructed. The relationship table reflects whether a test pattern

can cover an electrode, i.e., whether the electrode is in the routing path of the test pattern.

For example, the relationship table for the example in Fig. 6.8 is shown in Table 6.4. Four

test patterns are used to detect all the electrodes. Here, the rows stand for the identifier of
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Table 6.4: The relationship table of test-patterns versus catastrophic defects on electrodes
in Fig. 6.8.

Test Electrode
pattern (R1,R2) (R1,S1) (R2,S1) (S1,S2) (S2,O1) (S2,O2)

t1 0 1 0 1 0 1
t2 0 1 0 1 1 0
t3 0 0 1 1 0 1
t4 1 1 0 1 0 1

the test pattern, and the columns list all the electrodes. For example, (R1,R2) represents all

the electrodes of the edge between dispensing reservoirs R1 and R2. The entries in the table

are either ‘1’ or ‘0’. A value of ‘1’ represents that the electrode on the column is covered

by the test pattern on the row. Likewise, an entry of ‘0’ represents that the electrode on the

column is not covered by the test pattern on the row, i.e., it is not in the routing path of the

test pattern.

We present an optimization technique based on ILP for eliminating redundant test pat-

terns, in order to minimize the number of test patterns while maintain the desired fault

coverage. Assume that the number of electrodes available for testing in the microfluidic

array is Nelectrode, and the number of test patterns in the test pattern group that covers all

the Nelectrode electrodes is M. Let xi be a binary variable defined as follows:

xi =





1 if test pattern ti is selected

0 otherwise

Our goal is to minimize the number of test patterns after the compaction of the original

set of test patterns, while maintaining the fault coverage FC. The objective function for

the ILP model can therefore be stated as follows:

Minimize F =
M

∑
i=1

xi.

The constraint is that the selected test patterns should achieve the desired fault coverage
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FC. Let dk be a binary variable defined as follows:

dk =





1 if the k-th electrode is successfully covered by at least one test pattern

0 otherwise

The constraints that ensure the desired fault coverage FC can be stated as follows:

M

∑
i=1

(xicik)≥ dk,k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nelectrode}. (6.3)

Nelectrode

∑
k=1

dk ≥C. (6.4)

In Constraint (6.3), the constant cik is the entry on the row i and column k in the rela-

tionship table. To satisfy Constraint (6.3), if dk = 1, xicik should be 1 for at least one test

pattern; if dk = 0, Constraint (6.3) is always satisfied. The constant C is the number of

electrodes that should be covered by test patterns to satisfy the desired fault coverage FC.

It can be calculated as the least integer greater than the product of desired fault coverage

FC and the total number of electrodes available for testing Nelectrode, i.e.,

C = dFC×Nelectrodee.

We apply the ILP model for test-pattern compaction for the example in Fig. 6.8, whose

relationship table is shown in Table 6.4. The desired fault coverage FC is set to 100 %. By

solving the corresponding ILP model, we obtain the result that a group of 3 test patterns,

namely t2, t3 and t4, can cover all the electrodes in the array to achieve 100% fault coverage.

The test pattern t1 is eliminated during compaction.

6.2.4 Evaluation

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed ATPG method with test-pattern compaction

by applying it to a fabricated biochip with non-regular microfluidic arrays that is used to
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Figure 6.10: ATPG for a defective electrode in the non-regular microfluidic array in
Fig. 6.6(b): (a) the defective electrode in the layout; (b) the corresponding weighted graph.

implement the n-plex bioassay. An n-plex assay for the diagnosis of acute myocardial in-

farction (AMI) [62] has been demonstrated on a fabricated digital microfluidic platform;

see Fig. 6.6(a). The fabricated chip is a pin-constrained design on a printed circuit board

(PCB) with an non-regular microfluidic array that consists of 1140 electrodes and 64 con-

trol pins.

We utilize the ATPG method to generate test patterns that cover all the electrodes avail-
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Table 6.5: Number of test patterns after compaction and the eliminated test patterns for
different fault coverage values FC.

FC No. test patterns Eliminated test patterns
100% 35 t2, t14, t15

97% 31 t2, t14-t17, t29, t32

95% 28 t2, t5, t7, t14-t17, t29, t34, t36

92% 24 t2, t4-t7, t14-t19, t32, t34, t36

90% 21 t2, t4-t10, t12, t15-t19, t32, t34

able for testing on the non-regular microfluidic array. As an example, Fig. 6.10 shows the

test pattern generation for a defective electrode in a part of the array in Fig. 6.6(b). We

map the array with the defective electrode in Fig. 6.10(a) to the corresponding weighted

graph in Fig. 6.10(b). Using the ATPG method for single defective electrode in Fig. 6.7,

we select the dispensing reservoir R1 and the output port Dt1 for the test pattern to detect

the defective electrode DE, and we select the routing path “R1 → S1 → S4 → DE → S5 →
S9 → S12 →Dt1” as the output test pattern (shown in dash line in Fig. 6.10(b)). The routing

path connects the dispensing reservoirs, the defective electrode DE, and the output ports

with the minimum length, thereby it minimizes the test application time for detecting DE

to 26 clock cycles.

The non-regular microfluidic array in Fig. 6.6(a) is mapped to the corresponding weighted

graph G with 95 vertices and 148 edges. Using the ATPG method for multiple defective

electrodes in Fig. 6.9, a total of 38 test patterns (denoted by t1 to t38) are generated to cover

all the electrodes available for testing in the microfluidic array. Next the test-pattern com-

paction method in Section 6.2.3 is utilized to eliminate redundant test patterns, in order to

obtain desired fault coverage.

Fig. 6.11 and Table 6.5 shows the number of test patterns after compaction for different

fault coverage values FC. As FC increases, more test patterns are needed to cover the

corresponding electrodes in the array. Table 6.5 also shows the eliminated test patterns that
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Figure 6.11: Number of test patterns after compaction for different fault coverage values
FC.

are redundant for the corresponding fault coverage. When test patterns t2, t14, and t15 are

eliminated from the original group of 38 test patterns, the remaining test patterns can still

cover all the electrodes in the array and obtain 100% fault coverage. More test patterns can

be eliminated when lower fault coverage is acceptable.

6.3 Pin-Count-Aware Online Testing

In this section, we propose a pin-count-aware online testing method [114]. This method

leads to a pin-constrained design that supports the execution of both fault testing and the

target bioassay protocol. It also interleaves fault testing and the target bioassay protocol

for online testing. The goal here is to significantly reduce the completion time for testing

and the bioassay, while keeping the number of control pins small.
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6.3.1 Online Testing Based on Array Partitioning

In real-life bioassays, most electrodes used for assay operations are not utilized by sample

or reagent droplets at all times. This implies that they may still be available for testing

in some particular time period. Therefore, online testing can be carried out to interleave

testing and the bioassay protocol. We perform concurrent testing to allow test-stimuli

droplets to traverse the microfluidic array following a carefully-designed test plan, when

the schedule of the bioassay is known a priori. The testing steps have to be carefully

scheduled so as not to impede the fluidic functions corresponding to the bioassay.

Given the bioassay schedule, module placement, and the droplet routes, the microflu-

idic array can be partitioned into several spatial non-overlap regions using the droplet-trace

based partitioning algorithm [67]. We use the droplet movement trace, defined as all the

cells traversed by a single droplet, to generate partitions. The module placement, schedule,

and routing pathway for each droplet is used to obtain the trace for it. In order to avoid

unintentional droplet interference, at most one functional droplet is enclosed in each par-

tition at any time. Moreover, to avoid unintentional droplet interference between different

partitions, eight adjacent electrodes of each electrode in the droplet trace are also included

in the same partition. When droplet traces intersect, their corresponding partitions have

spatial overlap. We propose to make the overlapping region a new partition.

After the partitioning of the microfluidic array, we use the bioassay schedule informa-

tion to derive the “free time” (i.e., when no droplet is present) for each partition. For each

partition, testing can be performed during its free time if the duration of fluidic operations

in one testing step is less than the free time. In this way, testing can be interleaved with the

bioassay steps.

However, we are faced with a problem if we treat all the electrodes in a partition as

a single test-group and use only one test droplet to traverse it. There may be a large

number of electrodes in a partition, and this approach therefore leads to reduced resolution
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Figure 6.12: Decomposition of Partition A into three non-overlapping test-groups: (a)
structural test for the whole Partition A; (b) structural test for three test-groups GA,1, GA,2
and GA,3 of Partition A.

for fault diagnosis. Furthermore, we have to identify a block of available time to test

the whole partition, which is less likely to occur during the normal bioassay. Therefore,

a group-testing scheme is used here. We propose to decompose a partition into several

non-overlapping test-groups, where each test-group only consists of several consecutive

electrodes. The test efficiency depends on the size of a test-group (number of electrodes

in this group). A large group can be targeted to reduce test time. As a trade off, a large

group size leads to reduced resolution for fault diagnosis. We can therefore appropriately

select the size of these groups to meet different test requirements. As discussed in [81],

in order to ensure low test time and sufficient test resolution, it is appropriate to include 3

to 5 electrodes within one test-group. In each test-group, a test droplet is used to perform

structural testing and functional testing.

For example, consider a partition (e.g., Partition A) consisting of nine consecutive elec-

trodes, namely EA,1 to EA,9, as shown in Fig. 6.12(a). It can be decomposed into three non-

overlapping test-groups (GA,1, GA,2 and GA,3), each of which includes three consecutive

electrodes, as shown in Fig. 6.12(b). GA,1 includes EA,1, EA,2 and EA,3; GA,2 includes EA,4

to EA,6; GA,3 includes EA,7 to EA,9. Both structural test and functional test are performed

for each test-group. There are a total of six tests for Partition A—structural test for GA,1,

GA,2 and GA,3, and functional test for GA,1, GA,2 and GA,3. Note that for each partition,
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only one type of test for one test-group can be executed during a specific time interval, in

order to avoid unintentional droplet interference.

6.3.2 Pin-Count-Aware Test Scheduling

The objective of pin-count-aware test scheduling is to interleave testing with the target

bioassay in a pin-constrained biochip, while avoid any pin-actuation conflicts between

pin-actuation sequences for testing and the bioassay. The objective is to achieve low com-

pletion time for both testing and the bioassay, as well as a small number of control pins.

The proposed pin-count-aware test scheduling method consists of two phases. In Phase

1, we append the execution of test-related droplet operations after the completion of the

target bioassay. For each partition, the electrode-actuation sequences for structural test and

functional test steps are appended after those for the target bioassay. Next, the broadcast-

addressing pin-assignment method from [68] is utilized to generate the pin-constrained

layout. In this way, we obtain a pin-constrained chip layout that supports the execution of

both testing and bioassay steps. The overhead in terms of the number of additional control

pins is negligible. The resulting pin-assignment has two attributes: first, the target bioas-

say can be executed exactly following the bioassay schedule without any pin-actuation

conflicts; second, each structural and functional testing for every test-group in a partition

can also be performed without any pin-actuation conflicts.

In Phase 2, we propose to schedule each type of fault testing (structural or functional)

for every test-group in a partition during its free time when no bioassay is performed in

this partition. The goal here is to avoid any pin-actuation conflict between pin-actuation

sequences for testing and the target bioassay. The test schedule determines the start time

and end time for testing (structural or functional) for all the test-groups in each partition.

As discussed in Section 6.3.1, for each partition, only one type of testing for a test-group

can be executed during a specific time interval, in order to avoid unintentional droplet
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interference.

Next, consider the direct-addressing scheme (one-to-one mapping), where each elec-

trode is assigned a separate control pin. A test for a test-group in a partition (e.g., Partition

A) can be scheduled during a specific time interval if no target bioassay step is performed

in this partition during this time, i.e., all electrodes in Partition A are assigned the “x”

value. For a pin-constrained chip layout, several electrodes in Partition A may share the

same control-pins with the electrodes in Partition B. At a specific clock cycle, we assume

that the target bioassay step is only executed in Partition B. In this case, the pin-actuation

sequence of this bioassay step may activate corresponding control pins that are connected

to electrodes in Partition B. Electrodes in Partition A that share the same control pins with

electrodes in Partition B are also activated inadvertently, even if no bioassay step is con-

currently executed in Partition A.

Currently, since no bioassay step is implemented in Partition A, we attempt to sched-

ule a testing step here at the same clock cycle. The pin-actuation sequence of this testing

step activates corresponding control pins that are connected to electrodes in Partition A.

However, for a control pin that connects both electrodes in Partition A and Partition B,

its specific value (‘0’ or ‘1’) assigned by the testing step in Partition A may be different

from the specific value assigned by the target bioassay step in Partition B. Therefore, a

pin-actuation conflict occurs. To avoid such conflicts, when scheduling the testing step

in Partition A during the free time, we check whether its pin-actuation sequence is “com-

patible” with the pin-actuation sequences for concurrently-executed target bioassay steps

in other partitions. At a specific clock cycle, only the testing step whose pin-actuation

sequence is mutually compatible with concurrently-executed target bioassay steps can be

scheduled at the same time.

Example 1: Table 6.6 shows two partitions, A and B. Partition A includes two electrodes

Electrode 1 and Electrode 2, while Partition B includes two other electrodes Electrode 3

and Electrode 4. Electrodes 1 and 3 are connected to the same Pin 1, while Electrode
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Table 6.6: An example illustrating test scheduling in a pin-constrained biochip.

Clock Partition A Partition B
cycle Electrode 1 Electrode 2 Electrode 3 Electrode 4

Pin 1 Pin 2 (Pin 1) (Pin 2) (Pin 1) (Pin 2)
1 1 1 1 x 1 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 x
3 x 0 x x x 0
4 1 x x x 1 x
5 0 1 0 1 x x

2 and Electrode 4 are connected to Pin 2. For the target bioassay implementation, Ta-

ble 6.6 also presents the electrode-actuation sequence for each electrode, as well as the

pin-actuation sequence for each control pin. Note that the pin-actuation sequence for each

control pin is obtained by merging the electrode-actuation sequences of those electrodes

that share the same pin. Now we schedule a testing step whose electrode-actuation se-

quence is “Electrode-1 Electrode-2 = 11” (i.e., pin-actuation sequence is “Pin-1 Pin-2 =

11”) for Partition A. Since at clock cycle 3, we have “Electrode-1 Electrode-2 = xx”, i.e.,

Partition A is currently free, we attempt to schedule this testing step at clock cycle 3. How-

ever, since we have “Pin-1 Pin-2 = x0” at clock cycle 3, scheduling this testing step at the

same time leads to a pin-actuation conflict, i.e., the testing step indicates that Pin-2 = 1,

while currently Pin-2 = 0.

Next we attempt to schedule the testing step “Electrode-1 Electrode-2 = 11” (i.e., “Pin-

1 Pin-2 = 11”) at clock cycle 4. Since Partition A is currently free and this testing step is

compatible with the pin-actuation sequence “Pin-1 Pin-2 = 1x” at clock cycle 4, we can

schedule the testing step in Partition A at clock cycle 4. We also update the pin-actuation

sequence for clock cycle 4 incorporating the testing step “Electrode-1 Electrode-2 = 11”,

i.e., we update “Pin-1 Pin-2 = 11” at clock cycle 4. ¤

Therefore, to schedule a testing step for a test-group within a partition, two require-

ments must be satisfied. First, no bioassay step is performed in this partition during the
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1: /* Phase 1: Obtain a pin-constrained chip layout supporting the execution of both
testing and target bioassay */

2: Partition the microfluidic array into spatial non-overlap regions using the droplet-trace
based partitioning algorithm;

3: Append the structural testing and functional testing for test-groups in each partition
after normal bioassay;

4: Obtain the resulting pin-constrained chip layout using broadcast pin-assignment
method;

5: /* Phase 2: Pin-count-aware test scheduling */
6: while Current time does not exceed the maximum allowed time for bioassay and testing

do
7: for each partition in the microfluidic array do
8: if existing un-scheduled test groups in current partition then
9: if no bioassay or testing is performed in current partition at current time then

10: Stage 1: Estimate the free time from current time to next scheduled bioas-
say or testing in current partition;

11: Stage 2: Select a test from un-scheduled test groups that has the largest
duration for testing that can fit in the free time duration obtained in Stage
1;

12: Stage 3: Check whether the pin-actuation sequence of the selected test in
Stage 2 are compatible with the pin-actuation sequences for concurrently-
executed target bioassay steps in other partitions;

13: Stage 4: Schedule the selected test in Stage 2 when compatible requirement
is met in Stage 3;

14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: if all tests for each partition have been scheduled then
18: Exit current loop;
19: else
20: Increase current time by one clock cycle;
21: end if
22: end while
23: Output results of pin-assignment and test scheduling for bioassay.

Figure 6.13: Pseudocode for the pin-count-aware online testing.

time-span when the testing step is scheduled. Second, the pin-actuation sequence for

this testing step must be “compatible” with the pin-actuation sequences for concurrently-

executed target bioassay steps in other partitions.

By utilizing the above pin-count-aware online testing method, we can obtain the pin-

constrained biochip layout that supports the concurrent execution of both testing steps and

the target bioassay. This layout minimizes the completion of testing and bioassay steps

with negligible overhead in terms of number of control pins. The pseudocode for pin as-
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Figure 6.14: Microfluidic array partition for multiplexed bioassay.

signment and test scheduling is shown in Fig. 6.13. Assume that the maximum completion

time (in clock cycles) of both testing and the bioassay is Tmax, the number of partitions

is Npartition, and the number of structural and functional tests within one partition is Ntest .

The worst-case computational complexity of the above procedure is O(NpartitionNtestTmax).

6.3.3 Evaluation

Multiplexed Immunoassay

In this subsection, we first evaluate the proposed pin-count-aware online testing method

by first applying to a multiplexed immunoassay. We have two samples S1 and S2, and two

reagents R1 and R2. Four pairs of droplets, i.e., {S1,R1}, {S1,R2}, {S2,R1}, {S2,R2}, are

routed together in sequence for the mixing operation. Thereby four mixing operations are

performed. Finally each of the mixed droplets is routed to the detection site for analysis.

A 15×15 microfluidic array is used here to perform the fluidic operations in the bioassay.
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Table 6.7: Comparison of the completion time and the number of control pins for the
multiplexed bioassay.

Method No. control pins Completion time (seconds)
Bioassay 24 98

Baseline 1 25 153
Baseline 2 40 112
Proposed 25 118

We use the droplet-trace partitioning method to partition the microfluidic array into 9

spatial non-overlapping parts (from P1 to P9), as shown in Fig. 6.14. For Partitions 1, 2,

7, and 8, the electrodes for droplet transportation and fluidic operations in each partition

are decomposed into three test-groups, where each test-group includes three consecutive

electrodes. Partition 6 is decomposed into three test-groups, where two test-groups include

three consecutive electrodes, and the third test-group includes five consecutive electrodes.

For Partitions 3, 4, 5, and 9, each partition includes three electrodes that form one single

test-group.

We assume a representative clock frequency of 1 Hz [81], i.e., the droplets are trans-

ported at the rate of 1 electrode/second. Given the multiplex bioassay protocol and the

module placement in Fig. 6.14, we can obtain the schedule (using the synthesis method

in [41]) and pin-assignment (using the pin-assignment method in [68]) for the target bioas-

say. The completion time of the target bioassay is 98 seconds. A total of 24 control pins

are needed to perform the bioassay.

Next we combine structural testing and functional testing with the bioassay implemen-

tation. In the first baseline method, for each partition, the electrode-actuation sequences

for testing steps are appended to those for target bioassay. Next the broadcast-addressing

pin-assignment method from [68] is utilized to generate the pin-constrained layout. The

completion time of normal bioassay plus testing is 153 seconds. A total of 25 control pins

are needed, which is one more than the implementation for only the bioassay.
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Figure 6.15: Pin-assignment using broadcast addressing for the multiplexed bioassay: (a)
pin-count-aware online testing method; (b) Baseline method 2.

For the second baseline method, we interleave testing and bioassay assuming direct-

addressing. For each partition, testing steps can be performed during the free time when

no target bioassay is implemented within the partition. The pin-constrained layout is gen-

erated based on the resulting electrode-actuation sequences. The completion time of online

testing with the bioassay is 112 seconds. However, as many as 40 control pins are needed,

since the pin-oblivious interleaving process does not facilitate pin-assignment to reduce

the number of control pins.

Next we use the proposed two-phase pin-count-aware testing method to interleave test-

ing steps and the target bioassay in a pin-constrained layout. The completion time is 118

seconds, which is 35 seconds less than that for Baseline 1, i.e., a 23.1% reduction. Only

25 control pins are needed, which is the same as that for Baseline 1. Table 6.7 shows

the comparison for the proposed method with the two baseline methods, in terms of the

completion time for both multiplexed bioassay and testing, and the number of control pins.

The pin-assignment for the proposed pin-count-aware online testing method and Baseline

2 are shown in Fig. 6.15. Compared to Baseline 2, although the proposed method uses an

additional 6 seconds to complete both the test procedure and the bioassay, it reduces the
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number of control pins from 40 to 25, i.e., a 37.5% reduction.

Interpolation-based Mixing Protocol

We next evaluate the pin-count-aware testing method using an interpolation-based mixing

protocol [30], which is described as follows. First, a droplet of the sample, such as serum

or some other physiological fluid containing protein, is dispensed into the biochips. Buffer

droplets, such as 1M NaOH solution, are then introduced to dilute the sample to obtain a

desired dilution factor (DF). The mixing of a sample droplet of protein concentration C

and a unit buffer droplet results in a droplet with twice the unit volume, and concentration

C/2. Splitting this large droplet results in two unit-volume droplets of concentration C/2

each. Continuing this step in a recursive manner using diluted droplets as samples, an

exponential dilution factor of DF = 2N can be obtained in N steps.

The two-fold dilution step can be extended to two droplets of different concentra-

tions C1 and C2, which results in two unit droplets with an interpolated concentration of

(C1 +C2)/2 each. By cascading the exponential and interpolating dilution steps in a serial

fashion, arbitrary dilution factors can be obtained. For example, by mixing and splitting

two unit droplets of concentration C/8 and C/16, we can obtain a concentration C/10.67.

This scheme of obtaining the desired dilution ratio is referred to as interpolating serial di-

lution. Fig. 6.16 shows a sequencing graph model for the above protocol to obtain four

different concentrations C/10.67, C/21.33, C/42.67, and C/85.33. Finally, droplets with

the above four concentrations are transported to a transparent electrode, where an optical

detector (e.g., a LED-photodiode setup) is integrated to measure the protein concentration.

In Fig. 6.16, there are a total of 71 nodes in one-to-one correspondence with the set of

operations in the interpolation-based mixing protocol, where DsS and DsBi (i = 1, . . . ,31)

represent the generation and dispensing of sample and buffer droplets, respectively. In

addition, Dlti (i = 1, . . . ,35) denotes the dilution (including mixing/splitting) operations;
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Figure 6.16: Sequencing graph for an interpolation-based mixing protocol [30].

Opti (i = 1, . . . ,4) denotes the optical detection of the diluted droplets.

Using the droplet-trace partitioning method, the microfluidic array placement for the

interpolation mixing bioassay is partitioned into 12 spatial non-overlapping regions. The

completion time for interpolation mixing is 373 seconds. A total of 27 control pins are

needed to implement the bioassay.

Next we combine testing with the implementation of the interpolation-based mixing

protocol. Table 6.8 compares the proposed method to the baseline methods, in terms of the

completion time for the bioassay and for testing, and the number of control pins. Compared
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Table 6.8: Comparison of the completion time and the number of control pins for the
interpolation-based mixing protocol.

Method No. control pins Completion time (seconds)
Bioassay 27 373

Baseline 1 30 481
Baseline 2 46 388
Proposed 30 403

to Baseline 1, the proposed method reduces the completion time by 78 seconds, i.e., a

16.2% reduction, but it requires the same number of control pins. Compared to Baseline

2, although the proposed method needs an additional 15 seconds to complete both the

testing and the bioassay, it reduces the number of control pins from 46 to 30, i.e., a 34.8%

reduction.

6.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We have presented an on-line testing method by utilizing the dynamic reconfiguration of

the digital microfluidics. We have implemented the microfluidic compactor for on-line

testing and biochemical assays concurrently, to ensure low area overhead. We have also

presented an automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) method for digital microfluidic

biochips. The ATPG method is tailored towards fault detection in non-regular low-cost

microfluidic arrays. The proposed method includes automated test-stimulus design and

test-resource selection, in order to minimize the test application time.

We have proposed a pin-count-aware online testing method. This method has generated

the pin-constrained design to support the execution of both the fault testing and the target

bioassay protocol. Fault testing and the target bioassay protocol have been interleaved for

online testing. The completion time of the fault testing and bioassay has been significantly

reduced, and the number of control pins has been kept small.
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Chapter 7

Integrated Control-Path Design and Error
Recovery

Recent advances in digital microfluidics have led to tremendous interest in miniaturized

lab-on-chip devices for biochemical analysis. Synthesis tools have also emerged for the

automated design of lab-on-chip from the specifications of laboratory protocols. However,

none of these tools consider control flow or address the problem of recovering from fluidic

errors that can occur during on-chip bioassay execution. We present a synthesis method

that incorporates control paths and an error-recovery mechanism in the design of a digital

microfluidic lab-on-chip [110]. Based on error-propagation estimates, we determine the

best locations for fluidic checkpoints during biochip synthesis. A micro-controller coordi-

nates the implementation of the control-flow-based bioassay by intercepting the synthesis

results that are mapped to the software programs. Real-life bioassay applications are used

as case studies to evaluate the proposed design method. For a representative protein as-

say, compared to a baseline chip design, the biochip with a control path can reduce the

completion time by 30% when errors occur during the implementation of the bioassay.

The notation used in this chapter is listed in Table 7.1.

7.1 Control-Path Design and Rollback-Recovery Mecha-
nism

Prior synthesis methods suffer from the drawback that they do not implement any control

flow to recover from errors that can occur during bioassay execution. The fluidic opera-

tions are carried out following the pre-determined schedule without any sensor feedback.

If an error is detected at the end of the assay, the entire bioassay must be repeated. As a
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Table 7.1: Notation used in Chapter 7.

Ci The i-th checkpoint for error recovery
Oi The i-th fluidic operation in the bioassay
Di The i-th droplet in the bioassay
Ii The error limit for the i-th droplet at start

of fluidic operation
EDs Intrinsic error limit of dispensing operation

ETran Intrinsic error limit of the transportation operation
EMix Intrinsic error limit of the mix operation
ESlt Intrinsic error limit for the split operation
EDlt Intrinsic error limit for dilution
Amax Maximum allowable area of microfluidic array
Tmax Maximum bioassay completion time

Ethreshold Error-limit threshold

result, a monitoring and an appropriate feedback-control mechanism must be implemented

during bioassay execution. A monitoring method can determine the status of the assay and

the quality of intermediate products using on-chip detectors at several checkpoints. If a

malfunction is detected or the quality of an intermediate product fails to meet predeter-

mined requirements, only a fragment of the bioassay must be re-executed. Here we refer

to the monitoring and control mechanisms as the “control path” for the digital microfluidic

lab-on-chip.

The quality of an intermediate product droplet can be determined by examining the an-

alyte concentration level. The concentration variation can be revealed by the color change

in the product droplet. Photodetectors are capable of detecting color changes by convert-

ing the light from a light emitting diode (LED) into either current or voltage. Recent

work has demonstrated the feasibility of integrating photodetectors in the microfluidic ar-

ray [9,25–28]. The availability of the detectors provides the motivation for fluidic rollback

schemes based on error detection.
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7.1.1 Checkpointing and Re-execution Subroutine

Given a bioassay sequencing graph, control-path design first determines which operations

need to be monitored. A checkpoint is inserted at the output of the fluidic operation that

needs to be monitored. A checkpoint is defined as the storage of the intermediate product

droplet at the output of the fluidic operation. This droplet is stored at an on-chip storage

unit.

Error detection is performed for the intermediate product droplet at the checkpoint. The

droplet is transported to an on-chip photodetector or a capacitive-sensing circuit. For error

detection using photodetectors, the droplet is subjected to a detection operation to deter-

mine whether there is an error, i.e., whether the concentration of the droplet is outside the

acceptable range. Note that if the intermediate product droplet is transparent, it has to be

mixed with reagent droplets to generate a non-transparent (colored) analyte droplet. This

analyte droplet can be examined colorimetrically by photodetectors. For example, the col-

orimetric detection of sulfate is described in [91]. The sulfate concentration is determined

indirectly based on the competitive reaction of sulfate and Methylthymol blue (MTB) with

barium in solution based on absorbance measurements of either uncomplexed MTB or the

MTB-barium complex. In this case, the product droplet used for error detection is typ-

ically not available for subsequent operations. For detection using a capacitive-sensing

circuit [93], the intermediate product droplet is subjected to a volumetric test to determine

whether the volume of the droplet is outside the acceptable range. When a droplet under-

goes capacitive-sensing detection, it can be utilized for subsequent operations.

If no error is detected, the intermediate product droplet can be stored and utilized for

subsequent operations. If an error is detected, the intermediate product droplet is trans-

ported to the waste reservoir, and the detection mechanism will trigger rollback recovery

to correct the error. For each checkpoint, control-path design determines the correspond-

ing re-execution subroutine for rollback recovery. The re-execution subroutine includes all
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Figure 7.1: Checkpoint insertion and re-execution subroutine.

the fluidic operations from the immediate upstream checkpoint along all the paths in the

sequencing graph model to the current checkpoint. Note that during bioassay execution, a

checkpoint can only be reached when no failure is detected in all its upstream checkpoints.

This implies that if an error is detected, it must be localized among the operations between

the current checkpoint and the immediate upstream checkpoint. Therefore, by re-executing

the subroutine, the error can be corrected.

Fig. 7.1 shows the insertion of checkpoints and the corresponding re-execution sub-

routines. Three checkpoints C1, C2 and C3 are inserted at the outputs of fluidic operations

O0, O2 and O5, respectively. A re-execution subroutine is assigned to checkpoint C2. This

subroutine includes operations O1 and O2. The outputs of operations O0 and O5 feed the

inputs of fluidic operations in the subroutine. If an error is detected for the intermediate

product droplet at checkpoint C2 while no error is detected at other checkpoints as shown

in Fig. 7.1, this implies that the error is localized among the operations between C1 and C2.

In this case, the detection mechanism will trigger the subroutine, and operations O1 and

O2 will be re-executed to correct the error.
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7.1.2 Droplet Preparation for the Re-execution Subroutine

The re-execution of a subroutine consumes additional droplets. For example, in Fig. 7.1,

suppose an error is detected at checkpoint C2. To implement the corresponding subroutine

to correct the error, we also need input droplets from operations whose outputs feed the

inputs of operations in the subroutine (i.e., O0 and O5). These droplets should have been

generated or stored on-chip, in order to be retrieved during the implementation of the

subroutine of checkpoint C2. They are referred to as “copy droplets”. Here we describe

how these additional input droplets are obtained.

Assume that O0 or O5 is a dilution operation. After the implementation of O0 or O5

during the bioassay, there are two 1x product droplets. Since there is a checkpoint at

the output of O0 or O5, one product droplet will be transported to a photodetector or a

capacitive-sensing circuit for error detection. Note that if the product droplet is transparent,

we use the capacitive-sensing circuits for error detection, to ensure that the droplet can be

used for subsequent operation O1 or O2 during the bioassay. The other product droplet is

transported to an on-chip storage unit as the copy droplet for O0 or O5, so that it can be

retrieved during the re-execution of the subroutine for checkpoint C2.

Next, assume that O0 or O5 is a mix operation, where two 1x input droplets are mixed

together into a 2x product droplet. In this case, we insert a split operation after O0 or O5,

in order to split the 2x product droplet into two 1x product droplets. One product droplet is

used for the bioassay, while the other is stored as a copy droplet, so that it can be retrieved

during the re-execution of the subroutine for C2.

Next, suppose that O0 or O5 is a dispensing operation. Before the re-execution of the

subroutine for C2, we can always implement O0 or O5 to dispense a droplet and use it to

feed the inputs of the re-execution subroutine. Therefore, we do not need any copy droplet

for O0 or O5.

Finally, assume that O0 or O5 is a split operation. During the bioassay, one product
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droplet of O0 or O5 is consumed by subsequent operation O1 or O2, while the other product

droplet is consumed by other subsequent operations. Therefore, no product droplet of O0

or O5 is stored as a copy droplet. In this case, we include O0 and O5 into the current

subroutine for checkpoint C2 to form a new subroutine that includes O0, O1, O2 and O5.

We also determine whether we can obtain copy droplets from operations whose outputs

feed the inputs of operations in the new subroutine, i.e., predecessor operations of O0

and O5. If copy droplets exist at the outputs of the predecessor operations, we can use

these copy droplets to re-execute the new subroutine (including O0, O1, O2 and O5) for

checkpoint C2. Otherwise, we continue the above process to enlarge the subroutine for

checkpoint C2 by including predecessor operations, until we reach predecessor operations

that can provide copy droplets to feed the inputs of operations in the subroutine.

Time Cost

The time cost for implementing a checkpoint and its corresponding re-execution subrou-

tine can be divided into four parts. The first part is the time cost for the storage of the

intermediate product droplet at the checkpoint. When the intermediate product droplet is

generated at the output of the fluidic operation, it will be transported to the on-chip detector

immediately at the next clock cycle. Therefore, no time cost is incurred for this step.

The second part is the time cost for transporting the intermediate product droplet to

an on-chip detector. Since droplet movement on a digital microfluidic array is fast (e.g.,

typically 8 Hz frequency [93]) compared to other fluidic operations (e.g., typically at 1

Hz), we can ignore the droplet-movement time for checkpointing.

The third part, i.e., the time needed for error detection of the intermediate product

droplet, depends on the detection mechanism. For example, the time for error detection

using an LED-photodiode detector is typically 5 seconds [93]. The capacitive-sensing

circuit operates at relatively high frequency (15 kHz) [93]. In contrast, in traditional digital
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circuits, the intermediate output signal is sent to control hardware for error detection. The

signal is compared with a signature stored in the controller to determine whether it is

erroneous. The duration of the detection process depends on the clock frequency of the

controller (usually in hundreds of MHz), hence the detection time for digital circuits is

negligible compared to digital microfluidics.

The fourth part is the time cost for implementing the re-execution subroutine associated

with the checkpoint. It can be decomposed into two sub-parts. The first sub-part is the

time needed to retrieve stored copy droplets and bring them to the inputs of the fluidic

operations in the subroutine. It can be calculated based on the maximum distance between

their on-chip storage units and the modules where the fluidic operations in the subroutine

are implemented. The second sub-part is the time needed to re-execute the subroutine, e.g.,

operations O1 and O2 for checkpoint C2 in Fig. 7.1. It can be calculated as the duration

from the start time of O1 to the end time of O2 in the bioassay schedule. In traditional

digital circuits, the detected error can be corrected by re-executing the logic operations

between two checkpoints in the circuit. Since the digital circuit usually works at high

clock frequency, the absolute (not relative) time cost for the re-execution is not excessive.

In a digital microfluidic biochip, since fluidic operations are usually implemented at low

frequency (a few Hz or tens of Hz), the time cost for the re-execution is much higher than

that for a digital circuit.

Space Cost

Two types of fluidic device resources are used for the checkpoint and the corresponding re-

execution subroutine. One type is the reconfigurable resource, which includes the storage

units for the intermediate product droplets and copy droplets. For example, in Fig. 7.1,

storage units should be used to store the intermediate droplets of operations O0, O2 and

O5, as well as the copy droplets of operations O0, O2 and O5. The reconfigurable resource

can be dynamically created using available electrodes in the microfluidic array during the
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target bioassay, hence it does not introduce any space cost.

The other type is the non-reconfigurable resource, which includes the on-chip photode-

tectors. Since there are more detection operations in the bioassay with control paths than

that without control paths, additional photodetectors have to be added. The introduced

space cost depends on the area that the photodetectors occupy on the microfluidic array.

For example, a photodiode detector is set up perpendicular on one electrode to the mi-

crofluidic array, and the adjacent eight electrodes are used as the guard ring in order to

avoid inadvertent mixing. The number of photodetectors also affects the time needed for

rollback recovery. With these additional detectors, several intermediate product droplets

can be detected concurrently on different detectors, which reduces the error-detection time.

In contrast, in a digital circuit, since all the circuit modules have been fabricated and

the error information is transported using electrical signals, there is no space cost for error

recovery.

7.2 Error-Propagation Estimates for Checkpoint Insertion

Although checkpoint monitoring and rollback recovery mechanism are useful for recov-

ering from fluidic errors that can occur during on-chip bioassay execution, they lead to

increased assay completion times. Therefore, careful design is needed to limit the number

of checkpoints and the size of the re-execution segment for each checkpoint. We propose

an efficient control-path design method based on the concept of checkpoint-insertion using

error-propagation estimates.

In a digital microfluidic lab-on-chip, each fluidic operation has a specific error range

associated with it, i.e., its intrinsic error limit, which is defined as worst-case percentage

offset of the actual output value from the nominal value. For example, a dispensing oper-

ation with an error limit of 10% implies that the reservoir, in the worst case, can dispense

a droplet with a volume of 1.1 or 0.9 times the normal value. In practice, the error limit
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can be obtained using laboratory experiments. These errors are typically related to droplet

volumes and intermediate product concentrations.

Given a target bioassay protocol, we collect the error-limit information for every fluidic

operation in the protocol. Using error analysis [99], the error limit of the output of an op-

eration can be derived from the error limit of the input to the operation and the operation’s

intrinsic error limit. The error limit at the input of an operation is equal to the error limit

of the output of its predecessor operation. We next present the error-propagation method

employed here for fluidic operations such as dispensing, transportation, mixing, splitting

and dilution.

An error can occur in the dispensing reservoir and lead to a sample or reagent droplet

of abnormal volume. For the dispensing operation, if its intrinsic error limit is EDs, the

error limit at the output is also EDs. The reservoir can therefore dispense a droplet with a

volume of (1±EDs) times the normal value.

When a droplet is transported on the microfluidic array, volume loss may occur due

to the adsorption at the electrode surface. Therefore, we have to consider the error due to

the transportation operation. We assume that the intrinsic error limit of the transportation

operation is ETran. If the error limit at the start of the move operation is I, error analy-

sis [99] shows us that the error limit at the end of the move operation is
√

I2 +E2
Tran. The

underlying assumption here is that the intrinsic errors are independent Gaussian random

variables [99].

When two droplets D1 and D2 are mixed, due to volume loss during mixing (e.g., due

to evaporation and adsorption), the volume of the output droplet may not equal the sum of

the volumes of D1 and D2. We assume that the intrinsic error limit of the mix operation

is EMix. If the error limits for D1 and D2 at the start of the mix operation are I1 and I2,

respectively, we use the error analysis method of [99] and obtain the error limit at the end

of the mix operation to be
√

(0.5I1)2 +(0.5I2)2 +E2
Mix.
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During the split operation, in many cases, a larger droplet cannot be evenly split into

two droplets due to a small difference in the voltages applied on the two electrodes adjacent

to the droplet. We assume that the intrinsic error limit for the split operation is ESlt. If the

error limit for the droplet at the start of the split operation is I, we derive the error limit at

the end of the split operation to be
√

I2 +(2ESlt)2.

On-chip dilution is performed by combining a mix operation with a subsequent split

operation. The mixing of a sample droplet DS of concentration C and a unit buffer droplet

DB ideally results in a droplet with twice the unit volume, and concentration C/2. Splitting

this large droplet results in the ideal case in two unit-volume droplets of concentration C/2

each. Therefore, the error estimate for dilution is the combination of the error estimates

for the mix operation and the subsequent split operation. We assume that the intrinsic error

limit for dilution is EDlt. If the error limits at the two input droplets are I1 and I2, respec-

tively, we calculate the error limit at the output to be
√

(0.5I1)2 +(0.5I2)2 +(2EDlt)2.

We apply the above error-propagation analysis to the bioassay sequencing graph and

calculate the error-limit for the output of each fluidic operation. The error limit at the in-

put of an operation is equal to the error limit at the output of its predecessor operation.

The magnitude of the error limit is increased as more operations are considered in the se-

quencing graph. At some point, the derived output error-limit will exceed a predetermined

threshold Ethreshold, which is obtained from the precision required for the protocol and the

detector sensitivity. At this point, a checkpoint must be added. After inserting the check-

point, the error-limit for the output of this fluidic operation is set to 0. We continue to

calculate the error limit for the outputs of the subsequent fluidic operations until we reach

the end of the protocol. In this way, the error-propagation-based checkpoint-allocation

method reduces the number of checkpoints while maintaining coverage for all the possible

failures during assay operation.
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Figure 7.2: The incorporation of a checkpoint in a sequencing graph (Det. refers to detec-
tion operation).

7.3 Control-Path Synthesis

Next we discuss the implementation of the control path, a step referred to as control-path

synthesis. The goal is to incorporate control paths into the synthesis of a bioassay. We in-

corporate checkpoints using the PRSA-based unified synthesis method [42]. A checkpoint

is simply the storage of the intermediate product droplet, and a subsequent detection is used

for error detection. Therefore, a storage operation and a subsequent detection operation are

inserted into the sequencing graph at the same location.

For instance, a checkpoint located between operations O2 and O3 in Fig. 7.2 is mapped

to a storage operation and a subsequent detection operation at the same position. By ap-

plying the PRSA-based synthesis method to this modified sequencing graph, we are able

to incorporate the control path as part of the bioassay protocol. The pseudocode for the

control-path incorporation unified synthesis method is shown in Fig. 7.3. The parame-

ters for the PRSA-based synthesis method are taken from [42]. The initial temperature

of annealing process is set to 10000, and the temperature cooling rate is set to 0.9. The

fine-tuning of these parameter values for a target bioassay is left for future work.

The weights, α and (1−α), where 0 < α < 1, are assigned to the criteria of normalized

area (denoted by A/Amax) and normalized bioassay completion time (denoted by T /Tmax),

respectively. Note that Amax and Tmax refer to the maximum allowable array area and
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1: Set initial intrinsic error limits for all the fluidic operations;
Set error-limit threshold for the bioassay;

2: Allocate checkpoints based on error-propagation analysis;
3: Set initial population of chromosome and the initial temperature;
4: Implement the synthesis using the information of initial chromosomes: {Phase 1: Re-

source binding; Phase 2: Scheduling; Phase 3: Placement}
5: while Stopping criteria of annealing is not satisfied do
6: for i = 1 to N do
7: Reproduction; Crossover:

{Parameterized uniform crossover is employed to generate the child chromosome
from two randomly-selected parent chromosomes;

8: if Fitness(child) < Fitness(parents) or rand(0, 1) <
exp(−[Fitness(child)−Fitness(parents)]/T) then

9: Child chromosome is selected;
10: else
11: Parent chromosome (the best one) is selected;
12: end if}
13: Mutation; New population replaces the old generation;
14: end for
15: T = rate × T;
16: end while
17: Find the chromosome with the best fitness value from the final population after the

annealing process;
18: Output the results of resource binding, scheduling and placement.

Figure 7.3: PRSA-based synthesis procedure with checkpoint insertion.

bioassay completion time, respectively. The solution with the lowest value of the metric

(α×A/Amax + (1−α)×T/Tmax) is considered to a desirable “design point”, where α can

be fine-tuned during simulation and based on application requirements.

7.4 Software Programs and Implementation for Rollback
Recovery

For each fluidic operation in the sequencing graph, the bioassay synthesis results that are

obtained using the synthesis method in Section 7.3 indicate the resource that is used to

implement the operation, the start time and end time during which the operation is imple-

mented, and the location where the operation is implemented on the microfluidic array.

Note that the bioassay synthesis results also include the fluidic operations for checkpoints.

The bioassay synthesis results are mapped to a software program and stored in micro-
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Table 7.2: The software program corresponding to the bioassay synthesis results from the
sequencing graph in Fig. 7.1.

Address Fluidic Duration (clock cycle) Resource Module placement
operation start — end (2-D coordinate)

0083 O0 0-6 4-electrode mixer (2,2)
0084 C1 7-12 Detector 1 (1,1)
0085 O1 13-21 2×3-array dilutor (3,3)
0086 O2 22-27 2×4-array dilutor (2,4)
0087 C2 28-33 Detector 1 (1,1)
0088 O5 7-15 2×3-array dilutor (5,6)
0089 C3 16-21 Detector 2 (10,1)
0090 O3 30-35 2×4-array dilutor (6,2)
0091 O4 36-42 4-electrode mixer (4,6)

controller memory. In the software program, each line is a command that corresponds

to a specific fluidic operation in the control-path based bioassay. The first section of the

command line is the address where the command is stored in the micro-controller memory;

the second section is the corresponding fluidic operation; the rest of the commands are the

start time and end time during which the fluidic operation is implemented, the resource

that is utilized to implement the operation, and the location where it is implemented on the

microfluidic array. For example, Table 7.2 shows the software program corresponding to

synthesis results of the sequencing graph with control paths shown in Fig. 7.1.

For checkpoints C1, C2 and C3, each of their re-execution subroutines corresponds to a

fragment of the program (subprogram) that can be identified by the starting address and end

address in the micro-controller memory. For example, since the re-execution subroutine

of checkpoint C2 includes fluidic operations O1 and O2, the corresponding subprogram

for checkpoint C2 starts from Address 0085 and ends at Address 0087. Similarly, the

subprogram for checkpoint C1 starts from Address 0083 and ends at Address 0084. The

subprogram for checkpoint C3 starts from Address 0088 and ends at Address 0089.

At the beginning, the micro-controller starts to implement all the commands whose
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start times are 0. A counter is used to record current time. As time advances, the micro-

controller exhaustively searches all the commands in the memory, and implement com-

mands whose fluidic operations start at the current time. For each command, the micro-

controller will allocate the required resource, module-placement location, and duration

for the corresponding fluidic operation. Based on the above process, the bioassay is im-

plemented according to the synthesis results by interpreting the programs stored in the

controller memory.

During bioassay execution, the detection output for each checkpoint is sent to the

micro-controller that coordinates bioassay execution. If an error is detected at a certain

checkpoint, the micro-controller intercepts the program for the bioassay and points to the

starting address of the corresponding subprogram of the re-execution subroutine. The

micro-controller will save current status of the bioassay and re-execute the subprogram

to correct the errors. When the subroutine is finished, the micro-controller reloads the

previously-saved bioassay status, and continues the normal bioassay according to the syn-

thesis results. Note that the counter stops during the re-execution process, and resumes

when the normal bioassay is continued.

For example, at clock cycle 33, the detection output of checkpoint C2 is sent to the

micro-controller. If an error is detected at C2, it implies that the error is localized among op-

erations between C1 and C2. In this case, the micro-controller will implement the following

steps: first, at clock cycle 33, the micro-controller stops all the concurrently-implemented

fluidic operations, e.g., operation O3 that starts from clock cycle 30 and ends at clock cy-

cle 35. All the intermediate droplets of these concurrently-implemented operations are

moved to on-chip storage units. The time counter stops at clock cycle 33. Second, the

micro-controller points to the start address of the subprogram for checkpoint C2 (0085)

and implement the subprogram to correct errors. The subprogram includes three com-

mands corresponding to fluidic operations O1, O2 and C2. Note that input droplets of the

subprogram of checkpoint C2, i.e., copy droplets of operations O0 and O5, will be retrieved
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from on-chip storage units and consumed during the re-execution. After the re-execution

of the subprogram of checkpoint C2, the errors are corrected. Next the micro-controller

retrieves the intermediate droplets of the concurrently-implemented operations (e.g., oper-

ation O3), and resumes the normal bioassay according to the synthesis results. The counter

continues from clock cycle 33.

7.5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate synthesis results with the incorporation of control paths into

bioassays. We also evaluate the completion time of bioassays and the resource usage when

the subroutines corresponding to the checkpoints are re-executed due to the detection of

errors.

7.5.1 Protein Assay

We first evaluate the synthesis results with the incorporation of control paths into a real-life

protein assay. A colorimetric protein assay has been carried out on a digital microfluidic

lab-on-chip [29]. The bioassay protocol and the sequencing graph are presented in Sec-

tion 2.3.3. Until the fourth step of serial dilution, all diluted sample droplets are retained in

the microfluidic array. After that stage, for each binary dilution step, only one diluted sam-

ple droplet is retained after splitting, while the other droplet is moved to its corresponding

on-chip storage unit. This droplet can subsequently be retrieved during the re-execution

subroutine.

We also need to specify some design parameters for the lab-on-chip to be synthesized.

As an example, we set the maximum allowable completion time for the protein assay to be

500 seconds. We assume that there is only one on-chip reservoir/dispensing port available

for sample fluids, but there are two such ports for buffer fluids, two for reagent fluids, and
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Table 7.3: Error limits (Err.) and checkpoints (CP, Yes: Y; No: N) under different values
of Ethreshold .

Concentration C C/2 C/4 C/8 C/16 C/32 C/64
Ethreshold Err. 18.97% 22.49% 24.05% 25.15% 26.12% 27.03% 27.90%
= 30% CP N N N N N N N

Ethreshold Err. 18.97% 22.49% 24.05% 25.15% 22.89% 26.29% 24.41%
= 25% CP N N N Y N Y N

Ethreshold Err. 18.97% 22.49% 24.05% 22.09% 25.42% 23.66% 24.41%
= 23% CP N N Y N Y Y Y

Ethreshold Err. 18.97% 20.20% 21.26% 22.09% 22.89% 23.66% 24.41%
= 15% CP Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

one for waste fluids.

We first insert checkpoints into the sequencing graph of the protein assay. Without

loss of generality, and on the basis of experimental evidence, the intrinsic error limit of

the dispensing operation EDs is set to 8%, the intrinsic error limit of the transportation

operation ETran is set to 12%, the intrinsic error limit of the mixing operation EMix is set

to 10%, and the intrinsic error limit of the dilution EDlt is set to 8%. We consider different

error-limit thresholds Ethreshold for the entire protein assay. By applying error-propagation

analysis to the fluidic operations of the protein assay, we obtain error limits for the outputs

of fluidic operations and the corresponding checkpoints.

Table 7.3 lists the error limits and checkpoints for different values of Ethreshold. For each

threshold value, Table 7.3 shows the error limits for the outputs of dilution operations Dlt

at different sample concentrations, and whether checkpoints must be added at these out-

puts (“Y” or “N”). Note that the number of inserted checkpoints depends on the value of

Ethreshold. As shown in Table 7.3, for Ethreshold = 30%, since the error limits for the outputs

of dilution operations Dlt at all the sample concentrations are less than Ethreshold, no check-

point is added. For Ethreshold = 25%, the error limit for the outputs of dilution operations

at sample dilution C/8 is larger than Ethreshold. Therefore, checkpoints are added at the
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Figure 7.4: Assay completion times of using 4 detectors and 3 detectors for normal bioas-
say and checkpointing for various error-limit thresholds and increase in assay time com-
pared to no control path. The percentages on the bars refer to the increase in the assay time
(compared to the assay without control flow) when there are no errors.

outputs of these dilution operations, and the error limits of the outputs of these dilution op-

erations are set to zero for the error-limit calculation of the subsequent dilution operations.

We continue the error-limit calculation until we reach the leaf nodes of the sequencing

graph for the protein assay. Since the error limits for the outputs of dilution operations at

sample dilution C/32 are also larger than Ethreshold, checkpoints are added here. Altogether,

16 checkpoints are added when Ethreshold = 25%. Note that when Ethreshold decreases, more

checkpoints are added. For example, when Ethreshold = 15%, checkpoints are added for the

dilution operations at all the concentrations from C to C/64, i.e., there are 39 checkpoints

in total.

Next we incorporate checkpoints into the protein assay. We utilize the PRSA-based

unified synthesis method to derive chip designs based on these modified sequencing graphs

with different checkpoint sets for various values of Ethreshold. Fig. 7.4 lists the assay com-
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pletion times for control-path-based protein assay for different error-limit thresholds for a

10× 10 microfluidic array. We consider two cases: four detectors and three detectors for

normal bioassay and checkpointing (storage and error detection). Here we assume that no

error occurs during the assay execution. Therefore, the assay completion times reported

here include the time needed for normal bioassay operations and checkpointing. Note that

no checkpoint is added under Ethreshold = 30%, therefore the assay completion time for this

case is equal to that without control paths. For both 4-detector case and 3-detector case, the

results show that when Ethreshold becomes lower, more checkpoints are incorporated into

the protein assay, thereby the time for checkpointing increases, and the assay completion

time also increases. The percentage increases over the baseline of no checkpoint are shown

in the figure. For the same number of checkpoints, the assay completion time for the 4-

detector case is lower than that for the 3-detector case, since more detection operations can

be executed concurrently in the 4-detector case. The experiment was performed on a 2.0

GHz Intel Core2 Dual processor, with 1 GB of memory. The CPU time needed was 35 m

for Ethreshold = 15%.

Next we evaluate the effect of microfluidic array size on the assay completion times.

Fig. 7.5 lists the assay completion times for control-path-based protein assay for different

error-limit thresholds in 10× 10 and 15× 15 microfluidic arrays. Four detectors are used

here for both normal bioassay and checkpointing. Here we assume that no error occurs

during the assay execution. For both 10× 10 and 15× 15 microfluidic arrays, the results

show that when Ethreshold becomes lower, more checkpoints are incorporated into the pro-

tein assay, thereby the assay completion time increases. The percentage increases over the

baseline of no checkpoint are shown in the figure. For the same checkpoints, the assay

completion time for a 15×15 microfluidic array is lower than that for a 10×10 microflu-

idic array, since more fluidic modules such as mixers and diluters can be simultaneously

placed on the larger array.

The synthesis results of the control-path-based protein assay are mapped to a soft-
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Figure 7.5: Assay completion times for various error-limit thresholds in 10× 10 and
15× 15 microfluidic arrays and increase in assay time compared to no control path. The
percentages on the bars refer to the increase in the assay time (compared to the assay with-
out control flow) when there are no errors.

Table 7.4: The software program corresponding to the bioassay synthesis results of sample
concentration C/4 in the sequencing graph of protein assay.

Address Fluidic Duration (clock cycle) Resource Module placement
operation start — end (2-D coordinate)

0011 Dlt4 46-53 4-electrode dilutor (3,1)
0012 C4 54-59 Detector 1 (1,1)
0013 Dlt5 76-81 2×4-array dilutor (5,3)
0014 C5 82-87 Detector 3 (5,1)
0015 Dlt6 56-61 2×4-array dilutor (1,5)
0016 C6 62-67 Detector 1 (1,1)
0017 Dlt7 58-70 2×2-array dilutor (5,3)
0018 C7 71-76 Detector 2 (1,10)

ware program and stored in micro-controller memory. Table 7.4 shows a fragment of

the program corresponding to synthesis results of sample concentration C/4 in the se-

quencing graph of protein assay. C4 to C7 are the checkpoints for operations Dlt4 to Dlt7.
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Figure 7.6: Assay completion time comparison for the scheduled protein assay protocol,
with and without control paths, when errors appear at intermediate points (sample concen-
trations).

Here we integrate the control paths including checkpoints and re-execution subroutines

for Ethreshold = 15% in the bioassay. For example, at clock cycle 67, the detection output

of checkpoint C6 is sent to the micro-controller. If an error is detected at C6, the micro-

controller will implement the corresponding subprogram (from Address 0015 to Address

0016) for the re-execution subroutine of C6, i.e., operation Dlt6, to correct the errors.

Next we evaluate the assay completion time if errors occur during assay execution. We

consider errors that are detected for different sample concentrations. Fig. 7.6 compares

the assay completion time with control paths to that without control paths when an error is

detected at the concentration levels indicated on the x-axis. We integrate the control paths

including checkpoints and re-execution subroutines for Ethreshold = 15% in the bioassay.

The assay completion times reported here include the time needed for normal bioassay

operations, checkpointing (storage and error detection), and rollback recovery. The results
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show that if errors occur at any specific sample concentration level, it takes more time for

the lab-on-chip without control paths to complete the assay than that with control paths.

For example, if errors occur at sample concentration C/32, for the assay protocol without

control paths, the entire bioassay must be repeated. Therefore, it takes 561 seconds to

complete the assay. However, if we incorporate control paths into the assay protocol, we

only need to implement the re-execution subroutines corresponding to checkpoints at the

outputs of these dilution operations, i.e., implement all fluidic operations between sample

concentration C/16 and C/32. Therefore, it takes only 413 seconds to complete the assay.

When errors occur at a relatively high concentration level, e.g., at C/4, the protocol without

control paths returns to the start of bioassay, and the protocol with control paths returns to

checkpoints at C/2. There is only one level of dilution between the start and C/2. There-

fore, there is only slight difference between the assay completion times. The difference is

more striking when errors occur at the dilution operations at lower sample concentration,

e.g., at C/32, since the difference between the completion time from the start and from the

immediate upstream checkpoints becomes larger.

Next we evaluate the resource usage if errors occur during assay execution. Here,

resource usage refers to the consumption of droplets (sample, reagent and buffer) during

the bioassay. Fig. 7.7 compares the number of droplets consumed for the protein assay with

control paths to that without control paths when errors are detected at the concentration

levels indicated on the x-axis. If errors occur at any specific concentration level, the protein

assay without control paths consumes more droplets than that with control paths. For

example, if errors occur at the dilution operations at sample concentration C/32, for the

protein assay without control paths, the entire bioassay must be repeated, and 80 droplets

are consumed to complete the bioassay. However, the protein assay with control paths

only needs to re-execute the corresponding subroutine to correct the error, i.e., implement

all fluidic operations between C/16 and C/32, and only 56 droplets are consumed overall.

The error-recovery capability of the control-path design for different numbers of check-
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Figure 7.7: Droplet consumption comparison for the scheduled protein assay protocol,
with and without control paths, when errors appear at intermediate points (sample concen-
trations).

points can be measured using the bioassay completion time when errors occur. When a cer-

tain number of errors are randomly inserted into the bioassay protocol with varying num-

ber of checkpoints, the control-path design that achieves less completion time has higher

error-recovery capability. Next we inject multiple errors at randomly chosen concentra-

tion levels of the protein assay, in order to evaluate the error-recovery capability of the

control-path design with different numbers of checkpoints. Each randomly chosen dilution

level is associated with a probability of an error. The assay completion time and number

of consumed droplets with control paths is averaged over 100 runs. For each error-limit

threshold Ethreshold, we obtain the corresponding checkpoint set and the scheduled protein

assay protocol with control paths. We calculate the average assay completion time and

number of consumed droplets for different values of Ethreshold. Since there are 39 dilution

operations altogether, at most 39 errors can be injected.
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Figure 7.8: Average assay completion time for the scheduled protein assay protocol for
various error-limit thresholds, when different numbers of errors are injected at randomly
chosen dilutions.
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Figure 7.9: Droplet consumption for the scheduled protein assay protocol for various er-
ror-limit thresholds, when different numbers of errors are injected at randomly chosen
dilutions.
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Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9 shows the average assay completion times and average number of

consumed droplets, respectively, for various error-limit thresholds, when multiple errors

are injected at randomly chosen concentration levels. For Ethreshold = 15%,23%, or 25%,

when the number of injected errors increases, the average assay completion time and the

average number of consumed droplets increase, since more rollback is necessary to correct

the errors. For a specific number of injected errors, the average assay completion time and

the average number of consumed droplets for low error-limit threshold (e.g., Ethreshold =

15%) is less than that for high error-limit threshold (e.g., Ethreshold = 25%). This is because

to correct a specific group of errors, the re-execution subroutines of low value of Ethreshold

contain less fluidic operations, while the re-execution subroutines of large value of Ethreshold

contain more fluidic operations. The horizontal bar (Ethreshold = 30%) corresponds to the

case when no checkpoints are inserted. In this case, the assay completion time and the

number of consumed droplets are independent of the number of errors, since the entire

assay must be re-executed.

The average completion time and the average number of consumed droplets for differ-

ent Ethreshold trends to saturate as we increase the number of injected errors. This is because

there are altogether eight concentration levels in the protein assay, and a subroutine is as-

sociated with each concentration level. This subroutine is executed to correct all the errors

at the concentration level. When a large number of errors are injected, these errors trend

to be distributed among the different concentration levels, but at most eight subroutines

are available to correct all the errors. The maximum average assay completion time is 652

clock cycles, and the maximum average number of consumed droplets is 88, when all the

eight subroutines are implemented during the bioassay with control paths. For the baseline

case with no control path, the assay completion time is 662 clock cycles, and the number

of consumed droplets is 96.
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Figure 7.10: Assay completion times for normal bioassay and checkpointing for various
error-limit thresholds and increase in assay time compared to no control path. The per-
centages on the bars refer to the increase in the assay time (compared to the assay without
control flow) when there are no errors.

7.5.2 Interpolating Mixing Architecture

We next evaluate the synthesis results with the incorporation of control paths into an in-

terpolating mixing architecture [30]. The bioassay protocol and the sequencing graph are

presented in Section 6.3.3.

Since the complexity lies in the fact that the above architecture requires accurate di-

lution results, volume error should be minimized in order to maintain the concentration

accuracy. We incorporate checkpoints into the interpolating mixing architecture and utilize

the PRSA-based unified synthesis method to derive chip designs based on these modified

sequencing graphs with different checkpoint sets for various values of Ethreshold. Fig. 7.10

lists the assay completion times for control-path-based interpolating mixing architecture

for different error-limit thresholds for a 10×10 microfluidic array. Four detectors are used

for normal bioassay and checkpointing (storage and error detection). Since we assume

that no error occurs during the assay execution, the assay completion times reported here
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Figure 7.11: Assay completion time comparison for the scheduled interpolating mixing
architecture, with and without control paths, when errors appear at intermediate points
(sample concentrations).

include the time needed for normal bioassay operations and checkpointing. Note that no

checkpoint is added under Ethreshold = 30%, thereby the assay completion time for this

case is equal to that without control paths. Under Ethreshold = 18%, checkpoints are added

after all the dilution operations. The results show that for lower value of Ethreshold, more

checkpoints are incorporated into the interpolating mixing architecture, thereby the assay

completion time increases.

Fig. 7.11 compares the assay completion time with control paths to that without con-

trol paths when an error is detected at the concentration levels indicated on the x-axis.

We integrate the control paths including checkpoints and re-execution subroutines for

Ethreshold = 18% in the bioassay. The assay completion times reported here include the

time needed for normal bioassay operations, checkpointing (storage and error detection),

and rollback recovery. The results show that if errors occur at any specific sample concen-
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Figure 7.12: Average assay completion time for the scheduled interpolating mixing archi-
tecture for various error-limit thresholds, when different numbers of errors are injected at
randomly chosen dilutions.

tration level, more time will be spent for the lab-on-chip without control paths to complete

the assay than that with control paths. Note that without control paths, when errors are

detected at (C/16 +C/32)/2, i.e., C/21.33, more assay time are needed to recover from

the errors than the cases for C/16 and C/32, since the dilution operation for C/21.33 is the

successor of both C/16 and C/32. Similar results are observed for C/10.67, C/42.67 and

C/85.33.

Next we inject multiple errors at randomly chosen concentration levels of the interpo-

lating mixing architecture, in order to evaluate the error-recovery capability of the control-

path design with different numbers of checkpoints. Fig. 7.12 shows the average assay

completion times for various error-limit thresholds, when multiple errors are injected at

randomly chosen concentration levels. For Ethreshold = 18%,23%, or 25%, when the num-

ber of injected errors increases, the average assay completion time increases, since more

rollback is necessary to correct the errors. For a specific number of injected errors, the

average assay completion time for a low error-limit threshold (e.g., Ethreshold = 18%) is
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Table 7.5: Comparison of error-recovery capability and time cost of control paths for
different values of Ethreshold.

Bioassay Ethreshold No. checkpoint Biossay Time cost
completion time of control paths

(seconds) (seconds)
Protein assay 30% 0 642 311

25% 16 605 274
23% 28 582 251
15% 39 533 202

Interpolating mixing 30% 0 760 405
architecture 25% 13 674 319

23% 20 642 287
18% 31 579 224

PCR 30% 0 56 26
20% 3 51 21
15% 7 48 18

Synthetic 1 30% 0 610 307
25% 18 575 272
15% 31 503 201

Synthetic 2 30% 0 876 423
25% 22 662 209
20% 39 629 176
15% 55 550 109

less than that for a high error-limit threshold (e.g., Ethreshold = 25%). The horizontal bar

(Ethreshold = 30%) corresponds to the case when no checkpoints are inserted. The aver-

age completion time for different Ethreshold trends to saturate as we increase the number of

injected errors.

We also incorporate control paths into the mixing stage of the polymerase chain re-

action (PCR), as well as randomly generated sequences of fluidic operations (synthetic

benchmarks). Table 7.5 shows the error-recovery capability and the corresponding time

cost of control paths for different values of Ethreshold for each bioassay. The error-recovery

capability is evaluated using the bioassay completion time with control-path design when

a constant number of errors (e.g., 5 errors) are injected at randomly chosen locations of
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the bioassay protocol. The time cost of control paths includes the time needed for check-

pointing (storage and error detection) and rollback recovery (i.e., the re-execution of the

subroutine associated with checkpoints).

In Table 7.5, for each bioassay, when error-limit threshold Ethreshold decreases, more

checkpoints are inserted for the control-path design, the assay completion time with the

control-path design for randomly-injected errors decreases, and the corresponding time

cost of control paths also decreases. This is because to correct these errors, the re-execution

subroutines for low Ethreshold contain less fluidic operations, while the re-execution subrou-

tines for high Ethreshold contain more fluidic operations.

7.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

We have presented a unified synthesis method that incorporates control paths in the de-

sign of a digital microfluidic lab-on-chip for bioassay protocols. We have proposed an

efficient control-path design method based on error-propagation estimates for different flu-

idic operations. The proposed synthesis method allows the incorporation of control paths

and synthesis of the bioassays to be carried out simultaneously. We have demonstrated

the advantages of this approach using real-life bioassay applications. We have shown that

if errors occur during bioassay execution, it takes considerably less time and consumes

less droplets for the assay protocol with control paths to complete the assay than the assay

protocol without control paths.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Thesis Contributions

This thesis has presented design automation solutions for chip synthesis, droplet routing,

control-pin mapping, testing and diagnosis, and error recovery. In contrast to previous

methods, which are based on unrealistic assumptions and provide independent point so-

lutions for related design problems, this thesis focuses on a CAD flow that unifies related

design objectives in a comprehensive CAD framework.

A number of realistic issues have been considered for CAD optimization techniques

of biochip design. A key design challenge is the avoidance of cross-contamination during

droplet routing, since the cross-contamination between droplets of different biomolecules

can lead to erroneous outcomes for bioassays. We have presented two different techniques

to solve the above problem. First, disjoint droplet routes have been used to physically sep-

arate transportation paths of different droplets, in order to avoid the cross-contamination.

Second, wash operations have also been used to clean cross-contamination sites during

droplet routing. We have synchronized washing steps with functional droplet-routing steps,

thereby reducing droplet-transportation time.

Another key design challenge for bioassay implementation is to avoid pin-actuation

conflicts when fluidic operations are concurrently implemented on pin-constrained biochips.

We have presented a two-phase optimization method to synchronize these fluidic opera-

tions on pin-constrained layouts, and minimize the length of the outcome sequence after

synchronization. In the first phase, the optimization method merges the corresponding

pin-actuation sequences that are mutually compatible. In the second phase, non-mutually-
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compatible pin-actuation sequences are parallelized using an ILP-based optimization tech-

nique.

Droplet routing and control-pin mapping are interdependent problems for CAD opti-

mization of biochips. However, prior solutions require droplet routes to be determined

prior to pin assignment, therefore the corresponding results are clearly sub-optimal. In this

thesis, we attempt to solve the droplet routing and pin assignment problems concurrently.

We have proven that the above co-optimization problem is NP-complete, and presented

two different solutions: an ILP-based co-optimization method and an efficient heuristic ap-

proach. The proposed solutions generate droplet-routing paths and a single pin-assignment

plan with a minimum number of control pins, and ensure that droplet routing can be per-

formed in all the subproblems without any conflict in the mapping of pins to electrodes.

Testing and diagnosis techniques for digital microfluidic biochips have been presented.

In order to avoid the need for a capacitive-sensing circuit and complicated pulse-sequence

analysis, we have presented built-in self test and fault diagnosis methods that implement

a compaction operation for test-outcome droplets, in order to detect both physical defects

and fluidic malfunctions in regular microfluidic arrays. The compactor consists of logic

gates (e.g., AND, OR, NOT, and XOR gates) in digital microfluidics. It can compress

multiple test-outcome droplets into one droplet in a very short amount of time, and the

droplet can be detected using a simple photo-diode detector. We have also extended the

testing from regular microfluidic arrays to non-regular microfluidic arrays. An automatic

test pattern generation (ATPG) method has been proposed towards fault detection in non-

regular low-cost microfluidic arrays. This ATPG method includes automated test-stimulus

design and test-resource selection, in order to minimize the test application time.

On-line testing techniques have been presented utilizing the dynamic reconfigurability

inherent in digital microfluidic biochips. An on-line testing method interleaves structural

test and compaction of test-outcome droplets with biochemical assays. Another pin-count-

aware online testing method generates the pin-constrained design to support the execution
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of both the fault testing and the target bioassay protocol. Fault testing and the target bioas-

say protocol have been interleaved for online testing.

Besides the testing and diagnosis of defects in digital microfluidic biochips, we have

also considered recovering from fluidic errors that can occur during on-chip bioassay exe-

cution. We have developed a unified synthesis method that incorporates control paths in the

design of a digital microfluidic biochip for error recovery. The control-path design method

is based on error-propagation estimates for different fluidic operations. The control paths

are incorporated in the implementation of the bioassay during chip synthesis.

Several real-life bioassays (e.g., multiplexed in-vitro diagnostics on human physiolog-

ical fluids, DNA sequencing, and n-plex immunoassay), which have recently been demon-

strated on digital microfluidic biochips, have been used to evaluate the proposed design

automation methods. In particular, some large-scale case studies (e.g., protein assay and

interpolating mixing architecture), have been undertaken to validate the effectiveness of

the automated design tools. Commercial prototype biochips and experimental university

biochips have been utilized to evaluate the design automation tools.

In summary, this thesis has led to comprehensive and powerful design tools that ad-

dress related design problems in a unified manner, and which are guided by emerging

applications and technology constraints.

8.2 Future Work

The contents of this thesis open up a number of exciting directions for research in the

emerging area of biochip design automation. These new directions are summarized below.

Topic 1: Co-optimization of droplet routing and control-pin mapping

Several problems remain to be tackled for the co-optimization of droplet routing and

control-pin mapping. The optimization methods proposed in Chapter 4 are based on

integer-linear programming (ILP) models, which require large CPU time to obtain the
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optimal results. As the size of the microfluidic array increases, the CPU time for obtaining

the optimal results will become unacceptable. Therefore, linear programming relaxation

(LP) techniques can be used to replace the constraint of ILP models that each variable must

be 0 or 1 by a weaker constraint, that each variable belongs to the interval [0, 1]. Next ran-

domized rounding techniques can be used to round the fractional solution of the LP to an

integer solution of the ILP. Since the optimal fractional solution of the LP can typically be

computed in polynomial time, the CPU time for the co-optimization of the droplet routing

and control-pin mapping can be reduced drastically.

In addition, the co-optimization methods in Chapter 4 focus on minimizing the number

of control pins such that there is no increase in droplet-routing time relative to the direct-

addressing pin-assignment scheme. Some important trade-offs can be carried out here. For

example, the number of control pins can be reduced even more by allowing a small number

of stall cycles in droplet routing, which leads to higher routing time but fewer control pins.

Topic 2: Effective testing of digital microfluidic biochips with smaller feature size

Effective testing of small-scale digital microfluidic biochips also needs to be investi-

gated. Previous fault models and testing methods are targeted for PCB-based digital mi-

crofluidic biochips, where the electrode pitch is typically 1.5 mm. Currently, as described

in Chapter 1, electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWD) biochips are being fabricated with a mul-

tilayer insulator consisting of 135 nm sputtered tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) and 180 nm

parylene C coated with 70 nm of CYTOP. The electrode pitch is 100 µm and the gap height

is only 20 µm.

As electrode sizes are reduced and biochips are fabricated using different materials,

new physical defects and malfunctions may occur. For example, magnetic beads are dis-

pensed from on-chip reservoirs of miniaturized biochips, it is difficult to obtain a droplet

with fixed number of magnetic beads. The variation of the number of magnetic beads

within the droplet may lead to erroneous assay outcomes. Therefore, it is important to

monitor and test the number of magnetic beads within one droplet. If it is different from
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the desired value, the dispensing operation must be re-executed. Therefore, efficient fault

models and testing techniques are required for the testing and diagnosis of digital microflu-

idic biochips with smaller feature size.

Topic 3: Online error recovery

The error recovery method in Chapter 7 assumes that when a re-execution subroutine

is being implemented to correct the corresponding error, other fluidic operations in the

bioassay cannot be implemented concurrently. In this case, the total assay completion time

with error recovery is the sum of normal assay time and error-recovery time (checkpointing

time and recovery time). If many errors occur during bioassay execution, the time needed

for error recovery becomes significant. For example, as mentioned in Section 7.5.1, for

the protein assay, the normal assay time is 331 seconds. When 39 errors occur during the

execution of protein assay, the time needed for checkpointing and recovery is 321 seconds,

which is comparable to the assay time.

However, for many bioassays, e.g., the n-plex bioassay, we need to minimize the dura-

tion of time during which samples and reagents are manipulated on-chip. This requirement

is motivated by the need to prevent erroneous assay outcomes due to chemical changes in

sample and reagent droplets that are inevitable with time. Furthermore, applications such

as toxicity screening require rapid time-to-response [89]. Therefore, online error recov-

ery must be performed with the concurrent target bioassay, in order to minimize the assay

completion time with error recovery. New synthesis techniques are required to incorporate

concurrent error recovery and the target bioassay.
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